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1969 B.G.A. General Regulations ,:

"The only acceptable
camera is the Kodak
INSTAMATIC 25"

The Kodak 'Instamatic' 25 camera has been specified by the British
Gliding Association as the camera to be used in competition gliding.

This is why.
It's easily loaded, The film is in a cartridge which simply 'drops-in' to
the camera. It only 'drops-in' one way, so you can't misload. There's no
film threading - no fumbling. It has a double-exposure prevention
device, so you can't take 'two-on-one'. You have a choice of either
black-and-white prints, colour prints or colour slides. The large, eyelevel viewfinder lets you compose your picture easily, instantly. It's
light, compact and easily stowed away when not in use; a pocket
will do. The 'Instamatic' 25 camera is rugged, reliable, inexpensive.
Recommended retail price is just 56/- (case only 12/3).

ca

'Kodak' and 'Ins-tamatic' are trade marks.
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The Slingsby T.53 all metal, tandem, two-seater, high
performance glider for instruction at all levels.

The first post-fire T.53 has now been completed and the
opportunity has been taken to embody a number of detail
improvements. Reorganisation has enabled the quicker servicing of orders for instruments, spares and repair materials
and the capacity is currently available for repairs to damaged aircraft.

Slingsby Aircraft Company Limited
Kirkbymoorside, Yorkshire, England.
Te!ephone~
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Kirkbymoorside 751/6

START' THINKING ABOUT MARFA!
By DICK JOHNSON
With the World Championships only twelve months away, we have
asked Dick Johnson a well·known World Championship pilot
himself - to prepare these notes, whiQh should be of interest to
prospective teams.

ARFA is localed in semi-arid SW
M
Tellas and is less than 70 km NW
cf the Rio Grande River, which is the
US border with Mexico. The land is
characterized by rough, rocky and thinlyvegetated mountains and high plateau
areas, separated by gently rolling brush
and grass-<:overed valleys. The mountain
tops are mostly 6,000-S,OOO ft. ASL; the
valleys are about 3,000-5,000 ft. ASL in
elevation. The valley summer daily
highest temperatmes average 90-IOO'F,
and the nightly lowest about 50-60'F.
The land is sparsely settled, except for
Marfa, and consistsalmast entirely of
large cattle and sheep ran~hes. Marfa is
the county seat of Presidio County and
is made up of homes, county government
buildings, a railroad station" hotelsmotels, business houses and restaurants.
Its population is approximately 3,000
persons, whicl1 is more than that populating the balance of Presjdio County's
3,877 sq. miles. Outside Marfa the
population density averages about one
humaJI and 20 cattle per four square
kil·ometres of land area. Lack of water
and vegetation di~courag;es large increases
in either.

Presidio COl/lily Airport -

But the arid land, which is poor for
the farmer and rancher, produces excellent summertime thermals and high
cumulus cloud bases, which are very
attractive to glider pilots. Annual rainfall at Mafia is about 14 inches per year,
most of which normally falls during the
summer months from the not infrequent
afternoon and evening thunderstorms.
When the predominantly light southerly
winds are from the SW, dry air brought
in from the Mexican deserts produ~es
high - and usually strong - thermals.
Under these oonditions the thermals wiIl
be either cloudless or topped by small
cumulus at about 12,000-17,000 ft. ASL.
Climb rates of 500-1,000 ft/rnin. are
normal, and the best lift is founel almost
invariably o,ver the mountains, where,
occasionally, 1,500 ft/min. thermals are
encountered.
When the southerly circulation is from
tbe SE, unstable, moist air from the
Gulf of Mexico, 700 km. distant, is carried into the normally arid Marfa area.
Thermals are again excellent under this
condition but thunderstorms form over
the mountains early in the day, frequently stopping COnvection over large

venue of the 1970 World Championships. (Photo by
R. H. Johnson)
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areas. Do not think a pilot is joking
when he asks the met. man for the predicted winds at the 25,000-40,000 ft.
levels; he is asking for the predicted
drift direction of cu-nim dag blow-off
which may be encountered during the
day's flying.
Marfa is situated dose to tbe dividing
line that nominally separates the dry
desert air of the west and the moist
tropical maritime air normally swept up
over the central portion of Texas and the
US by a large stationary summertime
high pressure cell, which is usually
centred approximately over Bermuda,
3,600 km. to the east. The dividing line
between these two air masses is appropriately called the "dew point front".
This air mass demarcation line is not
customarily carriecl on the weather maps
as a front because little or no weather
disturbances are normally associated with
it, tbe temperature differences across it
are small, and it is best identified by air
dew point measurements. Many consider
soaring conditions in the region of the
dew point front to be the best attainable
in the SW United States.
Flight planning is relatively easy when
the dry air predominates. The convection will be principally over the mountains, where it will start early, go to great
heights and generally continue alffi()St
until sunset. Gliding down from these
high late thermals before darkness sets
in can be a problem and must be considered for safety reasons.
When the dew point front is to the
west of Marfa, a common occurrence in
recent years, flight planning can be difficult because of the large thunderstonns
which usually develop over the mountains. Again, convection is very strong
above the mQuntains, and it is not unusual for cu-nims to form there before
pilots are able to leave the valley-situa·
ted Championships site. A pilot may be
able to soar until sunset, provided that
he chooses the right courses, does his
planning well, and has a fair share of
luck, too. However, it is not uncommon
to find oneself caught by rain and doud
cover, and having to land by mid-afternoon.
The Championships site is Presidio
County Airport, located 15 km. SE of the
town of Marfa. It is a large ex-WW2
bomber training base constructed in
160
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about 1941. Almost all of its old military
buildings are gone now, but its multiple
7,500 ft. long paved runways and one
large 120 ft. by 210 ft. hangar still survive, showing some effects of their age.
A large concrete apron, approximately
5()() ft.. wide and 4,000 ft. long, exists in
front of: the hangar. This area is used
for the Championships take-offs, and
also as an alternative landing area after
the launches have been completed. During the launch period, tow-plane and relight glider landings are made on nearby
designated portions of the extensive long
paved runways.
Because of Marfa's close proximity to
the desolate deserts of northern Mexico,
the Championships flying is performed
almost entirely in the areas to the north.
The basic competition area is that
bounded ·by a line from Marfa to Van
Horn Airport, 124 km. to the NW; to
Pecos Airport, 129 km. N of Marfa; and
to· McCamey Airport, 183 km. NE of
Marfa. Fort Stocktoo Airport, 118 km.
NE of Marfa, is also a much-used turning point.
Excellent highways join all of these
turn points, both with almost direct
routes with Marfa and with each other.

For this reason, the crew automobiles can
usually' stay within radio range of their
pilots all day, and retrieves nonnally do
not take very long to accomplish.
The highways also can serve as landing areas, when flying, over bushy or
rocky terrain that offers no other suitable landing field. The highways in tIlls
part of Texas are unique in that both
the cattle fences and telephone-electric
lines are set generally about SS ft. out
from the centre of a 30 ft. wide roadway.
The brush usually has been cleared between the roadway and felll;es, or it is
low ennuglt to pass under the wings of
a landing glider. Caution must be exercised, however, b~use of regrettably
low visibility of the 5 'ft. high slender
steel stakes which the highway department places on the roadway shoulders
at each dl1linage culvert and at each
turn in the road. You cannot see them
until down to low ,altitude, and they can
do a large; amOl,lnt, of damage to a glider's
wing leading edges.
R,oad vehicular traffic is nonnaIly light
and presents no si'gnifica,nt landing problem, provided that care and judgment
are used. Do not decide to land there
as a last-minute decision, but carefuUy

"

,chO{)se a suitable stretch of the roadway, and allow sufficient altitude so that
you can wait for any oncoming road
traffic to clear before landing. The exception to the light vehicular road traffic
is 'the 130 km. stretch of major four-lane
transcontinental highway running between Vall Horn and Pecos. Here it
would be rather risky to attempt a landing on the roadway, especially on a
weekend, when traffic is heaviest.
Personally, I prefer to land off the
highways, if possible, and generally there
are suitable off-highway landing fields,
although in places they may be 8 or
16 km. apart. If low, one simply ,should
not leave the vieinity of the last good
landing' place until one has sufficient altitude to proceed on to tbe next. Airports
located approximately 20-60 km. apart
exist along each of the basic task legs,
and perhapS half of the away-fromMarfa landings are normally made on
these. Happily, soaring pilots are seldom
low when flying there. so it is not often
that one must be concerned with hopping
from one landing area to the next.
The desert heat can be a problem to
visitors, especially those accustomed to
temperate and cold climates. The eleva-
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John Murray
New Soaring Pilot
ANN & LORNE WELCH· FRANK IRVING
A concise, Iillely account of the very latest in glider design,
theory, technology, performance and flying skills by three who
have been at the centre of this rapidly evolving sport for the last
twenty years. Particular attention is given to competition equipment
and flying.
New edit.ion 68 diagrams and graphs • Seven plates
Tables and appendices • 50s net

The Story of Gliding
ANN & LORNE WELCH
The authors, who are skilful glider pilots of' world renown, have
written the story of soaring fli9ht. After describing the first brave
attempts of' the. 18th and. 19th centuries they follow the ever
quickening process of discovery that stemmed from the application
of scientifie method to the principles and practice of fJjg:ht.
Photograph&" diagrams and line draWings • 3Qs net

Meteorology forGHder Pilots
c. E.

WALUNGTON

'This outstanding book ..• it supersedes all previous publications
on the meteorology of soaring flight •.. easy reading, even for
beginners.' Sailplane and Glidin9
3rd printing • Diagrams and photographs • 35s net
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Provided that care and judgment are used, landings may be made
highways. (Photo by R. H. Johnson)
tion of the Championships site is almost
5,000 ft. ASL, so lh<lt the heal is not as
intense as it might be in lower desert
regions. The average daily highest temperature at Mafia is abo.ut 90'F, although it might seem hotter, because the
sun's strong rays are filtered only slightly
as, it passes through the clear desert sky.
One can stay quite comfortable by
dressing lightly and keeping in the shade.
Glider rigging should be done preferably either in the evening or in the moming before the pilots' meeting. Darkcoloured wings can become too hot to
handle in the midday sun, and gloves
might be required.
Pilots and. crews alike should take salt
tablets daily and drink plenty of water
to combat the effects of the heat on their
bodies. With the increased perspiration
in the hot, dry climate, the body's
normal salt balance is depleted because
much of it is carried out as part of the
perspiration. Without an adequate salt
balance, the water one drinks will tend
to stay in the body's bloodstream and
not be assimilated properly into the
muscle tissue, where it is needed.
Salt tablets sometimes make the unaccustomed nauseated, so it is good
practice to start taking these before
arriving at Marfa. Sunburn is another
danger to be guarded against, as a
couple of bours' exposure on a light skin
can produce painfu,l burns. Apply a sun-

011

the broad

tan lotion at least once a day to exposed
skin areas, fly with: as little exposed to
the sun as possible, and wear coloured
glasses and a hat.
The most uncomfortable part of a
pilot's day is that from cockpit entry
until the take-off. The cockpit is heated
to almost oven-like
temperatures approximately 130 0 P - and metal harness fittings can be painful to touch.
Many install a sun l,lmbrella over their
cockpits until just before take-off to keep
them cooler but, once in the air, a good
cockpit ventilation system will soon have
the pilot comfortable again, and the
generally dry air quickly evaporates
perspiration.
If the thermals go high, cold can be
the pilot's new problem. For this reason,
it is wise to wear light overalls Or other
suitable gannents, and not dash off for
a day in the sky dressed only with
sandals and shorts. At least a pint of
drinking water should be available to
the pilot as an in-flight supply., prinli:ipaByto replenish that lost through perspiration during the early portion of
flight. The organizers require an addititional larger water supply to be carried
in aB gliders, for emergency use should
a landing be made inadvertently in a
remote area. This is rarely needed. bl,lt
its preSence aboal'd is comforting to
pilots and organizers alike wben flying
over desert regions.
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GLIDER PILOTS' MEDICAL STANDARDS
By PHILI!" WILl.S, VICE-PRESIDENT CIVV, FAI
T a meeting of the General Council
A
of the Federation Aeronautique
Interoationale, held last November in
London, 1 proposed that their Medical
Committee should examine the possibility
of putting forward a case to ICAO for
a lowering of the medical standuds at
present recommend~d for different categories of sporting aviation. The General
Council expressed unanimous supporL
I had hoped that the BGA would have
been able to write a supporting paper in
time for the next meetings of the FAI
Medical Committee and CIVV in early
March but, unfortunately, there was not
time. So, in order to avoid wasting possibly another year before the next
General Conference, in 1970, 1 wrote one
myself, and this was submitted to both
Committees. It has been endorsed, and
1 believe will now become FAl policy,
and will be recommended accordingly to
ICAO.
We may hope, therefore, that in due
course ICAO may relax some of their
current recommendations. In the light of
the facts now established, gliding bodies
in those countries where quite severe
standards are currently imposed should
surely be able to convince their authorities that they may be relaxed.
In the ensuing month, I have been
able to complete further investigations
- with the help of John Ellis and others
- and have further developed the case.
The following is, therefore, the paper
submitted to FAI brought up to date.

*

•

*

In regard to medical standards for
glider pilots, at the present time a large
discrepancy exists between nations. In
the UK and the USA, DO official standards are imposed, whereas in many
European countries - and possibly elsewhere - quite rigid standards are required officially.
Both in the UK and the USA. however, sufficient research has now been
done, and statistical ·evidence obtained,
·on which to found an unanswerable case
in this matter.
The March, 1965, issue of Aerospace
184

Medicine published a paper by Dr. R. L.
Wick, Flight Surgeon of the Research
Branch, Research and Education Division, Office of Aviation Medicine, Federal
Aviation Agency, titled "A Five-yeu
History of Sailplane Accidents", This
paper was re-published in the June, 1965,
issue of Soaring.
Extracts from this paper are recorded
in Appendix I. It is based on a total of
12 fatal accidents and approximately 110
serious accidents reported in the USA
over a period of five years.
In most countries - including the UK
- ~erious glider accidents have to be
investigated by the official Ministerial
body concerned. In the UK, however, the
major responsibility for safety is delegated to the British Gliding Association.
In the field of accidents, remedial
action can only be securely founded on
an analysis, not only of serious accidents but of all accidents and near-accidents (or incidents}. This is because, after
an initial mistake or failure, it is often
pure chance whether a fatal, serious or
minor accident - or even no accident
at all - ensues. If, therefore, an incident
is reported, remedial action l;an often be
taken in time to prevent a repetition and
thus avoid a subsequent serious accident.
By achieving a high standard of selfdiscipline amongst its pilot members, the
BGA has managed to get them to report
a much larger Dumber of such minor
accidents and incidents than', probably,
in any other country in the world, and
thus can produce statistics more informa-
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tive and accurate than are available elsewhere.
The following table shows the total
civilian launches carried out in the United
Kingdom Over the 10 years 1959-1968
inclusive, and the number of accidents/
incidents reported and analysed ,each year.

1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

Civil Lau~ches Accidents{
on Club Sites
Incidents
121,196
90
122,557
84
139,826
70
163,31>
113
152,676
79
170,535
92
183,527
98
204,.881
10'2
195,610
106
218,358
104
1,672,379

'938

Of these 938, 180 accidents were
sufficiently serious to be legally reportable. This is a good measure of the degree
by which the BGA analysis forms a
reliable basis fQI accident prevention
measures as compared with analysis
based on accidents officially reported.
Four of these accidents/incidents had
a conceivable medical causa,tion, of which
twO' were suffered by pilots holding, PPL's,
with the official medic,al standard involved. The medical deficiency discovered
in the other two accidents would not have
been detected in a PPL medical examination. (See Appendix 2.)
Dr. Wick's paper concludes with the
words ". . . there is no evidence to
indicate that requiring (glider) pilots to
POSsess medical certifica,tes would lower
the ,present accident rate."
The BGA ,analysis of over 900 accide.nt.s{inci~ents arising from over, 1.67
mlll.lO!! !lIghts gives a sufficiently large
statistical ba,se on which further to
strengthen this conclusion. There is now
~ositive e:vide~ce to show that the impositl~n f1?f medical certificates for glider
p,llots IS unn~ssary. Any such imposition
slmp!y restricts development aQd expansIOn o! gli.din,g with no compensat109 reduction 10 the accident rate.
T~e tendency amongst Ministerial
Medical experts throughout the world is
to shut one's eyes and dream up possible

medical causes of future accidents and
then to trY and impose medical. checks
and restrictions to avoid tbeir possible
future occurrence.
The correct ,attitude, I submit, is the
reverse to investigate and analyse
closely the actual occurrences over the
past .ten years, and draw conclusions
from the facts tbus revealed. These facts
a,re now virtually established - no medical certificate is necessary.
UnfortunatelY, this is not the end of
the problem. Hard as we try, neither
Ministries nor the public can be made
to realize that a sport involving the use
of the air is no different from one taking
place on the sea or on land. Although
no Ministry reCjuires medical certific~tes
for' underwater swimming, ski-ing or
mountaineering, the ordinary man takes
it for granted that some standard should
be required be£ore a man is permitted to
fly. It would, in fa<;t, be immensely more
sensible if medical standards were imposed for the issue of a (;ar driving
licence.
Under pressu~e, the BGA has accordingly been requiring certain minimal procedures, particularly for instructol'S and
pilots carrying passengers. It is currently
engaged in up-dating these requirements,
and I shall advise you of these in due
course.
AppeDdix 1
"The hazard which a sailplane pr,esents
to persons on the ground is also one
whiCh must be considered. The following
study covers a period of five years and.
althougb more glider flying has been
done during this period than during any
similar peripd in the past, there is no
incident which involved injury to anyone on the ground, Property damage
during this five-year period was limited
to several telephone wires which were
inadvertently pulled down, a number of
fences - mostly in the vicinity of ilirport runways - which were also knocked
over, and one euthQU$e which had its
door knocked from its hinges when a
glider came to rest with the nose just
inside the doorwacy. The risk to persons
and property on the gl"Qund from sailplaining is apparently negligible.
"It is significant that, for a training
flight in a powered ajrplane during early
phases of pre-solo training, one hour is
185
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used as a standard instruction period. A
srudent may make as few as one takeoff and one Landing during tbat time,
particularly if B,irwork is practised du~ng
the bou·r. In a sailplane, however, a .fllght
of ten minutes or less is common. Therefore per hour of flying, the number of
take:offsand landings is mucb bigher in
the sailplanes. This is reflected in th~
Civil Aeronautics Board figures for accIdent rates. Single-engine airplanes have
approximately 40. accidents per 100,000
flying hours, while for sailplanes the
rate is approximately 64. However,
fatality rates show a different relationship,. The rate for tbese is 3.41 and 2.56
respecti vely. In fact., the fatality rate for
sailplanes is lower than for any other
type of aircraft except multi-engine fixedwing .airplanes, which have a rate of
approximately 2.05 per 100,000 flying
hours. Sailplanes are largely flown by
amateur pilots and multi-eng.ine ai·rplanes
generally are flown by. pr?fessionaI
pilots.. The trend seems to IDdlcate that
sailplanes are far safer than any other
type of fiying by amateur pilots.
"In view of the vicissitudes of sailplane
flying, a question arises concerning the
medical status of the individuals involved
in fatal aC.cidents. As will be seen in
Table I, most of the fatal accidents happened to pilots who did have medical
certificates. {Actual figure seven out of
12 accidents.} Post-mortem examinations
were perfonned on only two of the pilots
involved and neither of these revealed
any evidence which might point to
physical incapacitation on the p~rt of
the pilot. Ample cau~es for the aCCidents
were demonstrated.
"In a recent letter sent to all airmen
in ,the United States, the Administrator
of the FAA pointed out that 68 percent
of all accidents were caused by faulty
flying technique and 31 per cent were
caused by careless or reckless operation.
This leaves only I per cent of the accidents which can be attributed to either
a mechanical f~lure or p.hysical incapacitation on the p.art of the aireraft or
pilot, respectively. Therefore, in the entire five-year period only one would be
expected. to have been a result of a
physica.! deficiency of the pilot. It is
doubtful if requiting physical examinations of almost 1,000 pilots for those
five ye:al'S would be worth the effort, since

it is by no means ·certain that the physical
examinations would have prevented the
one expected accident among &lider
pilots. Furthermore, since we are really
speaking of the glider pilots without
physical examinations, the time period
could be extended to as lon& as 20 years."
Appendix 2 .
..
During the penod of 10 years, 10 which
over 1.67 million civil glider flights took
place in the UK - resulting in Over
900 accident/incident reports there
were four fatal accidents with a "medical"
content.
The following table gives the details:Nature of Disease
Medical Standard
I Epilepsy
PPL
2 Coronary art·ery disease
PPL
3 Coronary artery disease
Service officer
4 Coronary artery disease
BOA declaration
In relation to Nos. 3 and 4, the evidence available indicates that examinations to PPL standard wou.ld not have
revealed either defect. In none of these
four cases can it be said that the medical
defect was the certain cause, but that it
was a probable or possible one.
In the classes of accidents / incidents
other than fatal accidents, there were no
reported ·cases indicating medical causation. This does nol, of course, prOVe that
medical causation was entirely abscnt,
but simpl'y that it was not detected.
However, any such cases must have been.
very few.

"THE THEORY OF MODERN
CROSS COUNTRY GLIDING"
The most advanced bc!ok on 1he subiec.t,
no.... available in English.
(lranslated lrom German)
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PILOT £I.S.O. post paid
Forw.Qrd your ~heque to
M.Z. Gliding Kiwi"
P_O. lox 417.
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THE HP'-15
By DICK SCH~EDER
Following the introduction in our last issue of two new Open Class
sailplanes - Nimbus and 5igma (under construction) - we now
pr.esentthe latest development in Standard Class design.

",VnTH the new Open Class sailplanes
\'V going to 21 metres (British Sigma)
and 22 metres (German Nimbus and
SB-9), it appears that flying in this Class
may soon become as awkward and expensive as participating in the America's
Cup ~ace and the pilot of limited means,
muscle and acquaintances is consequently
going ,to be forced to fly and compete in
machines of reasonable size, weight and
cost. The recent liberalization of Standard
Class Rules to permit retractable landing-gear and fixed-hinge flaps now makes
it possible for designers to build simple,
low-cost sail'planes with outstanding performance. .
'the HP-I S is probably the first sailplane to be designed to the new Standard
Class Rl,lles. Its superior performance is
provided by an aspect ratio of 33: I,
with an all-metal wing of 15 m. span. The
high wing-loading of 8 Ib/sq. it. at 600 lb.
gross weight yields high-speed performance unobtainable hitherto in 15 rn.
designs,. The high aspect ratio and low
span-loading, combined with a new high
maximum lift aerofoil - Schreder 69 180
- with fixed-hinge flaps and drooping
ajlerons, allow the HP-IS to ci~cIe at
normal speeds but at lower rates of sink
than those of most current Standard
Class sailplanes.
Construction of the 23.2 ft long fuselage and V-tajl follows conventional HP11, nand 14 .coofigurations, except that
the I inch square steel tubing cockl'it
framing has been replaced by aluminium
tubing. The retractable landing-gear utilizin,g a 500 x 5 wheel - has hydraulic
shock-struts, and spring-loaded elevator
trim, together with anti-balancing tabs,
has been incorporated to provide adjustable control-stick loads. The tailwheel is
steerable for easy gI'Ound handling aod
a flap-handle wheel brake. is fitted.. The
otltstanding feature of the HP-IS is that
of its wing construction, in which all
bending loads are carried in very heavy,
rolled-to-contour wing skins.. Each panel
contains only three ribs, a plastic leadlR8

ing edge, two skins and two bent channel
spars; the normal interior structure is replaced by high quality ureathane foam
bl()C~s. which completely fill the cavity
endosed by skins and spars. Assembly
labour is thereby reduc_ed drastically to
about that normally required to produce
a main spar.
The flaps are simple structures 4 ft.
long of bent aluminium sheet and triangular prisms without framing, otner
than a rib at each end. The flap panels
are attached with pian\) hinges ,to the
bottom of the rear spar and are driven
torsionally from the fuselage end. The
ailerons are of similar construction and
mounting, and are driven by push.pull
tubes supported by guides attacl)ed to
tbe aft sides of the rear spars; these tubes
are readily accessible by lowering the
flaps.
A very ingenious method of securing
the two wings together makes use of two
curved t inch diameter pins', which pass
through holes in interlocking fingers
riveted both to top and bottom skins
across the root of each wing panel. Flap
drive and attachment of wings to fuselage is automatic when the wings are
brought together. The wing and tail fairings are attached permanently to the
fuselage. Folding of the tail surfaces is
accomp'lished by pulling two lower
spring-loaded tapered pins inlo detents.
Assembly and disassembly from (II'
into the trailer can be carried out in
under five minutes. The wings are supported on earls and the fUselage on a
dl)lIy, all of which are on wheels and
engage automatically when pushed into
the trailer. The trailer is all aluminium,
designed for construction to be as simple
as possible and weighs 550 lb. completely
equipped with retractable tow-hitch,
lights and colour'coded, easily-connec~ed.,
Quick-disconnecting
wiring
harness.
Wheels and tyres are matched to the
owner's car.
Both the HP'-15 and its trailer are
designed for easy assembly by the home

builder with only hand tools, drill. rivet
gun and air compressor, construction
time being estimated 3t 600 and 100 man
ROurs each. Kits. will be made availablefor both sailplane and trailer, priced at
$2,995 and $695 respectively.
Cakulated perfOl1l1aDCe
Design speed
Malt. speed, smooth air
Max. speed, rough air
Max. speed, aero-tow
Max. speed, winch/auto-tow
Stall1ng speed, no ftap
Stalling speed, full flap

Knots

156
130.2
104.2
104.2
78.15

39

30.3

Max. L/D ratio
Mio. sink

45 at 47.7
1.6 ft/sec:. at 39

•

•

•

STANDARD CIRRUS:-The Schempp.
Hirth Stand:trd Cirrus has recently been
test flown. The- results in performance
and flying characteristics were fully up
to expectati.ons and the construction of
the moulds for fuselage and wings bas
been taken in hand at once so that
deliveries can commence at the end ot
1969. The price, without instruments, will
be OM 22,000, ex-works. We hope to
include a pilot's report on this machine
and the HP-IS shortly,

HP.IS SPECIFICATIONS

Span
49.2 ft
23.2 ft.
Length
Height at tail
45 in.
Cockpit width
42 in.
Cockpit height
33 in.
Dihedral
2"
3·
Incidence
O·
Twist
Taper ratio
2: 1
Flap - fixed hinge +90°-5°

Ailerons - fixed hinge +15"-5° flap match
75.0 sq. ft.
Area - wing
Area - flaps
12.04 sq, ft.
4.6 sq. ft.
Area - ailerons
7.0 sq. ft.
Area - stabilizers
Area - elevators
5.0 sq. ft.
Weight - empty
330 lb.
Weight - gross
600 lb.
Weight - wing panels
90 lb.
Weight - fuselage and tail
150 lb.
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WALK!

RUN!

RELEASE!

CRUNCH!!

By JOHN NEI'LAN
To' mark the 40th year of existence' of the British Gliding Association, we are publishing' a series of personal reminiscences of the
earliest days of organized British gliding. Jo'hn Neilan, who
eventually became a commercial pilot as well as a soaring expert,
here describes ho,1N he began, and his encounters with a character
who was extraordinary even by ~Iiding standards.

', Ydemonstration
first sight of gliding was the
M
arranged by the Scarborough Gliding Club in 1930, when
RQbert KronfeId and Carli Magersuppe
were launched on the cliff top at Scarborough, Castle HilI. It was spectacular,
for Magersuppe, who was launched first,
got caught in the curlover, and ripped
an aileron g~p strip off on the cliff-top
fence. He did, however, maintain control, ,and landed in the sea beside the
Marine Drive, where he was rescued by
a fishing coble. Kronfeld was then
launched and, apparently realising that
this was a big mistake, managed to slew
round to the left before reaching the
edge, and finished up <lmongst his
frightened launching cr~w. I don't know
what the general public thought of all
this, but I dido't class myself as one of
them, 'for I knew from the pages of The

Soilplane that gliding held out far greater
rewards for those few who could master
the air than just crashery in front of
crowds.
Later that year the Sunderland Gliding Club was fonned, mostly through
the energy and keenness of Don Hartness, and we bought <l Cramcraft Primary
glider from the Cramlington Aircraft
Co. An enthusiastic "Hot from the Newcastle Aero Club became our instructor,
and I can well remember the fann. A
pupil would be strapped on - not in
- and shown which way the controls
worked, a wingtip being waggled to simulate the expected response to movement
of stick and rudder bar. He would then
be launched. If we were lucky he slid
along the ground, but conlrol of the
strength of the launch left something to
be desired, The unluc~y one would sud-

Slings by Falcon of the type flown 13t miles from Harrogate by MlIngo BlIxton.
(Photo by A. E. Slater)
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A t the first International
Comest in 1937 on
the Wasserkuppe.
John Neilan in the King
Kite, talking to
John Sproule, loan Price
and Jil/ Lawrence.
(Photo by A. E. Slater)

denly find himself airborne, freeze on to
the stick, and stall. The musical twang
of breaking landing-wires would be followed by the booming voice of the instructor: "Gather round, chaps, and I'll
tell you what he did wrong." In due
course, after too many of these "accidents", the few enthusiasts left told him
what he was doing wrong, and, inspired
by Lowe-Wylde, adopted auto-towing,
building a nacelle to enclose the pilot,
and fitting a pair of doughnut wheels.
In this way we began really to get
some self-taught gliding, but there were
so few of us left that we could not cootinue much longer. Our tow~r, incidentally, was a Rolls-Royce converted
into what would now be called a pickup,
Petrol was about Is. a gallon, or about
3d. a launch.
While studying at Newcastle, I managed a few slides with an enthusiastic
group at South Shields, who had made
their own Primary from plans in :fn
American magazine. It was called the
Rhon Ranger and was quite a good
trainer, but we operated in a flat field,
and had to limi.t flights to about a
hundred yards.
Later I joined Eric Addyman, who
had fonned the Harrogate Aircraft Club.
My first memory of him was at a demonstration at .Saltersgate, on the moors between Wh)t~y and Pickering, a lovely
place, but ~)th a wicked nonherly neargale blowmg. Shortly after being
launched~ he was tossed by a gust, which
caused lum to leave the seat, his safety

belt - tummy type - sliding up the
front "gatepost", if I may describe it so,
of his (Dickson?) Primary glider, so that
his feet came off the rudder bar. In the
subsequent serious crash he broke both
legs and practically severed his right
hand. About six months later. this amazingly tough man walked from Harrogate
to Askam-in-Purness, a distance of about
70 miles of hilly country, to watch the
BGA meeting there! The outstanding
flight of that meeting was a hill-soaring
distance of nr miles by Mungo Buxton
in Sliogsby's Falcon.
Back in Harrogate again, Addyman
soon completed a light-wind soaring
machine of his own design, called the
Zephyr, similar to, but not the same as,
the Hols _der Teufel type, and with this
he organised a series of expeditions to
explore many of the soarable hill sites
in Yorkshire and the Lake District.
I well remember cycling from my horne
at Sea ham, Co. Durham, to meet him
near Ingleby Greenhow, on the North
Yorkshire moors. There he was on the
road, by himself, with the Zephyr on an
open trailer. We tied the tow-bar to the
seat pillar of my bike and continued
walking towards the hill. Thankfully, we
were soon ovenaken by a man driving
a horse and trap, and Addyman soon
had the trailer hitched to the step of the
trap for the long pull up the hill. This
was his normal methoo of getting his
machine about tbe country - one would
find it parked on the roadside with a
large notice saylng "TOW WANTED",
sometimes accompanied by a collecting
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GliDER PIIOTS-I<eep in touch by using the
~.@ 'Bantam' two-way radiotelephone
PORTABLE - L1GHTWElGHT - IDEAL FOR AIR~TO'-GROUND COMMUNICATION
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H ig h Performance
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* Weather proof
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ENGLAND.

TELEPHONE CAMBRIDGE 61222

LTD

TELEX 81166

AfI early primary glider -

the Dagliflg. (Photo by A. E. Slater)

tin for contributions. T.alk about opc:rating on a shoe-string I

in the Zephyr. I didn't keep a log bOQ\
in those days.

If I remember rightly, the club subs.
were 6d. per week, and those taking part
in expeditions took their own tents and
fodder. If enough spectators could not
be gathered together to fonn a launching
crew, he would soon manage to borrow
a horse from the nea~t fann. The usual
form was for Addyman to be launched
from the top of a likely site, but I can't
remember him ev,er landing back on top.
The next thing would be that the glider,
having landed in a field, would be seen
signalling by wing-waggling. We had a
code of signals for such important messages as "I am going home", <'bring
grub", "bring trailer", "glider bust" .llnd
"horse wanted". It was very hard work,
but it was good fun and, although the
airborne time was often measured in
seconds, it must be remembered that,
away from Dunstable, then the Mecca
of ~ritish. Gliding', there were very few
C pIlots In those days. If the machine
were O.K. and the field bi~ enough, the
helpers would be given slides or short
hops to reward them for their toil I
think th~t in about two years I pen;onally achIeved less than 5 minutes total

I hope 1 have not given the impression that this was all wasted time and
effort. Addyman's enthusiasm for gliding,
and his energy and leadership, Were an
inspiration to many young people. He
knew how to run a club at absolutely
minirnalcost, and made an initiation to
gliding available thereby to many who
could not othelWise have afforded it. The
slowness of progress in those days was
really caused by the methods we had to
use. the bungy-Iaunching of Primaries on
usually far-fro~ideal sites, with the blind
leading the blind as far as instructional
know-how was concerned. The introduction of auto-towing, winch-launching and
two-seat trainers made a tremendous
difference by extending the time in the
air from mere seconds, and enabling the
instnKtor to correct faults before they
led to- crashery. It was only the very few
"natural" pilots, or those who could already fly aeroplanes, who achieved mlolch
success with solo training methods. But
the struggle was worthwhile, particularly
for the friendshipS made during it, and
the hardships and frustrations must, I
suppose, have been good for the soul.
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TO JETTISON DISBELIEF
By "DUNSTABLlGHTER"

HERE'S one thing to be said for
T
meeting the rotor of a wave after a
smooth half-hour of soaring - it thaws
your feet out marvellously when you start
whacking ailerons and rudder in all directions at once. Mind yoU, I couldn't really
complain about the cold. I hadn't been
expecting any lift at all from a flight
which was to develop into the most
educational of my life.
The place was Portmoak, time - Sunday morning, 9th March, weather sunny, wind - N to NW at two knots
gusting five, and the prognosis - thermals in the afternoon, perhaps.
At about 10 o'clock there was a long,
straggling queue of gliders waiting not to
take-off, since nobody believed that there
would he wave in such a wind, but a club
Capstan climbed away on aero-tow.
People watched it vaguely, waiting for
it to confirm our suspicions by landing
quickly. An SHK took off and then,.
slowly, it dawned on pilots that the Capstan wasn't coming down at all. Then the

The 17 metre 'Hot Ship' a t a
realistic price

SHK radioed back to say that it was at
3,400 ft., climbing steadily. SUddenly,
everybody wanted to take-off. I was
about fourth away in the Ka-6cR - vintage 1964, a good year - and was waved
off at 2,500 ft. just downwind of the
Bishop. There was wave there, weak but
steady, coming off Bishop Hill itself, so
I worked it to 6,000 ft., my feet gettin~
colder and colder, until I lost it or it
petered out. I had noticed one or two
other machines making exploratory
forays towards the Ochills, a range of
potential wave-producers to the northwest of Portmoak, but all had returned,
obviously without finding anything.
Aware of some puffs of thermal-induced cumulus forming far helow me, I
ventured upwind towards the steepest
looking part of the Ochills, arrived at
about 4,000 ft., and hunted around just
downwind of the summits. I found a very
weak wave, climbed a few hundred feet
somewhat lackadaisically, then decided to
head upwind north-west over the summit

PHOEBUS
HIGH
PERFORMANCE
SAILPLANE

DM 23.990 ex works
We have purchased a limited quota of machines for early
delivery and would welcome your enquiries. We would also
be pleased to let you fly our own Phoebus 17.
Write to:

JOHN DELAFIELD or RICHARD FEAKES
c/o Box $.G. 316, CHEIRON PRESS LIMITED
5 CRAWFOR'D STREET, LONDON, W.l
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for no real reason-just bored. I. passed
through the weak wave area, whIch was
as smooth as they say in the text-b.ooks,
then hit some severely turbulent lift as
rough as rotor is said t~ be in the te~t
books. I bored on upwmd through this,
expecting - still according to the textbook - to hit a nice strong smooth wave
and wondering, meanwhile, why I hadn't
passed through the sink of the rotor
before hitting the lift. I soon found out
why - after a short peri~ of m<?re or
less straight and level flIght I hit. the
sink, which was as rough as the lift. I
didn't like it, made a smart 180· turn to
the south, and sought the comfort of my
nice smooth wave while I tried to work
out what was wrong. The sequence of
smooth lift, turbulent lift aod turbulent
sink was classic for a wave system hut only if the wind were southerly and
not northerly. Perhaps it might be at this
height, :and the whole thing could. be a
secondary wave generated by a hJll to
the south. The only possibility was
Benarty, just south of Portmoak, so I
headed back there but found nothing_
Later, Ansgar Sambale, Portmoak's
professional instructor, said that the
phenomenOn could have been the result
of a wind-shear - Lesson One.
By this time, there were at least a
dozen gliders soaring in the Bishop's
wave at about 5,000 ft. I worked my
way up to them.. Cumulus development
was quite marked by now, witb shallow
puffs sprinkled over Scotland as though
somebody had splashed milk on a t-million map. A number of the gliders were
making big, waffly circles _rather than
flying along a beat and, as I got near to
them, I found that the air was no longer
smooth. It was chOppy, with little areas
of lift here and there - like any summer's day with thermals popping.
I pushed the idea out of my mind.
Ridiculousl We were way abo-ve any
thermal activity. Wandering about with
the rest of the mob, I marvelled at the
radio silence, so rare on a soarable day
in the south of England, and gained a
little height in the process. After a while,
I hit a very strong 4-6 knots up-current.
It felt just like a thermal._ I chucked my
disbelief' out of the clear-vision panel,
stuffed the wing down, cranked the Ka-6
round in the core and we went up better
than we usually do back at Dunstable.

Soon there was a whole gaggle climbing
in the "thermal" while below. no doubt,
some of the poor little cumulus stuck at
3,000 ft. wondered why they couldn't
get as high as we. I broke off my climb
at 6,500 ft., feeling nice and warm inside - but very puzzled. Local opinion
was that the "thermals" were due to the
wave breaking up. Lesson Two - and
quite enough for one flight.
HOW HIGH CAN CU·NIMS GO?

o assess the Ekelihood of supersonic
T
airliners encountering cumulo-nimbus tops at their expected flying heights,

Arthur J. Kantor a_nd Donald J. Grantham (U.S. Air Force Research Labs.,
Cambridge, Mass.) took daily records
over three years at 31 radar stations
whose 57-cm. radars could each detect
cloud peaks up to 70,000 ft. within a
lOO-mile radius.
Results were that, within 100 miles of
any point in Florida, one would expect
to find one cu-nim cloud extending to
over 33,000 ft. for 55% of the time; and
in the lowe.r Mississippi Valley in July
and August, at least one cu-nim reaches
60,000 ft. for 4 % of the time within a
radius of 100 miles.
Their frequency decreases northwards
and is greater on the east coast than the
west. The danger is not only from turbulenct; but from cloud particles hitting
the leading edge of the wing at supersonic speeds.-Science Journal.
At a conference held in London some
years ago, reports were given of tropical
cu-nims very occasionally going up to
70,000 ft.
As to wave clouds, the rarely-seen
"mother-of-pearl clOUdS" are at an average height of 75,000 ft.
A.E.S.
GLIDER MEETING IN BELGIUM
N 8th June, 1969, at Balen, the
largest centre for gliding in Belgium,
the Aero Club "Keiheuvel" is organizing
an air meeting and invites participation
by British pilots - particularly those
able to perform aerobatics. Those interested please notify the Secretary, Mons.
van den Nieuweohuyzen, Peperstraat 11.
Reti-e, Belgium.

O
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Airtour CRP·8 Computer
The construction of the CRP-8 has been
reduced to the simplest possible method, very
light and very thin. It has been designed to
meet the fequirements for the Glider Pilot and
Helicopter Pilot,bo,th who require one hand
operation made possible by the wind arm. With
higl1 and tow speed scale.
Accuracy to the highest standard. £1 1 9s. 6d.
Airtour PT·4 Protractor
The Tricolore Instant Protractor is designed for quick
reference to glider heading
and plotting on topographical
charts, embodies nautical and
kilometer scales and quadrantal rule. This Protractor is
widely used and is especially
sUitable for glider pilots. 1 Os.
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KB·3 Glider Knee Board
Originally designed for the
World Championship, 1965.
They are now used extensively
for Glider Competition work
and cross country flights,
made of white P.V.C. with
valcro straps, pencil holders
and sharpeners supplied with
Glider Flight Log. £1 1 !5s.

BRITISH MANUFACTURERS OF FLYING AND NAV1GAnONAL EQUIPMENT
AIRTOUR PRODUCTS· DISTRIBUTED BY AIR TOURIN<i SHOPS LIMITED· ELSTREE AERODROME - BOREtlAM
WOOD "HERTFORDSHIRE. TElEPHONE, ELSTREE 4870'
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ENTRIES OPEN CLASS
NAll0N~

DUD5table 7.15 June

Uisllam 17-26 MJly

Comp.

ENTRIES STANDARl>/SPORT
CLASS NATIONALS

H'oop.

No. Pi/ol(S)
% Sai/plane
4. Kahn, W. A. H.
90 Dart 17R
9. Ellis, C. A. P.
100 Skylark 3
10. &ott, P. M.
8(}BS-l
19. Bums, Anne
82 Cirrus
20. Carrow, D. D.
90 Dart 17R
24. Plumb, F. A.
90 Dart17R
25. Gough, A. W.
86 SHK
26. Wailer, F. F.
96 Ka-6E
2:. Greaves,C. M.
86 SHK
36'. Watson, H_ B. C.
98 Skylark 4
38. WiUiamson, J. S.
80 Diamant 18
40. Fi~chett, B.
82 Cirrus
44. Warminger, A. H. 78 Phoebus 17
66. Del'afiel<l, J.
78 Phoebus 17
68. Bird, M.
90 Dart 17R
72. Evans, J.
96 Olympia 41!)
82. Jones, R.
82 Cirrus
86. Hogg, H. J.
96 Olympia 419
87. Brownlow, J. B.
96 Olympia 419
90. Marrjott, S. H. C. 86 SHK
102. Cousins, R.
90 Dart 17R
108. Simpson, C. R.
90 D~rt 17R
150. Foot,1t A.
100 Skylark 3
174. Goodhart, H. C. N. 86 sHK
197. ElIis, J. J.
96 Ka-6E
202. Dimock, H. R.
80 Diamant 18
260. Pozerskis, P.
82 Cirrus
263. Austin, D. G.
96 Ka-6E
96 Ka-6E
264. Purdie, P. G.
72 ASW-12
272. Cardiff, J.
102 Olympia 463
301. Brook, G. F.
329. PaddicJc, G. R.
90 Dart 17R
367. BUTton, G. E.
86 SHK
368. Hanson, D. F.
96 Ka-6E
96 Ka-6E
379. Tanner, L. E. N.
96 Ka-61!
389. WilkinsQn, N. A.
404. Burgess, P. G.
98 Dart 15
415. TuB, V. F.
80 Diamant 18
427. Redman, S. J.
86 SHK
432. Innes, D. S.
86 SHK
454.1nce, D. H. G.
96 Ka-6E
457. MarIow, T., and
Bellew, J. B. 96 Ka-6E
470. 'L'OVeB,C. D.
90 Dart 17R
477. Day, C. G.
90 Dart 17R

Handicap in the Open Class applies only
for Nationals Entry List purposes.

Comp.

H'cap.

No. Pi/ol(S)
12. Hood, 1.. S.
22. Zealley, T. S.
24. Williamson, J. S.
26.51. Pierre, A. H.
29. Gough, A. W.
52. WilIiams, D. W.
68. Withal!, C. L.
R6. Staines, R.
107. Cardiff, J. D.
108. Atkinson, G. B.
109. Zotov, D. V.
110. Jeffries. J. R.
11 t. Seth-Smith, M. P.
116. Smith, N. W.
133. Hale, R. J.
140. Carr, V. C.
151. Garrod, M. P.
177. McMullin, T. A.,
and Fajrman, M.
191. Somerville, A.
206. Goldsborough,

% Sailplane

102
96
90
96
82
100
90
96
106
90
96
110
96
110
100

Olympia 463
Ka-6E
Dart 17R
Ka-6E
A$W-15
Skylark 3
Dart 17R
Olympia 419
Ka-8B
Dar:t 17R
Ka-6B
AS·K 13
Ka-6E
AS-K 13
Skylark 3
90 Dart 17R
82 AS-W 15

96 Ka-6E
96 Ka-6E

J. B. 112
258. Lilbum, D. W.
98
263. Harrison, K. A.
96
264. Greaves, C. M.
96
96
282. Keogh, B.
318. Newall, R. W.
96
320. Davies, S., and
Beer, L. E. 100
345. Stevenson, J. N.
100
348. Go,ldney, P. and
102
Welsh, J. H.
355. Orme, H.
100
356. Morrison, S. A. J. 100
361. Burton, G. E.
90
98
368. Stanley, J. H.
379. Tanner, L. E. N.
96
388. Wheeler, J. H.
96
389. Strachan. I. W.
96
100
407. Livesay, M. H.
420. Lane, P. D.
100
433. Shepherd, E. G.
96
436. Smith, M. J.
90
454. Deane-Drummond,
A. J. 96
470. Brisbourne, R.
90
96
494. Watson. A. J.
lunes, D. S.
96
10. Scott,P. M.
Provisional entry list 1st May.

Sky
Skylark 4
Ka·6E
Ka-6E
Ka-6E
Ka-6E
Ka-6cR
Ka-6cR
Oly.463
Ka-6CR
Ka-6cR
Dart 17R
Skylark 4
Ka-6E
Ka-6E
Ka-61!
Skylark 3
Ka-6CR
Ka-6E
Dart 17R
Ka-6E
Dart 17R
Ka·61!
Ka-6E
correct as at
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A WEEK AT WAIKERIE
By DAVID RYDER-TURNER

doubt many of you will have
N onoticed
the advertisement in S & G

inserted occasionally by the Waikerie
Club; some, perhaps, will have wondered
what sort of show it is, way out in the
Colonies, but those who have scanned
the list of aircraft available would have
realized that this club is alive and Uf)to-the-minute in its equipment. Even so,
I doubt if anyone whose experience is
limited to Europe would be I?repared for
the conditions which exist In this part
of the world. Ground temperatures in
summer are high - frequently over the
century mark - and thermals abound,
with c10udbase level often at five, six and
even ten thousand feet. Close to tbe
Murray River lie the irrigation settlements, with plantations of citrus fruits,
apricots, peaches, neetarines and the
ubiquitous grape but, far away from the
limits of irrigation, are league upOn
league of huge flat paddocks with wheat
or sheep according to season and location - no real problem for landing-out,
but a long hike to the nearest telephone
or road.
Having had a taste of gliding about
four years ago, I was anxious to come
to grips with it more fully, but the opportunity did not present itself until this
summer, when, urged by the Club's advertisement, I made arrangements, to join
the course a,t Waikerie from 13th to 18th
January. We have no gliding in Tasmania, where I live, so the trip involved
a journey each way of over 700 miles by
road, together with an overnight ferry
across Bass Strait. However, it was worth
it, as I managed to take in the last two
days of the National Championships at
Renmark, where I made the re-acquaintance of Richard and M ardi Gething and
other members of the Mildura Sunraysia
Club, first met four years ago. The gliders
assembled for the competitions
Libelles, Diamant, Cirrus and Foka, not
to mention a host of Ka-6's, 800rnerangs
and others - were an eye-opener after
the Kookaburra and Ka-7 I had encountered previously. Richard introduced
me to Bob Rowe, President of .the
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Waikerie Club, as well as my future
instructor. Although Bob was fiying the
Libelle on the last day and was understandably busy, it is typical of bim that
be should go to the trouble .of organizing
a flight for me in the Gub's Blanik,
which they had brought to the comps.
This was my first taste of real soaring. Geoff. Horwood, of the Port Augusta
Club, took off, demonstrated the stability
of the B1anik, and then headed us into
4-5 m/sec. lift straight up to over
4,000 ft. We were amused to see a couple
of competing craft scratching around at
about 1,000 It. less than a mile away; if
they had Ijfted their eyes from their
instruments the chums might have seen
the possibilities of joining us. After halfan-hour we went down so that Peter
Martin CQuld take advantage of the conditions to get his 5 hours for the Silver
- which he did, sucking oranges, listening to his transistor and getting a numb
rump.
The final get-together and prize-giving
that night was huge fun. What with
Waikerie winning the Team Trophy and
John Rowe - Bob's son - being Australian Champion, the Oub had broug.ht
home the bacon yet again.
Quite a mixed group arrived at
Waikerie at the weekend for the course,
among them being Peter M., a Commando officer from Singapore; Peter C"
a Ph.D. student from Monash University;
Gordon, an electrical design engineer
from Hobart; Bruce, a research scientist;
Dick, a Roman Catbolic priest from Walgett, who has his power licence and many
hours in gliders, and who delighted all
of us with his humour and humanity;
and Wendy, who, with her father, Alec,
had flown down from P'ort Macquarie in
Nee's 1928 Klemm, which he had restored himself - a wonderful old aircraft
with a most entertaining owner who. in
the cool of the evenings, would perform
the most outrageous things with his
plane. Finally, there was your scribe, a
4§-year-old schoolmaster who should
have known better, but who takes comfort from tbe fact that Peter Scott also

started gliding at that age - although I
fear that that will be the limit of coincidence.
Methods of instruction do not, I suppose vary very much, but ,at Waik'erie
they believe that it should be given in
high-performance aircraft like the Blanik.
that so much time should be spenl in the
air, and that when a pupil is ready he
should progress to the single-sealers as
SOOn as possible. Launching is by acrotow to about 2,000 ft., so that, with the
prevailing conditions, ffights are of a
reasonably long duration, thus giving
ample opportunity for the pupil to
settle down and to accustom h<imself to
the surroundings.
How I love that Blanik! Stable and of
excellent performam:e, it is a good type
to learn on and a lovely one to fly. My
two instructors. Bob Rowe and Bob
Martin. were a perfect complement to it
- tolerant, understanding, highly competent and g.ood company. One afternoon
the Blanik had taken us up to about
10,000 ft. in nice steady lift of about
3 m /sec. ''I'm tired of this going round
and round," I said to Bob Rowe. "Let's·
go and have a look over the vineyards."
URight," said Bob, "straighten up on this
course aDd we'll have a look at Hardy's.
Trim for about 5(J ••• that's better ...
now that's the vineyard by that crossroad with the line of trees." One couldn't
help feeling relaxed and confident with
him, uSe e how the river channel winds
. . . you've got too much bank on . . .
thars better . _ . these fiats sometimes
give some good lift. There's the Boomerang in our thermal." We discuss fruitgrowing, pesticides, gliding angles, winemaking, World Championships, barbecues . . . yet never once did I feel that
Bob's concentration on my flying was
ever lifted. The result was that when he
said to me one aflernoon, "Like to go
by Yourself now?", I felt absolutely 00
qualms but a quiet confidence that if
Bob felt that I could. then I could.
Only two of us, Bruce and myself,
were ab-initio, and consequently we stuck
!o the Blanik, while the others' graduated
Into the single-seaters after a round of
c.heck flights or mOre advanced instructJ?n. Peter M. completed his Silver C
With an out-and-return to Renmark and
then ~ent off in the Boomerang to
Karawmna and return, which gave him

his Gold Distance and Diamond Goal.
Wendy got her Silver Height. while her
father managed his 5 hours Duration.
Gordon - who had his Silver C already
- grad.uated to the Standard Austria and
in the ten clays he was there went on to
complete the Gold and his Diamond
Goal. With all the "jewellery'" flashing
around, that was quite a week, the beer
flowing after flying bad ceased for the
day.
The social side was not neglected. with
good company in the c1ubroom of an
evening and a splendid barbecue on the
Friday night - everything they do there,
they do exceedingly well and with gusto.
Two or three of us, Dick included, went
off one very bot afternoon - after fiying - to the winery and there, at an
altitude of minus ten feet, in the cool
cellar, we sampled Rose, Riesling and
Chablis. If ever we have the World
Championships in Australia, Waikerie is
the place.
On my last day, Saturday, I went solo
and that morning Bob sent me up with
David Schenke before checking me himself. David flies at weekends and is
highly aJthough con~tructively critical. He led me to understand that,
even if reasonably competent, my flying
was "rough" and horrible to watch., and
then proceeded to put me through the
hoop. It was salutary, timely and in the
best of humour.
That first solo was a flop. Aero-t>ow
to 2,000 ft. was the order and off we
went behind the Piper Pawnee. At
1,000 it. bang! went the tow-rope at the
glider-end splice and there was yours
truly on his own to sort that little lot
out. Back to the airfield. into circuit and
land, feeling quite happy but cheated. It
was pointed out that with a winch launch
I'd have been at less than 1,000 ft., so
what was I complaining about? So off
we went again, with a proper launch this
time, a nice "burn" around for a short
while. then into circuit, land, put the aircraft aW;ly for the evening and into the
bu for the expected pushing out of the
boat.
Next morning I set out for Melbourne
and Hobart, but the May scbool hoIiday
is organized already, the passage booked
and accommodation arranged. It's back
to Waikerie. . and I wonder if I'll get
my Silver?
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WHAT'S THE SCORE?
By C. E. WALLINGTON
&
Aug.-Sept.,
I N1968, Ann Welch
suggested that FAI
SAILPUNIl

GLIDING,

(CIVV) will need to produce basic international rules and a scoring system for
future championships. There is no doubt
about the wisdom of this suggestion, but
what are the chances of any particular
system gaining international acceptance?
Why has toe past 20 years not led to a
universally acceptable version of the
basic system?
Let us have a look at some features of
the rules used in the last two world
championships.
A Soaring Exercise

On many a successful race day in
national and international champion'
ships, the speeds attained by pilots who
complete the course usually decrease. in
approximately regular steps from the top
speed to the slowest speed. In a big
championships with a large number of
pilots, the slowest few sometimes tend to
be very slow. but, broadly speaking, the
deCftase in speed is appro){imately linear
over the range of positions from first to
almost last.
On a good soaring day the slowe~t
pilot to complete a course usually attains
an average speed through the air of about
55-65 % of that of the fastest competitor.
On mediocre days' th's percentage is
usually about. 45·55 %. So, for a I'aper
exercise. we can specify a field of competitors by the number of competitors,
and the speeds, through the air of the
fastest and the slowest, the intermediate
speeds being taken to decrease linearly
between these limits.
The average speed a pilot makes
through the air depends not only on his
skill but also on scoring c,onditionsl a
wQrld class pilot makes about 90 km/h.
through the air on a good soaring day,
but only about 40 km/h. in conditions
that are just good enough for a contest
day. To this speed through the air must
he added the effect of the wind. So, if
we specify thermal soaring conditions as
the speed attainable by the fastest and
slowest pilots for a given duration, and
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specify a wind speed and dir,ection, we
can calculate how fast and how far our
hypothetical competitors would go 'along
any set course - and calculate ho~ many
points they would be awarded 1'.l any
given scoring system. Let us conSIder a
few ,examples.
I
Number of pilots
50
Fastest speed through the .air km/h. 80
Slowest speed through the air km/h. 40
Wind
nil
Duration of soaring
6 : 14: 00
Task: 500 km. race (open or closed
circuit).
In this example the fastest pilot lands
just short of the goal .and the points on
the 1965 World Championship system
range from 1,000 to 468, as shown by
the straight line marked "500 km. 6.14"
in Fig. 1. If the duration of soaring had
been one minute longer the fastest pilot
would have reached the goal and gained
a bonus of 200 points. Thegrapll of
paints plotted against order of merit for
the day is labelled "500 km. 6.15" in
Fig. 1.
Now consider a 120 km. race (open or
dosed circuit) with the duration of thermals limited to I hr. 29 mins. With the
same speed range of 80 to 40 km/h. and
no wind, no pilot would reach the goal,
but points on the 1965 system would
range from 1,000 to 332. Again, one
minute more soaring time would allow
one pilot to complete the course and
EXAMPLE

120 km & SOO km Races
Speed

ran~e

No wind

eo - 40 km/hr

...z

lJ)

oQ.
Soo

SOO km 6.1,

120 km 1.30

0"'·......-~-~--.-----~----,
, sI
PLACE
SO lh

Fig. I

gain a 200 point bonus. ~he poj.nts/position graphs are shown wltD their appropriate labels in Fig. I.
Of course, the dw:ations of thennals
in this example have been chosen to illustrate the difference one minute can make
on the points curves, but it is perhaps
more interesting to note that the long
task is devalued by comparison with the
shorter course, the devaluation being
produced not by a lo~e!ing of ~e .maximum points, but by raiSIng the mInimum.
It could be argued tllat, as the longer
task provides a more prolonged test of
competitors' skills, it should be ~ive?
more weight than the shorter task, I.e. It
should produce a bigger range of points.
On the other hand. it may be thought
that the limited time available on the
shorter task is a more exacting test. I
think that most pilots would agree with
the fonner argument, but, whichever view
prevails, this extra weight given to short
tasks by the scoring system WaS probably
not intended when the rules were written.
2
Number of pilots
SO
Fastest speed through the air km/.h. 90
Slowest speed through the air km/h 54
Wind
180' km/h. 30
4: 00: 00
Duration of soaring
Task: 300 km. race (a) down wind (b)
into wind.
In this example all pilotS reach the
goal if it is downwind, but no one completes the course if it is into wind. Fig.
2 shows the points graphs for these two
tasks, using both the 1965 and 1968
World Championship rules.
Under the 1965 rules the downwind
race is virtUally devalued because the
EXAMPLE

JSW CALCULATOR
suitable all Sailplanes
GRUNA U - CIRRUS
metric or knots

Flt.lt. J. S. WILLlAMSON
clo Box S.G. 318 Cheiron Press Ltd.,
5 CraWford Street, London W.1.
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range of points is only from 1.000 to
643. Under the same rules the into wind
race completed by no one is worth nearly
twice as much to the leading pilots, the
range of points being from 1,000 to 314.
The 1968 World Championship rules
award better value to the downwind
race' these rules devalue the into wind
race' because the average distance covered
by the competitors is only about half of
the set 300 km.
It is possible to devise arguments for
or agai nst these products of the two 'sets
of rules. but the main point to note is
that differences in the calculated scores
are due entirely to the rules and the direction set for the CQ=. As a group, our
hypothetical pilots fly in a very similar
manner to a group of real competitors.
In real competitions the average speed a
good pilot makes throu2b the air depends
almost entirely on his own ability and
thennal soaring conditions; it does not
vary mUCh. or in any systematic way,
with the wind over a route. Of course,
tailwinds or head winds can raise or lower
both his cross-country speed and his
morale, but they do not make much
difference to his average speed through
the air. If we take this speed through the
air as a measure of a pilot's soaring
efficiency, then, in these 300 km. race
examples. the group of pilots fly just as
efficiently up wind as they do down201
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wind. but the scoring scale used to
measure this efficiency obviously depends
on the choice of rules and the direction
the task setter choos.es for the task.
EXAMPLE

3

Number of pilots
SO
Fastest speed through the air km / h. 80
Slowest speed through the air km/h. 48
Wind
180· km/h. 40
Duration of soaring
4: 00: 00
Task: 200 km. out-and-retum (a) first
leg into wind (b) first leg downwind.
These conditions represent moderate
to good thermal soaring, but only for a
limited period of 4 hours. Only 12 pilots
comple.te the task (a) or (b). In a real
contest this low number may indicate
that the task setters were optimistic, but
only a slight improvement in these condi·
tions, say, an extra 10 km/It. for the
speeds through the air, together with
10 km / h. off the wind speed and an
extra 30 minutes fot the duration of thermals, would allow about 80% of the competitors to complete the course. But we
need not digress on the problems of
weather forecasting and task setting.
The principal object of this example is
to illustrate how much the task setters'
choice of direction can affect the scores
of pilots who do not complete a task.
The full and broken lines in Fig. 3
trace the distribution of points for tasks
(a) and (b), using the 1965 and 1968
World Championshi~ rules. There is not
much difference between the results for
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the two sets of rules. but the direction
of the task makes a disconcertingly large
difference. In this pair of ex.aIDples, the
SO pilots as a group fiy with just the
same efficiency in one direction as
another. and this is not an unrealistic
postulate. But in task (a) these scoring
systems award competitors far fewer
points for the arduous inle wind leg than
for the relatively easy return to base. In
fact the choice of tasks makes between
100 and 400 points difference to 65% of
the pilots.
The dotted line in Fig. 3 represents
the marks on the placing system I described in SAILPLANE & GLIDING, Aug.·
Sept., 1968, with the trivial difference that
marks are reckoned upwards from 0 for
the lowest place, instead of downwards
from 100 for top place. These marks for
tasks (a) and (b) are identical; it makes
no difference which direction is chosen
for the task.
EXAMPLE 4

If terrain and airspace regulations
allow, an out-and-return race is best
directed in a cross-wind rather than
along-wind direction. But wind directions
are not easy to predict with gfeat
accuracy and when the wind speed is
greater than about 40 km/b. an error
~r change in direction can produce unlO.tende.d results, especially if it is coupled
With slight changes in soaring conditions.
200 km Out & return

Speed range

80-48 km/hr
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To illustrate this let us consider the
following conditions:
Number of pilots
50
Fastest speed through the air km/h. SO
Slowest speed throu&h the air km/h. 48
Wind
090· km/h. 40
4: 00: 00
Duration of soaring
With these conditions a 200 km. outand-return cross-wind task could be completed by 50~~ of the pUots. The line
labelled "090/40 4 hr." shows the resultant 1965 World Championships plot of
points if such a task were set.
Now suppose that, instead of being
090·40 km/h., the wind is (a) 060·
50 km/h. or 120· 50 km/h. This difference of 30· and 10 km/h. (about
5 knots) is not uncommon for a difference between a predicted and actu;tI
wind. With .these winds and all the other
factors in the ,example left unchanged, we
get the points curves labelled 060/50
4 hr." and "120/504 hr." in Fig. 4. The
d~fference between the two curves is between 100 and 400 points for 70% of the
competitors. The corresponding points
CtIrves for the 1968 World Championship
rules are not shown in Fig. 4, as they
do not differ very much from the 1965
rules.
If, as well as a wind chaTl;ge, the duration of soaring is cut down to 3 hours
instead of 4 hours, we get the two graphs
labelled "060/50 3 hr." and "120/50
3 hr." for the 1965 rules in Fig. 4. No
one completes the course in 3 hours,
with a wind of 060· SO km/h. or 120·
50 km/h. and the day is considered to be
devalued for the 060· wind. But, with
the 060· 50 km/h. wind, this devaluation
is in name only; with a range of 880
points between the first and the last ten
pilots, who do not score, this uncompleted task carries more weight than any
of the others in this set of examples.
The points curve under the 1968 rules,
~or 060' SO km/h. wind aed 3 hour soarmg dur,atien is labelled in Fig. 4 as "1968
060/50 3 hr." In contrast to the 1965
rules, the 1968 system considerably devalues the task. in these conditions.
EXAMPLE

to give the signal for take-off. Multilingual mutterings of, "What are they
waiting for?" filter throu&h the grid, although it is usually understood that
choosing the optimwn time for a mass
start or a time for opening a starting
line is difficult. Loeal soaring conditions
and visibility must be good enough to
allow a large number of aircraft in the
air without an abnormally high risk of
collision. In practice this usually means
that some soaring time is los,t, and even
with excellent organisation the lost time
may be anything between a few minutes
and several hours; the loss is not merely
a fault of organisation.
What effect can a loss of soaring time
have on the day's results? Let us have
a look at this. set of examples:Number of pilots
50
Pastest speed through th.e a,ir km/b. 80
Slowest speed through tbe air km/h. 40
Wind
nil
(a) 2: 30:00
Duration of soaring
Cb) 2:45:00
(c) 3 :00:00

(d) 3: 15: 00
(e) 3:30:00

<0 S:()():OO
(g) 1: ()():oo

Task: 200 km. race (open or Closed
circuit).
Fig. 5(i) shows the points curve for
fhese tasks under the 1965 World Championship rules. The duration of soaring
times al'e marked alongside the curves
to which they apply. Fig. 5(ii) shows the
corresponding curves for the 1968 rules.

5

A COmmon sight in world ,or national
championships ,nowadays is to see an
array ?f gliders and pilots ready at a
launchmg grid waiting for the organisers

O..ll~s-t-"""'~P-['-A"""'C-E---~-~SO th
Fig. 5 (i)
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CROSSFELL ELEcrRIC
AUDIO
V ARI0METERS

Compact and
Inexpensive.
Used by the foremost
soaring pilots
since 1959.
EQUIP YOURSELF NOW.
Alsoavai1able

without Audio.

Agents throughout the Wodd.

Crossfell Variometers
10 Borrowda1e Road,

Malvern, Worcs..
England.

With the duration of 2 hr. 30 mins. for
soaring, only one pilot compl~tes the
course. In the 1965 rules he gets a bonus
of 200 points, whereas in the 1968 rules
the day is devalued bQth in name and
in fact.
The more interesting cUrves are
those for searing durations between
2 hr. 45 min. and 3 hr. 30 min. During
the interval of 45 minutes, which Can
easily result from a delay in starting
rather than a variation of actual weather
conditions. approximately every 2 minute
delay in the startin2 fme costs one more
pilot between about ISO and 250 points
on the 1965 system and sl,ightly less
under the 1968 rules. The tailenders,
however, benefit from delay; t.heir points
increase. as the startin~ time is delayed.
LooklOg at the pomts curve for the
I hour and 5 hour soaring d'urations. we
see that, under the 1965 rules, what may
be the popular concept of a highly suc~ess~ul race completed by an competitors
III tIme~between 2 and 5 hours, is, in
fact. slIghtly less valuable than what
would probably be considered an unsatisfactory hout in which pilots achieved
distan~es of between 40 and 80 km. only.
Nohce, b,y the way. that the points
204

curves using the 1965 system are almost
straight lines over the sectors covering
pilots who complete a course. Although
t.he 1%5 rules use (speed)2 in the speed
marks fonnula, the usual range of speed's
these days is such that there is scarcely
any curvature in the speed marks graphs.
The (speedf tetm in the formula dQes
not serve much useful ~urpose other
than increase tbe range of points between
the fastest and the slowest speeds - and
this could be done by a simpler and more
direct method.
With the 1968 rules, the I and $ hour
soaring durations produce quite different
points graphs. The I hour limit yields a
l;onsiderably devalued day, but the 5 hour
duration, which allows all pilots to cern·
plete the cQurse, makes the contest day
a particularly valuable one, with points
decreasing rapidly from 1,000 to the
winner to 0 for the last ten places.
ACC'lptability of a SoariDg System

The foregoing examples. are a few of
aoout 500 examples for which calculations have been made using the 1965 and
1968 World Champiollship rules. They
?-re by no means freak examples; they
Illustrate distinct characteristics of the
systems, Points curves have been calculated for more complicated situations, e.g.
examples in which soaring conditions
vary during a task from mediocre to
good then. back to mediocre a:gain, and
for examples where wind and soaring
conditions vary over a course, or where
a sharp wind .and weather change moves
200 km rac'.

1000

500
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Fig. 5 (ii)
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across a course. But, altho~gh the~e more
complicated examples are IDterestmg, the
simple situations are adequate for the
present discussion.
10 these uncomplicated examples, pilot
efficiency is represented by speed through
the air on a simple linear scale from
the fastest to the slowest and all pilots
have precisely the same durati~ of so~r
ing time available. In these SImple cIrcumstances, it should be hoped that the
graphs of points plotted against position
should reflect the simple linear scale of
efficiency, without bein~ too se~si~ive !o
the choice of rules or shght vanatJons m
task, weather or organisational factors.
But this is not so. These factors can (and
in reality often do) affect the value of
a contest day more than is commonly
supposed. There is a sort of "snak.es and
ladders" element about the current scoring systems; if a pilot achieves X he
may ascend a points ladder to Y - but
he may also find that the elements or
organisers have virtually shifted the
board so that he slithers down a snake
to Z. Of course, any organisation is entitled to use whatever rules it wishes, and
it is up to pilots to fly according to t!;lese
rules. Complications and uncertainties
that arise by design or uninitentionally
can add excitement to the game, but
When they appear to be unduly significant, and perhaps unplanned, products of
local opinion, we must not expect any
particular version of the basic rules to
be universally acceptable.

Aims of a Sc:oribg System
The reason why modern versions of the
current scoring systems are not converging towards a universally acceptable
system is that rules committees try to
bu;ld in a piecemeal way on a system
that was not designed to measure modern
techniques. Rules committees appear to
either meekly accept a system or ask
themselves: "What recent results of the
current basic svstem do we dislike, and
how can we mOdify the system to avoid
such results?"
If we are to arrive at international
agreement on rules we should start by
trying to pose and answer elementary
questions of principle. We must not expect complete agreement in detail, but
amongst tbe various views and opinions
throughout the gliding world there is

enough common ground to establish a
few principles - and we: do not need
many guidelines to form a simple system.
The placing system that I have been
advocating is a logical outcome of simple
concepts. Evolution of the current points
system also points towards a placing
system. In fact, only slight simplification
of the speed and distance marks and
devaluation formulae in the 1965 WQrld
Championship rules is needed to make
the points system practically identical to
the placing system for high standard
tasks on good uncomplicated soaring
days. But experience and reasoning suggest that the current points system cannot be modified to cope in a generally
acceptable way with commonplace complications associated with wind, weather
and organisational problems.
We could avoid these problems by being ultra-cautious in setting tasks, but we
should be trying to broaden, not restrict,
the ranges of tasks and weather that can
be used in a championship. This means
devising one or more scoring systems
that are universally acceptable for all
operational conditions.

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB LIMITED
LONG MYND, SHROPSHIRE
Teleph_: LlnJey 206

BUNGEE LAUNCH???
Where else?
S mile ridge - frequent wave.
Excellent clubhouse, -comfortable
bunkhouse, dining room - 3 meals a
day - snug bar.
S day courses for ab-initios, advanced
pilots and private owners.
Club fleet includes Ka 135, 460s and
Swallows.
Associate membership (1 month) £1.

Further detaiLs from: H. HILTON.
22 Landsdowne Crescent,
Bayston HiLL. SaLop.
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SWISS DIAMANT -

WORLD'S LEADING SAILPLANE

DIAMANT 16.5

DUTY FREE

Oiamant 1 6.5 £2,500 approx. Glide angle 1.42 at 55 kts.
Oiamant 18.
£3,050 approx. Glide angle 1.45 at 55 kts.
The superb finish and camber changing flaps give the highest
inter-thermal speeds plus the ability to climb with the best
We were so sure of the superiority of DIAMANTS that we
reserved last year a large l:luota for delivery in early 1969.
Write for technical information, finance arrangements and
illustrated leaflet to the sole U.K. Agents:

THORPE AVIATION LIMITED, 15 Broadway, Peterborough. reI. 68818
Appointed factory trained repairer and parts stockist:
JOHN HULME, 8ottlsham, Cambs.
Manufactu rers:

Flug -UDd Fahrzeugwerke AG, 9422 Altenrhein, Switzerland.
DIAMANT t 8 - FIRST UK 500 km. TRIANGLE.
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AUSTRALIAN NATIONALS 1968·69
By C. E. WALLlNGTON
"ONCE you have tasted the Murray
River you will always return to
it" so I have been told by Australians
w'ho live near this great waterway that
winds its way from the Snowy Mountains
through irrigated farmland, .viney.ards and
citrus groves to the Austrahan BIght For
glider pilots here this is almost certainly
true, for a number of gliding clubs are
situated in this region, and several are
at sites suitable for the National Championships. For the 1968·9 Championships
the site was Renmark, 100 miles ENE
of Adelaide.
This year there were 27 competing
gliders. with 48 pilots to fly them. Five
of the gliders were in the Open Class,
the remainder - mostly Boomerangs and
Ka-6's - were Standard Class. The drop
in numbers was due to s.everal factors some of the Open Class gliden; on order
had not been delivered, the pilot Qualifications for entry had been raised, and
Renmark is a long way for pilots in
northern New South Wales and Queensland to come.
In the Open Class were two Libelles
- one flown by Bob and John Rowe a Diamant. flown by Malcolm Jinks and
Bob Martin, a Cirrus delivered just one
week before the competitions and an
Austria SH.
After a practice Week of unusually
windy conditions, the championsbip
opened on 28th December with a ceremony at which the Minister for Civil
Aviation praised gliding in general and
the Mayor of Renmark praised the local
Riverland oranges in particular. But this
did not take long and, at midday, launching started for a 200 km. out-and-return
race to Blanchetown, ESE of Renmark.
With dry thermals to 7,500 ft. in a warm
northerly wind of 12-15 kts. it was a
fairly easy day, all but two of the fleet
completing tbe course. Jobn Rowe set
the pace with an average of 90 km/hr.,
followed by Malcolm Jinks, with 83 km/
hr. In the Standard Class, Bill Simpson,
with 75 km/hr. in a Ka-6., was just half
a minute better than Derek Reid. flying
a Boomerang.
The next day showed only slight cbange

in the general weather p'attern and John
Rowe again won the day, with 88 km/hr.
around a 321 km. triangle. John
Bucbanon was first in the Standard Class,
with 70 km/hr. in a Boomerang. Although
all but four aircraft completed the course,
conditions were not all that easy. A
marked change of wind at 5,000 ft. bad
distorted thermals and, although a few
thermals reached 7,000 ft., it was scarcely
worth trying to use them above 5,000 ft.
Appro.aching from the west was a
"cool change" - a sort of cold front
heralding a sudden change to cool southwesterly winds. By 30th December it was
past Renmark and the south-westerlies
were strong. Dry therrnals were plentiful
but very distorted and limited in depth
and even the pundits could not have
ma{le much headway against or across
the wind, but to the north and north-east
of Renmark is a vast region of uninhabited scrub and semi-desert, so it was "no
task" for today.
On the 31 st the strong wind was still
with us, but was now southerly and a
cross·wind race was set to Stonefield, site
of the Barossa Valley Club, 127 km. to
the WSW. But even this was too much
of a struggle. A number of pilots managed to battle about 100 km. across a
25-30 kt. wind in very distorted thetrnals
to. 5,000 ft., but a strengthening of this
wmd along the western side of the
Murray made the last 1,5-20 km. almost
imp.ossi~le. Howev~r, Bob Rowe kept the
W9.lkene Club Libelle in front, with
110 km.

BREEZE LIGHT AIRCRAFT LIMITED
Senior Insp.,-ctor Approval Cs of A
Major or Minor Repairs
Glider Trailers for Sale

Higher Valley Workshop,
Dunkeswell,
Honilon,

Devon.

Telepho.o, LUPPITT 6~S
Licence No. 1/A/003M

Formerly Ounlceswell Light AiTcraf/ LirrUleri
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Pe/er Hanneman
and Wally
Wallingron deal
wirh rhe lask and
mel. ar briefing.

New Year's Day saw a further decrease
in the wind, but with cold air and low
levels and a sharp inversion at 3,000 ft.
during the morning, only a short 165 km.
triangle, via Waikerie and Pata to the
south, was set. John Rowe came first
again, with 87 km/hr. In the Standard
Class, John Evans won the day, with
77 km/hr. in a Boomerang.
As in the previous championships. there
were two pilots for nearly all the gliders,
and the organisers had drawn up a
schedule of the days on which pilots were
to fly. If a pilot did not have a partner,
he c·ould also fly on days which were
not scheduled for him. if he wished, and
if he gave 24 hours' notice of his intention.
The met. flight, which I made every
morning at 7 a.m., revealed a very sharp
inversion again on 2nd January. In the
chilly southerlies the temiJerature on the
ground was down to 66 F (19 C) and
it was pleasant to get up into the high
seventies at 3,000 ft. But, although thermals were limited to 3,000 ft. until midday. they then developed quickly to
9,000 ft., with patches of cumulus from
7,000 ft. Furthermore, the wind structure
was ideal for cloud streets. A 345 km.
triangle was set via Mildura to the east
and Alawoona to the south; the first leg
of the course was a long straight road for
90 miles, but the second leg cut across
D
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scrub country. It is advisable to have a
water supply in case of being forced to
risk a landing in such country, but on
this task conditions were so good that
pilots could fly safely right along the
course. Peter Hanneman, who won the
Standard Oass day with 88 km/hr. in
his Foka 4, used a dry thermal street to
great advantage, while Bob Rowe, on a
parallel course just a mile or two away,
lost some time by getting too low.
Malcolm Jinks made 107 km/hr. in his
Diarnant, to win the Open Class. This
would have beaten his own Australian
300 km. triangle record of 97 km/hr., but
the triangle was. not of an official shape.
The next day's task was a 191 km. task
via Taplan, to the south-west, and
Waikerie. Al'though the general weather
situation had not changed much during
the past 24 hours, slight changes of detail
in winds and temperatures made it a
relatively clifficult day and a low-level
inversion kept thermals down to about
2,500 ft. until mid-day. During the afternoon thermals got up to 5,000 ft., but
there were big patches of dead air and
only 10 pilots completed the course.
G. Hayes brought his Libene home to
win the Open Class with 13 km/hr.,
while Derek Reid made 71 km/hr. to win
the Standard Class.
There was still no change on the 4th
January, and 15 pilots completed a

216 k.m. triangle via Morkalla and
Waikerie in limes between 2~' and 5 hours.
After making goad speed along a cloud
street, John Rowe headed the field with
78 kmfhr., followed by Ma!!: Howland,
with 69 kmfhr., in his Boomerang. This
was 10hn's fourth contest day and his
fourth 1,000 points. He was the undisputed favourite for the Open Championship, but no one had a commanding lead
in the Standard Oass. Lone Queensland
pilot Malt Howland had chosen to By on
every task so fat and had maintained
a consistently high standan:l. John
Buchanon,Derek Reid, Peter Hanneman
and Mauri Bradney had also been consistent in achieving high places on their
contest days.
The 5th January saw the ~ame pattern
of south-westerly winds, with thennals
developing late and only to 5,000 ft.; the
set 200 km. triangle via Waikerie and
Alawoona was possible, but only just.
Four pilots completed, it in times betweeJl
3} and 5t hours and P. Nicholls, flying
the Cirrus delivered the week before
the championships, was the only Open
Class pilot to get back. Max Howland,
Tommy Thompson - Australian Team
Manager for the World Camps. - and
Dick Deane all struggled gamely in their
Boomerangs, to be the only three Standard Class pilots to complete tbe course.
On 6th January it was just as well that
most non-flying pilots and. crews were on
the airfield, because one of them discovered that he, and not his partner already ell route, was scheduled to fly. Fortunately, a hasty radio call brought the
aircraft back at about VNE. and off it
went again with the right pilot. I won't
say who it was, but hi went on to win
the day in the Standard Class in his

While Johll Rowe, winner 0/ the Open.
Class, talks 10 his wife, Beryl, his mother
holds the sunshade.
Foka 4 - well done, Peter. Malcolm
Jinks was back in fann; to win the Open
Class.
The anticyclone which had been over
the Australian Sight was now moving
steadily north-east and 7th January
brought deeper thermals. Some went up
to 9,000 ft. and were capped by isolated
puffs of cumulus. John Rowe earned his
fifth 1,000 points by completing the set
300 km. triangle via Lowaldie - to the
south - and Blanc.hetown at 88 kmfhr.,
and all but two "ilots got home; Derek
Reid led the Standard Class, with 83 kmf
br.
No task was set on 8th January, but
came the 9th, with another anticyclone
over the Bight. Thermals started late and
were limited to about 5,500 ft. after mid-

DERBYSHIRE AND LANCASHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Hill top plateau, i" Peak. District National Park • Thermal,
wave and hill soaring for N.W.to, S.E. on 3 mile west and 5
mile south escarpments ftom field itself .' 'East wind so.aring
from winch launch. Wave worked to 15,000 It. so far.
Modern Fleet under constant review. Capstan, Swallows,
Ka 8, 463 • Fine Winch Fleet. Hitch Facilities.
VISITORS WELCOME - Temporary or Daily Membership
for Syndicates and Solo Pilots.
Pho'le or wtite for accommodation - notice apprec:iated.

MANY COURSES - AU INCLUSIVE
Early Spring -

.- tale Autumn.
Details sent with pl.sure.
Resident S'ew.,d .nd Stew,reI.a.
Full Boerd in h• •d twin bunks, 'nd

m.le and rem.l. bunluooms (Week·
end, only It pr.....,. i. Win."").
SePllr.l. MlMsroom, C'ublocm, and
a.r with ,..1 "'Mosph••.
Telephon.. : T10ESW,ELL 207
GREAT HUCKLOW,
Hr. TIDESW!lL. ,DUIYSHIRE.
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day. Another fiat triangle was set, this
tiTl1e 290 km. via Lake Cullullcrainc half-way to Mildura - and Waikerie.
Malcolm Jinks beat John Rowe by ,Onc
minute, to take the Open Class daily
prize, and the Standard Oass was headed
by John Bu€hanon, who had to leave
with hi~ wife on the next day to make
the 2,OOO-mile journey to his RAAF
station at Perth.
Navigation on all the tasks was very
easy. Visibility was always goo<l and
navigational features were big and UlLcluttered. Even a section of the Stale
border between Victoria and South
Australia really is a nonh-south straight
line - just as the map shows.; on one
side of this section is unbroken scrub.
on the other are the cultivated .fields of
South Australia. The newcomer must
not expect to find towns OT villages at
each place name on the maps; he is just
as likely to discover one isolated homestead - and ·on landing he may possibly
find that the owners are away on their
Christmas holiday.

A competing pilot equipped to face the
sun at Renmark.
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GLIDER FINANCE
Finance for your glider or aircraft purchase can be arr~nged by telephone
or write to COLlN DO'NAtO (B.G.A.
I'nstructof).

Burqhley Finan.ce Company Ltd.
T5 Br·oadway. Peterborough.
Telephone: Petetf,)orough 66191

On the last championship day the task
was twice around a 119 km. triangle via
Para and Taplan. The main factor in
choosing such a course was to get the
clay's results completed in time for the
prize-giving ceremony at 6.30 p.m. Of
the half-a-dozen close contenders for the
Standard Class championship, Derek
Reid had now emerged as the likely
€hampion and he needed only to complete the course in a reasonable time to
secure his ·crown. Dry thermals reached
up to 6,000 ft. but these were scattered:
finding the going not as fast as anticipated, many pilots returned from a few
miles out to make several fresh starts.
One of them was Derek Reid desperately
holding out at 800 ft. over the airfield
but it really was a dead patch of air and
soon he was down - then off on aerQtow to start all over again. Hearing of
Derek's bad luck by radio, Max Howland tQok it easy, to make sure of completing thecollrse; Derek's first lap of
.his second attempt was in good time, but
j,t was too late in the day to complete the
course. He landed 12 km. short ,of Renmark, and dropped from a pOlential 1st
to 7th place in the final reSUlts.
On this last contest day the Ope'n and
Standard Classes were won by Bob
Martin in the Diamant and Dick Deane
in a Boomerang.
Moss Potter, who had directed operations very smoothly and efficiently during
the championships, rounded off his
splendid achievements by having duplicated copies of the entire championship
results ready for allJ}ilots at the prizegiving. Sir Don Anderson, the DirectorGeneral of Civil Aviation, presented the
prizes and John Rowe had his· usual
problem of carrying an armload of

trophies, including, of course, the Open
Class championship' prize. Waikerie
pilots did not get all' the prizes, but Bob
and Johl! Rowe won the team trophy.
The championship orgal)isers could
relax with the knowledge that, with only
a few people, lheyhad run a very
smo6th and happy championships, the
48 competitors having flown 38,000 miles
in J,240 hours. It was a w.arm, moonlit
night, with eating, drinking" music and
dancing and a drive of several
hundred miles home the next day.

aass

\. J. Rowe
2. P. Nic'holls
3. M. Jinks
4. R. Martin
5. R. Rowe
Standard Class
I. M. Howland
2. M, Bradney
3. J. Buchanon
4. R. Deane
5. P. Hanneman

---

We specialise in Soaring
Training.
Sea Breeze Front Flying a
Regular Occurrence.
Good Ridges.

Final leading results
Opea

DORSET FLYING CLUB

LibeIle
Cirrus

Final score
999
942

Diamant
Diamant
LibelIe

911
891

835
Final score
Boomerang
939
Ka-6
909
Boomerang
887
Boomerang
,881

Foka 4

--
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LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire.
T'elephonel : 058·2 63419
Situateclat the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
(just off the M 1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet 01 dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment including four tugs. This
famous site has plentiful thermals
in summer and hill soaring With
favourable winds throughout the
year. Resident instructors, catering
every day (weekends only in
Winter), licensed bar, accommodation and other facilities. Visitors
welcome. Residential courses run
throughout the Summer.
FO.r details of membership write to
the Manager (SG).

869

Cloud Flying a Speciality.
Silver "c n to P.P.L. and
Towing.
Private Owners Welcome.
We will rig, launch and
retrieve you.
We are taking .bookings for
our Two-seater Courses.
Training - Soaring
Instructors
from

5 days for 22 gn5.

Book a. Solo Sailplane for
your excl,usive use for that
Silver He.ight or Distance
from £30.

WE FLY EVERY DAY
Compton .Abbas Airfield,
Shaftesbury. Dorset.
Telephone: FontmoU Magna 328
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FLYING & INSTRUCTING

Airbrakes v. Spoilers
Generally speaking, the characteristics
of airbrakes are:~
(a) They are speed-limiting (i.e. they can
be used to prevent the glider exceedil1g its maximl:lm ~rmissible speed).
(b) they cause 11 great increase in drag
and a small decrease in lift.
(c) They increase the stalling speed by
2 to 5 knots.
(d) They do nol cause a change' of trim.
Spoiler characteristics a,r,e:0) Not speed-limiting.
(2) They cause a small increase in d1'ag
and decrease in lift.
(3) They increase the stalling speed
slightly.
(4) They normally cause a nose-down
trim change when opened, and a
nose-up when dosed.
Conversion .from Spoilers to Brakes
The effect of the brakes should be
shown at altitude and the pupil told to
notice the decelerating effect and the
amount that the nose has to be lowered
to maintain speed. The lack of trim
change (after the nose-down effect. in a
T-21, for ·example) should als0 be pointed
0Ut. The pupil should then practise opening and closing the br;lkes while keeping
the speed constant \)1' lowering and r:aising the nose, as appropriate.
Approach ComicleratiOilS
As with all IYpeS of instruction, it is
best w try to split up the functions of
the, controls t'0 simplify the pupil's task.
The best method for dealing with the
approach path is to think of the airbrakes as controlling the rate of descent
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and the stick controlling the speed. If
the brakes are opened, the nose must be
lowered to maioltain speed. This is in
sharp contrcast to a T-21, where a back
pressure of the stick is required to
counter the nose-down trim .cnange when
spoilers are opened. This, in fact, is how
most faulty approaches occur, with the
pupil failing to lower the nose, or even
raising it when airbrakes are o,pened,
thereby causing speed to drop to a
dangerous extent. The amount by which
the nose of a modern glider has to be
lowered when full brake is applied is
surprising t'i> a new pupil and he will
tend not W keep the speed Urp.

Aiming Point Technique
In order to achieve a reasonable spot
landing, the pupil must be provided with
a method of jUdging where he is going
to touch down. The use of all airp.iog
point is as old as flying itself and has
worked very well.
For every approach there is a point
on the landing area which will maintain
a constant relationship with the approach
path of the glider. It will, in fac,t, appear
to be stationary, with the ground nearest
10 the glider moving down below the
nose and the ground beyond the point,
and is the place where the glide'r would
strike the ground if there were nQ round
out. In practice, of course, the glider
rounds out and touches down a distance
beyond the aiming point determined by
the glider's speed over the grol!lnd.
To achieve a land,ing within a given
area, an aiming point must be selected
(a hedge, mark on the groUnd, perimeter
track, etc.) which will allow the glider

to be landed properly and still remain in
the area desired. Having selected the
point, the pilot must then use the airbrakes to, make it appear stationary in
relation to the approach path, the stick
beirlg used to keep the speed rjght.
The sequence of events would be as
fctlIows. The aiming point is selected on
the downwind leg or earlier. On the crosswind leg the glider is flown so that the
final turn position would cause an overshoot if bra~es were not used. Before
the final turn is started the speed, must
be increased and the glider retrimmed. If
the final turn has been made in the right
place, the aiming point will appear to be
drifting. beTow the nose. The brakes are
now opened an arbitrary amount (as
experience is gained, the pilot will be
able to judge how much brake to use
from the start of the approach).
Following the opening ,of the brakes,
the nose is lowered to maintain speed.
After lowering the nose the aiming point
is observed to see if it appears stationary.
If not, the brakes are used as appropriate ("in" if the point is moving above
the nose and vice versa). Each time the
brakes are adjusted' the stick must be
used to position tbe nose before checking on the aiming point.
When the ground is getting close. the
brakes may, if desired, be' moved to the
half-open position if mor"C than half
brake is being used, If less than half.
maintain the position. This is to allow
more time for the round out and landing. The round out is made normally
and the glider landed. During the round
out the brakes must not oe moved. eXcept towards the closed position in the
case of a bad landing. They must not
be opened further as, this, with an inexperienced pilot, almost ineyitably leads
to a heavy landing.

Foil Brake Landinas
If approaching into a restricted length
field, it is very useful to be able to
~PPtoach with fulI airbrake. especially
If there are any tall obstructions on the
downwind boundary. The very steep
approach which full brake gives enables
qUite tall trees to be cleared safely without l,lnduly lengthening the landing run.
Tbe technique for using full br-ake is
the same as fQr a normal approach, ex-

cept that the round out must be made
closer to the ground because of the rapid
deceleration when the nOse is raised with
full airbrake out. Because of this, an
extra 5 knots should be added to the
approach speed. This extra speed will
hardly affect the landing distance and
will greatly lessen the chances of a heavy
landing due to a high round out.
The Landinl Run
After the glider is firmly on the
ground. the airbrakes should be fully
opened' to give maximum drag. The stick
must be moved back until on the stop
to hold off the nose skid as long as possible to avoid wear and splitting ef the
skid rubbers. If the absolute minimum
landing distance is required (running out
of field, etc.) then the skid can be rubbed
in gently easing forward on the stick. It
must be stressed that this procedu.re is
for emergency use only. Some car.e
should be exercised when moving the
stick back after touchdown, to avoid the
glider leaping into the air again.
ROGER NEAVES

WE HAVE
EVERYTHING
Come aDd have a look
We have a wide selection of books,
ties, car badges and9ther items
to cover the needs of all glide~
pilots..
Ou~

salesroom is open 9.30 a.m.5.30 p.m. Monday - Friday.

Or write for a "What to Buy" leaflet
enclosing a stamped addressed envelope to:
The British Gliding
Association,
Artillery Mansions,
75, Victoria Street.
l.ondon, S.•W.l.
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The most Beautiful Sailplane in the World

. . . . . and she's not just a pretty face!
She has many fine features:
Superb all round performance
Easy to rig
Low cost maintenance
Very comfortable cockpit
One of the few
with a C of A

glass~fibre

sailplanes

Manufactured by Schempp.HirthKG,
7312 KirchheimTeck, W. Germany.
YQur sole agent in U.K. for the "CIRRUS" Is:

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES, Thruxton Airfield, Andover,
Hants.
Telephone: Weyhill 373
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ARGENTINIAN NATIONALS
Cordoba 18 - 31 January
Resume of article by Dr. Wolfgang Gross in the April issue of Aerokurler
Translated by Rika Harwood

ITH the great variety in sailplane
W
performance, the championships
were scored on a handicap basis. An
retrieves were carried out by aero-tow
and with 51 pilots taking part this sometimes meant waiting for long hours in
the pampas.
TIle German party included Rudi
Lindner (Phoebus 15), Wolfgang Gross
(Vasama), and Reinhold Stuhr (Phoebus
17). Two pilots from Chile were towed
over the Andes, one of them, Carlos
Perez, in a Libelle 301.
The championships started on a sad
note. On the opening day, 21 -year-old
Carlos Ruiz was to have aero-towed a
competitor from Buenos Aires to Cordoba. Eatly that morning, having been
warned about the ground mist, he rook
off from 130livar and, following a 360°
turn, hit a wingtip on the ground, burst
into flames and was killed. The competitor in Buenos Aires had to withdraw his
entry as he could not get to Cordoba.
The weather in general was not outstanding, some very difficult days being
encountered when either increasing winds
and/or thunderstorms made completion
of the tasks very difficult Ot impossible
for most 'Pilots. On many days convection did Flot start until after one o'clock
and pilots often had to sit in the sweltering sun Waiting' for launching to commence.
The only "day of days" occurred on
the 23rd January when, unfortunately,
four pilots were still awaiting retrieves
from the previous day's flying and so
the day had to become a rest day. The
task had been a 186-km. out-and-return
and all but' three pilots had to land out
because of a massive thunderstorm. Only
Carlos Perez and RQgelio Berreta man~ged to return, but with difficulty; flying
ID pouring rain and heavy sink, they
~me in from .very low over the town.
~en the ram had cea.sed nobody
believed it possible for anyone else to

get home. However, just behind and
above the hangars of the ne.xt-door Service airfield a glider was suddenly spotted
and it only just managed to scrape in
and stopped short of the finish line by
about ~OO m. The pilot, ReinhDld Stuhr,
jumped out and with all his strength
tried to pull his Phoebus 17 by hand, in
the thunclerladen heat, to get to the line.
The spectators cheered him on as if he
were a matador, but the organisers would
not allow anyone to help. At the line
he col·lapsed, utterly exhausted, and he
had to be carried away in an ambulance
- blue lights flashing and sirens blowing recovering only after an hourand-a-half of intensive medical treatment.
Alas, his dramatic effort was to no
avail. He was told later that the rules
did not cover an arrival at the finish line
on foot! The bilterpill he had to swallow came the next day, when he realised
that after all this he had only managed
21 st place for the day.
The most noteworthy performance
throughout the contest was by a talented
21-year-old, Roberto Rizzi; flying a very
old Sky he did extremely well to finish
in the first 10 places on 5 days, and
winning two of them. No doubt we shall
see his name crop up again.
On the 30th January a Std. Austria
made a false start and rolled into several
parked gliders, damaging Araoz's Fob;
because of this he was delayed for three
hours and lost all chance of finishing the
task, a 276 km. out-and-return, which
was completed by 46 of the SI pilots.
He had already won two days and was
placed high on several others! Reinhold
Stuhr's machine was also damaged by
the same accident and he had to withdraw for the day. Rudi Lindner, after a
hard day's flying, rolled up his sleeves
and helped with the repairs, which had
to be carried out in primitive conditions
and took all night. The temperature in
the shade was 104"F on this day.
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The very high temperatures of the I~st
few days were extremely ex.hausting,
especially for the Ellropean te:am from
Germany. In a way the pilots were quite
happy not to have to fly any more. althOllgh the last day's task was an exciting 315 km. oU1-and-return. These were
the sort of weather conditions we had all
been waiting for and the best time was
by Carlos Perez, with 3:23: 15. Roberto
Rizzi. however, Won the day in the Sky.
Owe Bocksch (Vasama) was the highest
placed Argentinian and thus became
National Champion. Perez. from Chile,
was the winner of the champiomships
and also took the Waiter Georgii
Trophy.
The tasks were: Day I - 100 km. Triangle. Day 2 - 204 km. Out-and-Rreturn.
Day 3 - 100 km. Triangle. Day 4 186 km. Out-and-Return. Day 5 203 km. Triangle. Day 6 - 302 km. Triangle. Day 7 ~ Twice 112 km. Out-andReturn. Day 8 207 km. Out-and276 km. Out-andReturn. Day 9 Return. Day ID - 315 km. Out-andReturn.
The first day was not a contest day, as
the rules reqllired more than one Argen-

tinian pilot to complete the minimum
distance of lOO km. On this day only
Urbanic and Perez, of Chile, completed
the course. The final results given here
include the unofficial score for this day,
as during this contest the Waiter Georgii
Trophy was at stake.
Final Leading Results
H'cap
Points
Perez (Chile)
0.73
Libelle 301 9574
Urbanic
0.88
Ka-6cR
8350
Lindner (Germ.) 0.75 Phoebus 15 8323
Bocksch
0.86 Vasama
7443
Hossinger
0.68 Phoebus 17 7338
7318
Gross (Germ.) 0'.86 Vasama
Stuhr (Germ.) 0.68 Phoebus 17 6911
Frene
0.72 HP·14
6753
6724
Milani
0.88
Ka-6cR
Ataoz
0,88 Foka 4
6691
The next Nationals will probablY be
held at Pehuajo in early 1970 and will
be the final test for selecting the Argentine for the World Championships at
Marfa.
A group formed by Berret,ta i.s investigating the possibility of offering to hold
the 1972 World Champ;onships at
Pehuajo.

SCHEIBE FALKE

Two-seat motor glider, as used at Lasham for abinitio glider traintng and ordered by the BGA for
the National Coach.
Also SF-27m single-seat high performance sailplane
with retractable engine. See S & G April-May.
CRYSTAL ENGINEERING LTD.,
13 Pound Crescent, Marlow, Bucks.
Telephone Marlow 5740
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C I B A

glues for gliders,
used excl usively by 8ritai n's lea di ng
glider manufacturers
AEROLlTE ~
AERODUX'®
ARALDITE ®

~

the only glue llsed by the RAF for wooden airframes
resorcinOl glues to withstand cenditiollls of extreme exposure
epoxy fesinsand adhesives fOr .bonding metals" providing protective
coatings and for the production of glass clQth laminates, as in the
well known DIAMANT Sailpla:1e. made by Flug-und Fahrzeugwerke
AG, Switzerland.
Registered (radem~,/f.s

CIBA (A.R.L.l LIMITED DUXFORD CAMBRIDGE TELEPHONE: SAWS'tON 2121
J4P7i15
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WHY nOT ROSTA ?
one reason why not. The crazy
O NLY
bureaucratic taradiddle of getting
an Italian licence to fly their club gliders
solo. ~ went out on the spur ~f the
moment. I'd booked in at Portmoak for
three weeks in March. My Broomstick
was optimistically equipped with oxygen.
A week after I should have gone, there
was still no let-up in the blizzards and
the roads up t-o the Mynd were still
packed with ice-llard snowdrifts.. I
phoned Jack and he said. "If it starts to
thaw tomorrow, which it won't, you
might get her off in teh days," which
wasn"t going to leave mUch of my holiday. So off I went to Aosta, with the
happy conviction that I could con my
way into a solo glid'er. I coaxed and

wh:eedled and nagged and oozed charm
and would happily have burst into tears
if it would have helped. When tney got
it thr0ugh to me that if a government
official turned up and found me cavort·
ing around the peaks solo, the professional CFI would be out on his ear, I
realised that I'd had it. I watched a three
Diamoni.1 type fight the same battle
(di~erent tactics) and lose. H.e was very
good about it. To get the flaming licence
you have to send to the airport Aosta,
Italy, for a form. They ask for three
photos, one certified by the Air A,ttache
at the Italian Embassy in London. Photostat COf)ies of all pages of your gliding
certificate. Your gliding certificate itself.
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Partridge
A medical certifica:e. Your CFI's signature. not to mt;ntion date and place of
bil'th, OCCU1>atlon, hours, aero-tows.
launches, tYl)eS and club. Is it worth the
trouble? I'll tell you a bit about the flying and the prices and you can decide
for yourse![
The flying first. J suppose it's no good
writing an article for S & G and, when
it comes to describing the flying. saying
"words fail", but after my ·first trip in
their Blanik. I went around in a daze
and words did fail. And they don't often.
The Aosta Valley is in the mountains
north of Turin. It runs east-west for
about 30 miles and at the airfield il's
about one-and-a-haJf miles wide; down
each side is a great steep wall of real
genuine mountains, up to· 10,000 ft., and
more. First, little farms and villages, then
scrub, oak and birch, then pines-and
recent snowfall, then no pines and the
eternal nowfields and dirty great jagged
bits of rock and glaciers. Either one side
or the other of the valley works, ridge
lift and thermal. Two metres most places
and :You fly back and forth five or six
metres in the gullies and you turn tightly.
It's so smooth and easy that you have
a giddy feeling that it's not you going
up, it's the mountain going down.
Cloudbase is normally above 10,000 ft.,
so in due ,course you are lifted clear of
the valley and there they are, all around
you. Those are genuine jagged peaks and
those eternal snowfields and Mont Blanc
and the Matterhorn and the whole lot
looking brighter and shinier than the
brightest, shiniest coloured postcard, and
you in the middle of it. your mQuth
hanging open and your eyes bulging. Do
you wonder words fail? You can bumble
up and down side valleys .- it'.s easy to
find your way back to the airfield. Signor
Balbis, the CH, gave me a flight to show
me the place, swooping about between
the pc:aks. I'd never have dared to go
so close. We were joined by three eagles,
which looked enamel-bright against· the

snow. Fascinating watching them doing
the swing-wing thing and turning up
their dark finger tips and generally showing us h<;,w, .t~en they dropped away
with a halr-raJsmg burst of speed.
The club is annoyed and embarrossed
bv the licence nonsense. All the Italian
dubs are. If you haven't gal the licence
and they think you fly O.K., they will
provide you with a club member who
has a passenger~rrying rating and will
sit in the back and shut up. (If he gets
too cold and stamps his feet and you've
forgotten he's there, you think the wings
are coming off.) I found the staff quite
specially helpful and kind and they speak

French. But there is a certain lack of
urgency and the airfield is closed all day
Monday.
Now for some facts and figures. This
is their fleet and there are two prices. I
give the prices in lire and when I was
there (March, '69) one got about 1,435
lire for £1. One price is for ordinary
days, the other for 'festivo' days. The
'festivo' days are Saturday and Sunday
and a whole heavenly choir of unbeard-of
Saints. I got caught out on a Thursday
by Saint Guiseppe.
Ordinary
Festivo
Fleet
per hOllr
puhour
2 Blaniks
2,400
3,000
2 M·l00 (solo)
600
1,500
I CVV8 (two-seater)
1,500
3,000
2,000
I Foka 3
2,500
Aero-tows to 600 metres, 1,800 lire;
to 1,000 metres, 2,800 lire.
As you see, the bargain is the solo
M-lOO (old Ka-6 standard) at 600 lire an
houF About 8s. 6d.! The gliders are all
equIpped with oxygen and while I was
there no-one took a club solo machine
out, e1tcept on "festivo" days, and not
much then. It was dead tantalizing.
Of -course, if you take your own glider
you have a site check and you're away.

There were about six visiting German
gliders and two privately owned by Italian
Club members a Diamant and an
Italian higb-pe!iormance job like a
Foka 4. This latter has its identification
letters painted large and red down its
white fuselage and when I tell you that it
was called India dash Foxtrot Uniform
Charlie Kilo you can imagine the effect
it has on English-speaking visitors as it
sails proudly past on tow.
There are nice rustic little hotels
around in the villages, where you can get
bed and breakfas't for 17s. 6d. and the
district is extremely beautiful and
characterful and Peppered with castles
on crags and Roman bridges and arches
and theatres, and chair lifts to mountain
tops and super ski-iog. There is no club
social life. There's a classy and expensive airport restaurant and a nice bar
bUl not that rather tatty, friendly atmos
with gossiping pilots, "and there I was
with my air brakes jammed". I missed it.
They don't seem to like you to work
much either. The gliders, which always
laDd on the runway, are retrieved back
to the launch point by paid staff in a
smarl black saloon car and no one walks

by the nose. I was never even allowed
to hold a wingtip. Maybe they were
being gallant, or perhaps they thought
I'd drop it. Restful, anyhow.
I haven't mentioned wave flying because it was only on early one morning
and they were so slow getting started
that only a Ka-8 contacted and got
4,000 m. It is, of course, a famous wave
site and I'm told that the rotor is larger
and less fierce than at Fayence because
of the parallel ranges of mountains that
set it up. At Fayence you've got jumbled
mountains and you certainly get jumbled
rotor.
You need Bronze C and a bit of acro219

pionships will be held this year from 1st
until 15th June, and British pilots will
be welcome to take part. The SecretaryGeneral now confinns this invitation,
adding : -

----

tow experience to fly solo, but whatever
your standard you get super, words fail,
fiying. I'm certainly going to try for that
Italian licence (it takes at least four
months to get it). I've got my eye on a
non-festivo M-lOO at 8s. 6<1. an hOUT.

INVITATION TO FINLAND

the Overseas News SecA stion,statedthein Finnish
National Cham-

"In order to familiarize foreign glider
pilots with gliding conditions in Finland
and to obtain their opinions on the possibility of arranging larger intema.tional
competitions - maybe even the World
Gliding Championships in Finland in the
future - competitors are invited to our
1969 Championships, either Open or
Standard Class."
Costs given by the Secretary-General
vary slightly from those stated in Overseas News:- Entry fee 100 FM, aero·
tows 10 FM, accommodation in clubhouse 3 FM per night and two hot meals
5 FM. The site is 60 miles from Helsinki.
Write to : - luhani Honna, Po1tinahontie
13 A 3, Hameenlinna, Finland.

TATI GALLERY 8740

-_._--,----,----------- --1'; •
THE

KRONFELD CLUB
y the time you read this Newsletter
the Club will be resplendent in its
new wallpaper and everything spick and
span for the summer. It would seem,
too, that restoring the regular function
every Wednesday is slowly bringing members back to the Club for a drink, an
interesting talk and a chat aftelWards
with members of Qther clubs and
interests; which is, after all, the reason
for the Club. Our energetic tracker-down
of people to give us the evening talk is,
as ever, hard at work and she, Mae
Marven. would appreciate news of anyone who could provide one of the talks.
Rosamund Hervey, who took over
from MarY Overton as membership
secretary in December, will, by the time
you read this, be in Hong Kong! For
the short time she was with us she did
much well-appreciated work. Who her

B
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relief is, at the time of writing, is unknown, but we welcome her, or possibly
him.
The Nationals are upon us and the
re.~ults will be well advertised, but so
that other flights may not go unnoticed,
it would be of undoubted interest if
members could bring news of their dubs'
achievements in the previous week's flying, where the inter-dub plates and pots
are, etc., for report at "Round the Clubs"
on Wednesdays. News from members
abroad would also be most welcome.
J. H. S.
Diary of Lect1Jres and FUm Shows
Wednesdays at S p.m.
June 4. Hying Overseas. by Commander Murray Hayes, R.N.
.. 25. Reports on the Nationals.
July.
See Kronfeld Club poster.

AVIATION ART SOCIETY
HE Kronfeld Aviation Art Society
Transatlantic Exhibition has been on
T
show at Heal's, of Tottenham Court
Road, W.l, from 1st until 14th May and
then was at Biggin Hill Air Fair from
15th until 18th May. It consists of some
25 paintings, depicting many of the
famous transatlantic attempts, and includes fOUT showing the a.ccomplishment
of the first successful non-stop crossing
by Alcack and Brown, InclUded are
Gerald Coulson's "Spirit Of St. Louis and
the Atlantic" - showing Lindbergh down
to 10 feet "bove the waves, six water
colours by John Blake of the Royal Aero
Club and John Stanley is exhibiting
"A1cock and Brown Approaching Ireland". The commemorative collection may
now be seen at the Clllb. The majority of
the paintings are for sale at prices ranging from 10 to 175 guineas. All enquiries
should be addressed to Mrs. Yvonne Bon·
ham, 11 Grea.t Spilmans, Dulwich, London, S.E.22. Telephone 01-693 3033.

PHOEBUS
Best high performance
buy for 1970

LID 1 in 42 for

£2,520 ex works.
Order now for 1970 season
P. A. HEARNE, The Limes,
Wateril'lgbury, Kent

Tel. Wateringbury 385

Y. C. B.

DONCASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES
The Powered Glider Specialists
Sailplane Sales & Exchanges

AGENTS FOR SCHEIBE
SAILPLANES

Present Stock jncludes :

SKYt.ARK 28
Ka 6E & TRAILER
New & Used Instruments
ALTIMETERS
HORIZONS
PARACf.fUTES

As. 1'5
INVERTORS
BAROGRAPHS

OTTFUR HOOKS
RECONDIT10NED BY POST

YORK ROAD, DONOASTER.

FALKE -

2-SEAT, POWE'RED
GLIDER
BERGFAlKE III - 2-SEAT
ADVANCED TRAINER
SF-27 High Performance Single
Seater with Wortmann Wings
SF-27M - POWERED SF-27
Stockrsts of "Winter"
Barographs

Phone 0302·65381
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INTERNATIONAL GLIDING RECORDS

(Correct a. al 1.4.69)

Distapce
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flight
Goal & Return
lOO-km. Triangle
300-km. Triangle
5OO-km. Triangle

Si·llk-Satas
A. H. Parker (USA), 31.7.64. Si.u-IA
P. F. ~ikle (USA), 25.2.61, SCS-123-E
P. F. BikJe (USA). 25.2.61. SGS-123-E
W. A. Scot! (USA), 23.7.64, Ka-6CR
K. Slriedieck (USA), 3.3.68, Ka-8B
..
H. M. Linke (Germ.) (in USA), 30.7.67, Libelle
A. Roehrn (Germ.). 4.6.67, 8S-1
..
..
M. Jackson (S. Africa), 28.12.67, BJ-3

1,041.52 km.
12,894
m.
14,102
m.
837.75 km.
767.02 km.
135.66 km./h.
138.30 km./h.
135.52 km. lb.

Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flight
Goal & Return
lOO-kin. Triangle
3OO-km. Triangle
500-km. Triangle

M.lli-Seale..
J. Kouznetsov and J. Barkhamov (USSR). 3.6.67. Blanik
S. Josefezak and J. Tarczon (Poland). 5.11.66. Bodan
L. Edgar and H. KJieforth (USA). 19.3.52. PR-G
P. ,Antonov and A. Oplatchko (USSR). 2;1.4.64. Bbnik
K. Keim and Bachmann (Germ.), 28.12.67. Kranich 3
S. Kluk and A. Wyrzanowski (Poland), 2.9.64. Bocian
V. Tchouvikov and J. Logvin (USSR). 1.8.64. KAI-19
Helmut and Heinz Solg (Germ.) (in SA), 7.1.64. Ka-7

921.95 km.
11,680
m.
13.489
m.
702.74 km.
620.66 km.
107.78 l<;m./h.
92.56 km./h.
83.74 km. Ill.

Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flight
Goal & Return
lOO-km. Triangle
300-km. Triangle
5OO-km. Tria"gle

Siag.....Se:alen (Wornea)
Olga Klepikova (USSR), 6.7.39, Rot Front 7
Anne Burns (G8) (in SA), 13.1.61. Skylark 3.
Betsy Woodward (USA), 14.4.55. PR-195
Tarnara Zaiganova (USSR). 29.7.66. A-15
Yvonne Leeman (SA). 28.12.67, Phoebus
Yvonne Leeman (SA). 4.1.66, BJ-2
Yvonne Leema.n (SA). 14.1.66. BJ-2
Anne Bums (GB) (in SA), 25.12.63, Std. Austria

749.20 km.
9,119
m.
12,190.2 m.
731.60 km.
620.66 km.
110.19 km./h.
106.18 km./h.
103.33 km./h.

Disu,nce
Meieht Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flight
Goal & Return
lOO-km. Triangle
300-km. Triangle
500-km. Triangle

Multi-Sealers (WorneR>
T. Pavlova and L. Filomcchkina (USSR). 3.6.67, Blanik
A. Dan~owska and M. Matelska (Poland). 17.10.67. Bocian
A. Burns (GB) ano;! J. Ccscb (in USA), 5.1.67. 2-32
I. Gorokhova and Z. KoslGva (USSR), 3.6.67, Blanik
P. Majewska and R. Sokolowska (Poland), 14.7.68. Bocian
Y. Leeman and M. Human (SA). 27.12.67, Kranich 3 ..
O. Manafeva and V. Lemon (USSR), 12.6.64. KA!-19
T. Zaiganova and LobanoYa (USSR). 29.5.68, Blanik

864.86
8,430
9,519
864.86
467.2
90.95
74 •.31
69.5

km.

m.

m.
km.
km.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.

SUBJECT TO tlOMOLOGATION
INTERNAnONAL
Si. ll!e·SeaUrs
Goal & Return
B. Clifford (SA). 1.1.69. L.ibelle 158
approx. 784
Tentative claim for homologation has been filed with the FA! for this fjjaht.

km.

UNITED KINGDOM:
400-km. Triangle
loo·km. G1. Speed

SI.gl.·S•• I ....
A. D. Pumell. 19.4.69. Ciflus
K. A. Harrison, 13.4.69. SHK

2oo-km. Triangle
lOO-km. Triangle

Multi-Seat...
B. J. Wilson and H. Danie]s. 20.4.69. Blanik ..
B. J. Wilson and H. Daniel', 19.4.69, Blanik

New records hO"e to exceed 'tire old ones by:
Distance
10 km.
Heights
3%
Triangles
2 km./h.
Straight Goals
5 km./h.

approx. 65.9 km./h.
approx. 129
km./h.

62.5 km./h.
n km./h.

Conversion factors:
Multiply km. by 0.621 to gel statute mile<
Multiply km. by 0.54 to get nautical miles
Multiply km./h. by 0.539 to get knots
Multiply km./h. by 0.621 to get m.p.h.
Multiply metres by 3.28 to get feet

The Flying Committee has decided that all British Nalional and United Kingdom records will be
officially recorded in metric units so as to fall in line with th_e FAI.
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BRITISH NATIONAL RECORDS
Di.>tance
Heighl Gain.
Absolule Alutude
Goal Flighl
Go~1 & Relurn
lOO-km. Triangle
300,km" Triangle
5OO-km. Triangle

(Correel a. a' 1.4.69)
Silla(e·Se&lff'
P. D. Lane (in Germ.), 1.6.62, Skylark 3F
G. J. Rande!, 18.6.6!?, Olympia 28
..
H. C. N. G~bart (In USA), 12.5.55, 1-23
H. C. N. Goodharl. 10.5.59, Skylark 3 ..
..
A. H. Warminger (in S. Africa). 13.1:66, Std. Au.Iri.
A. H. Warminget (in S. Afri:a), 21.12.65, Std. Austria
E.. Parson (in S. Afri:a), 3.1.69, Cirrus
..
..
Anne Burns (in S. Africa), 25.12.63, Std. Auslria

Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Goal Flight
Goal &. Relurn
loo.km. Triangle
300,-km. Triangle

L. Wel:h and F. G. Irving. 14.5.55. Eagle
..
R .. P. Saundby and B. Robcnts, 7.6.64, Blanik
Anne Burns and Janie Oesch (in USA), 5.1.67. 2-32 ..
W. A. H. Kahn and J. S. WilIiamson. 12.4.58. Eagle
A. H. Wa,rminger and R, Tucker (in SA), 4.1.69, 2-32
G. Camp and Delphine Gray-Fisk, 21.8.64, Eagte
A. H. Warminger and R. Tucker, 29.12.68, 2,32

Di!:tance
Heighl Gain
AbsolulC Altilude
Goal Flight
Goal & Relurn
lOO-km. Triangle
300-km. Triangle
5OO-km. Triangle

Anne Burns
Anne Burns
Anne Burns
Ann Welch
Anne Burns
Anne Burns
Anne Burns
Anne Burns

741
8.870
II ,500
579
602
115.1
104
103.3

km.
m.
m.
km.
km.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.

~uUi-Se8tets

4Ol!

5,410
9,519
312
362
63.2
72.3

km.

m.

m.
km.
km.
km.
km./h.

Si.~Ie-Salen~Wollleal

bsolule Altilude

(in
(in
(in
(in
(in
(in
(in

S. Africa). 31.1.61. Skylark 38
S. Africa), 13.1.61, Skylark 3B
S. Africa), 13.1.61, Skylark 38
Poland), 20.6.61, Jaskolka
..
S. Africa), 6.1.66, Sld. Aunr;a
S. Africa), 12.1.63, Skylark 38
S. Africa), 31.12.65, Sld. Auslria
(ill S. Africa), 25.12.63, Std. Auslria

Mulli-Seaters (Womeal
Anne Burns and Janie Oesch (in USA), 5.1.67. 2-32

UNITED KINGDOM RECORDS (Correct as al 1.4,(9)
Slagle-Seaters
Distance
H. C. N. Goodhart. 10.5.59, Skylark
Height Gain
G. J. Rondel, 18.6.60. Olympia 28
Ab'olute A1tilude
G. J. Rondel. 18.6.60, Olympia 28
Goal Flight
H. C. N. Goodhart. 10.5.59, Skylark 3
Goal & Return
J'. S. Williamson. 30.8.64" Olympia 419
lOO-km. Tri,.nllle
G. ·E. Durton, 20.8.67, Darl 17R ..
200-km. Triangle
J. Firth, ,0.8,64. SlIylark 3F
..
3OO-kil1. Triangle
H. C. N. Goodhart, 25.657, Skylark
4OO-km. Triangle
Anlle Burns, 5.8.67, SHK . . .
5OO-lIm. Triangle
D. R. James, 9.6.68. Diamam 18
lOO-km. G1. Speed
M. Bird. 4.8.62, Skylark 3F
200-km. GI. Speecj
I. W. Strachan. 2.6.63" Skylark 4 ..
3OO-km. GI. Speed
E. A. Moorc. 27.5.57. Skylark 2 ..
5oo·km. GI. Speed
H. C. N. Goodhart. 10.5.59. Skylark

(see opposite page)
(sce OPPOS;l~ pag~)

Dislance
Heighl Gain
Absolule A1tilude
Goal Fligbt
Goal 8< Relurn
100·km. Triangle
200·km. Triangle
3oo.km. Triangle
lOO-km. GI. Speed
200·km. GI. Speed
3oo.km, GI. Spc<!d

MlIIli-Se&lets
L. Welch and F. G. Irving, 14.5.55, Eagle
..
R. P. Saundby 'and B. Roherts, 7.6.64, Blanik
R. P. SauJ'dby and B. Robert., 7.6.64, BJanik
..
W. A. H. Kahn and J. S. Williarnson, 12.4.58, Eagle
F. A' O. Gne and Ro~mary St<lrey, 7.8.59, Eagle..
..
G. Camp and Dolphin. Gray-Fisk. 21.8.64, Eagle (sce opp. p.)
F ..... O. G:I!ZC and RQSCmary Slorey, 30.4.60. Eagle (see oPP p.)
B. Will.on and H. Daniels, 15.5.66. B!anik
..
O. ,B. James and K. O'RiIey, 27.5.57. Gull 2 ..
J. S. Williamson al)d D. Kerridge, 9.4.55, Eagle
..
W. A. H. Kahn and J. S. WiJliam.on, 12.4.58, Eagle

Distance
Height Gain
Ab'olute Altitude
Goal Flight
Ooal & Return
loo·km. Triangle
WO-km. Triangle
300·km. Triangle
:OO-km. Triangle
oo-km. GI. Speed
2oo-km. GI. Speed
300-km. GI. Speed

Anne
Anne
Anne
Anne
Ann.,
Anne
AIlll<:
Anne
Anne
Rika
Anne
Anne

Si8~I..S..len (Womea)
Burns. 10.5.59, Skylark 3D
Bums, 10.5.59, Skylark 38 ..
Burns, 10.5.59. Skylark 38 ..
Bums, 12.4.58, Skyla,k 3• . .
Burns. 2,6.5.63, Olympia 419
,B'urns, 25.7.59, Skylark 3D ..
Burns, 22.8.64, Std. AuslTia
Burns, 28.6.66. SHK
Burns. 5.8.67, SHK ..
..
Harwood. 27.5.57. Olympia 28
Burns, 2.6.63, Olympia 419
Burns. 12.4.58, Skylark 3D ..

524
km.
9,120
m.
10.550
m.
528
km.
km.
545
84.0 km./h.
93.6 km./h.
l03.3 km./h.
9,519

m.

579
8.870
9,300
579
441
85.9
71.9
66.3
60.6
53.8
114.3
114.3
92.1
90.7

km.
m.
rn.
km.
km.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.
km./ll..
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.

408
5,410
5,800
312
273
63.2
43.6
55.8
96.5
56.2
69.2

km.
m.
m.
km.
km.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.

454
5,100
5,600
309
215
60:0
69.3
60.2
60.6
83.0
85.5
63.9

'km.
m.
m.
km.
km.
km./h.
km./h.
km./h.
km.lh.
km. lb.
km./h.
km./h.
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GOLDEN RULES FOR RULES
By ANN WELCH

.HERE time
there are
and

W more
~

too many rules,
energy may be
spent in learning them than in learning
about whatever it is that the rules .are
in aid of. When this happens rules can
have the opposite effect to that intended,
since a person may end up less competent than he would have been without
any rules at all.
We live in an age of excessive rule
making and, taking together all the rules
we can break in our notmal lives, our
masters have achieved a situation when
it is no longer possible to know every
one of them. In addition, some rules, or
their presentation, are amb·guous, which
creates further difficulty. But - apart
from this - there is a real danger that
too many rules actually increas.e the
hazards of life by reducing the need of
the individual to think for himself and
to develop his own judgment. It is quite
possible to reach a state where people
bave learnt to dep·end on rules to such
an extent that they are no longer ,capable of being res~onsible for themselves.
In some respects we are there already
- people kill themselves unnecessarily
every weekend to the bleats of safety
societies sayin¥, "Be careful and obey
the rules." They would be better sayin!!,
"Learn to look after your own neck, no
one else will."
In gliding we have remained remarkably free of rules, both state and home
made, and, generally, glider pilots have
a well-developed senSe of responsibility
and self-discipline as a result. But even
with us the insidious canker is beginning
to s-pread, and new-rule makers must be
watched vigilantly to see that they do
not weaken the need for competence and
self·help. Some rules obviously are necessary, for there are too many people
around doing too many things to have
Stone Age freedom, but they must be
good rules only.
'to be of any value, a rule must comply
with certain conditipns. If it does not
accord with all of them, it is better that
it should have only advisory status. A
rule should:224

I. Be the best way of achieving the

object.
2. Place responsibility for compliance on
a single person, or body.. (It should
not require shared or divided responsibility.)
3. Be eomprehensible (easy to understand) and have an obvious reasOn.
4. Be enforcible by public opinion and
by penalty or withdrawal of privilege.
5. Be practical to administer (including
making it known).
6. Be applicable to everyone at whom
it is directed, without need for exceptions, exem.pti.ons and dispens.atiODS.
An example of a good rule is:"When two aircraft are appwaching each
other, head-on or approximately so, each
shall alter course tQ its right." It achieves
the objec{ of avoiding unnecessary headon collisions, it is obeyed universally by
individual pilots anEr is administered by
the participants themselves, it is comprehensible, it is completely a~ptable,
and is enforcible by law.
An example of a rule which fails the
test abysmally is : - "Members may not
fly if they have ta·ken any intoxicating
liquor within the previous eight hours."
If the object is to stop the drunken pilot
it does not achieve .it. The pilot who
will fly drunk probably does not care
about rules anyway, and is unlikely to
be in full command of his senses. Should
the occasion arise that .a pilot "under the
influence" wants to fly, he will be prevented ftom doing so only by the vigjlance of the duty instructor <lnd other
members. This rule is comprehensible
only in words, and according to the letter
and is likely to be broken by the very
people· ex.pected to uphold it. For
example, the. Wednesday evening instructor falls Qut at the. last moment, so the
CFI rings another competent instructor.
who .agrees to take over, having completely forgotten that he had a beer with
his lunch, five hours before. It is impractical to administer (get pilots to sign
the book?). It is unenforcible by public

opinion because it is unworkable, and
almost impossible for a club to enforce
since, should it find itself with a drunk
on its hands, he would defend himseIf
by proving that at least one club officer
had technically broken the same rule.
Should a rule be required to add force
to the duty instructor's vigilance - which
is the only safegua'rd - then it should
be something like: "It is the responsibility of every member to abstain, prior
to flying, from any alcohol or drugs
which may in any way impair his judgment or competence." This may not be
such a black-and-white rule, but it puts
responsibility where it belongs - on the
pilot himself, it gives the necessary
authority to the duty instructor, and it
removes the illogicality of one beer
n hours before being wrong, but a
dmnken orgy ending 8t hours previously
being all right.
In gliding we need, generally, three
sorts of rules:For ,operational safety (daily inspections);
For the maintenance of standards (e.g.
instructor ratings); and

SHEPLEY LANE,
HAWK GREEN,
MARPLE,
CHESHIRE.
Postcode: SK6 7JW

--

Telephone: 061-427 2488

For competitions (e.g. maximum height
over start line).
In competitions., more rules are needed
than in the others because pilots want to
compare their proficiency directly, so a
comprehensive and unambiguous set of
regulations is required, with appropriate
penalties to make in~ringement not worth
while. But these rules must still fulfil the
basic rules for Rules. If they do not, the
results of the championships could depend on the relative honesty of competitors instead of the relative soaring
skill. For example, it is a sensible rule
to say that any competitor entering cloud
shall announce himself on the official
radio frequency and keep other pilots
informed of his whereabouts. But it is
not sensible to say that a pilot must have
and carry a serviceable radio on every
flight, even if he has no blind flying instmments or there are no clouds. What
happens if pilot A declares that his radio
is u{s? Th.e organisers can either ground
him or break their own rule and let him
fly. In the meantime pilot B, also with
an unserviceable radio, keeps quiet. It is
no answer for the organisers to check

You may think from our recent
adverts that we only make the
best trailers available today.
Well, we do, but we are also the
largest firm devoted to Glider
and Light Aircraft repair and
overhauls in the North and
Midlands.

Reasonable prices, efficient
service, and first class work.
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all radios, because one can go wrong
immediately afterwards. This sort of
situation easily leads to suspicion and
unfairness. A better rule would be:"If a pilot is unable to announce his
entry into cloud on the official frequency
and thereafter maintain intelligible
speech contact with other competing .aircraft in the area - he· must keep completely clear of Icloud." If he breaks the
rule, it is true that he may not always
be found .out but, if he is apprehended,
it is a clear case of infringement by him,
and the responsibility is not blurred by
checks or actions that the organisers may
or may not have taken.
Rules for operational safety and the
maintenance of standards provide a more
difficult problem. People are not competing against each other, and have
different ideas of what is necessary..
Ru>le~ for the maintenance of standards
are seen in principle to be useful and
fair, but they must inevitably be a compromise between perfection and a level
which fails to achieve the desired results.
But, here again, they must fulfil the requirements of a good rule, as, for
example, the BGA Airworthiness Regulations do. While an owing people to work
on their Qwn aircraft, and not being too
expensive, they achieve the standard of
safety intended. The paperwork is comprehensible, the administration straightforward and, if the aircraft is not up to
standard, a C of A is not granted. It may
be said that here lies a weakness, since
the Law does not prevent a person flying a glider without a C of A. Nevertheless, this rule is accepted and complied
with because clubs and pilots do not like
having possibly unserviceable aircraft on
their patch or in the air with them, and
because responsible people know that
anarchy inevitably leads to more restrictions. The BGA C of A rules work becaUse they are obviously right and the
standard is pitched at a sensible level.
Perhaps the most difficult rules of all
to make and enforce are those dealing
with operational safety, since both COnditions and competence are variable. For
example, experienced pilots can fly
safely from a worse site than can inexperienced ones; so, if you want to
make rules about sites, what do you do?
The answer is that you do not make a
,ul~.
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PLANNING?
Why rack your brains to plan the perfect club
fleet when Alexander Schle.icher's have done
it [or you. From the first illlJ'ressionable flight
in a glider to the day you seriously aspire to
the World Championships. Alexander
Schleicher's range of gliders provide a
complete and logical step by step progression from the smooth and simple to the smooth
and sophisticated. Range of gliders include:

ASK 13

Robust and docile performance
two'seater trainer.

K 8B
Training single-seater with very
good handling and performance.

K 6E
High performance Standard Class
single-seater.

ASW 12 Super· high performance Open
Class single·seater of fibre'glass sandwich
construction.

ASW IS Standard high performance
single-seater designed for competitive flying.

ASK 14

Single-sealer powered sailplane
with e"cellent 'engine off' glide performance.

Trailers for all our types can be delivered
on request with s~ecial towing and brake
system.
Glider Dust and Glider AII·weather Covers.
Spare parts and construction materials from
stock Of shol t-term delivery.
Write for Brochure and Enq/Jiries without
obligation to:

ALEXANDER SCHLEICHER
SEGElFLUGZEUGBAU
0-6416 Poppenhausen an der
Wasserkuppe, West Germany
or

OUt agent

LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED
cl. J. Jellr"a, Ounatablo Downs,
Bedfordshire

I am sure that the greatest operational
safety in a sport like gliding comes with
the absolute minimum of rules, but with
the maximum of inronnation and shared
experience. The few rules must be good
rules, with any poor rules ruthlessly
avoided. But everything else, all the good
ideas, the recommended practices, the
conventions (do not use a split pin twice,
etc.), should nOt be turned into rules.
The infonnation shOuld be made readily
available for all to use, and the reasons
explained to new pilots; but they should
not be rules to be learnt by rote, and
used instead of common sense.

BGA NEWS
Welcome 1
We are pleased to welcome GiIlian
Howe to the British Gliding Association
as Assistant Secretary. She is a member
of the Cotswold Gliding Club and, as you
may remember, won for her club a Ka-6E
in last year's Wills' Gliding Competition.
Gillian has her Bronze C and Silver
Height and is hoping to take an Instructors' CO\Irse later this summer. Meanwhile, she's soaring a desk in Artillery
Mansions and trying not to look too
longingly at the ell. nims forming over
Victoria Street. We wish her a long and
happy stay.

Artificial Horizon InstruDIeDts with
Adjustable Pitch Datum Fac;ility
MANY light fixed-wing aircraft are
equipped with artificial horizon
instruments in which the basic relationship of the artificial horizon bar to the
reference aircraft symbol is adjustable by
the pilot. Misuse of this facility can
prQve dangerous. The Air Registration
Board require the adjusting knob to be
made inoperative when such instruments
are fitted to all new types of aircraft
excee.ding 6,000 lb. AUW submitted for
~ertificati<m in the transport category. It
ISh not consider~d practicable to !nsist ?n
t e same reqUIrement for all lIght alrCraft. It is, therefore, essential that pilots
should be aWare of the dangers of misUse of the adjusting facility in flight.
If the horizon datum is altered, while
~Ylng on instruments the pilot's reference
Or corrective action is no longer valid

and the chances of a prompt. or even,
in extreme cases, a successful recovery
to normal flight are jeopardized.
The occasions when a pilot may be
tempted to adjust his horizon datum in
flight will usually occur during prolonged
turns, climbs and descents, or during
cruising flight, when there may be a gaP
between the horizon bar and the reference aircraft. It is not considered that
'slilch adjustments a~e either necessary or
advantageous to successful instrument
flying. In fact, it is a necessary adjunct
to good instrument flying that a pilot be~omes familiar with the appropriate pitch
attitude of his aircraft in various phases
of flight. Any variation of the basic
reference will interfere with the acquisLtion of sucn knowledge.
It is, therefore, recommended that, in
fixed-wing aircraft fitted with artificial
horizon instruments which have a pitch
datum adjusting facility, the reference
aircraft symbol should be centred in the
instrument case before flight, regardless
of the position of the horizon bar, and
Ihat no further adjuslment should be
made during flight.
This information is issued by the Aeronautical Information Servlc. - No. 14/
1969, of 3rd February, 1969 - and published by the Board of Trade for information,. guidance and neces~ary action.
Annual Awards
At present, flights far BGA Annual
Awards cover twelve months from 1st
January until 31st December. In future,
they will cover the period Ist October
until 30th September, in order to coincide
with the BGA Financial Year.
For 1969, therefore, claims will cover
nine months only - from 1st January,
1969, IiIntil 30th September, 1969. (See
February/March issue of S & G for 1968
awards.)
Certificate Oaims
Now that we are again in the Soaring
Season, the BOA office will be inundated
with Silver, Gold and Diamond claims
- we hope, for this indicates the achievements of our movement.
Last season there were nearly 1,000
claim fonns received but, horror of
horrors,. nearly 30% had some error
which necessitated rettlTn to the pilot
with a query or a request for the registration fee.
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It is hoped that instructors and official
observers, as well jlJS t)ilots, will malije
every endeavour to ensure that claims in
1969 .are correctly completed and submi.tted with appropria.te evidence .and
fee.
Common .errors were : (a) No fee or wrong fee (£1 per leg).
(b) No barograph trace'. This is required
for:All legs of Gold and Diamond.
Silver height, unless claim is endorsed by a specifically approved
Senior Observer.
Silver duration and distance, unless
flight is observed throughout or
claim is endorsed by a specifically
appointed Senior Official Observer.
(c) No ca.libration chart. This is required
for:Gold and Diamond height.
Silver height if gain is less than
3,800 ft., except when claim is endorsed by a specifically appointed
Senior Observer.
(d) No landing certificate or an incomplete one.
(e) No name and address of pilot claiming (bel!"\'~ it or not!).
(f) Gain s,JOwn on barograph trac'c
different from gain entered on claim
form.
gliding
certificate
number
(g) No
entered. Thj~ sometimes causes difficulties in tracing record cards.
(h) Certi,ficate .not forwarded when
claim completes Silver or Gold C.
Official Observers should not sign
fonns unlil ·they are completed correctry
in every respect, and certainly should not
sign a blank claim form which is filled
in later.
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PIQlVIOUS BASIS

. For a number of year.s speed marks
have been awarded to race finishers in
tbe proportion of the square of their
speed t.o that of the winner. Squaring has
the effect of widening the separation between the marks of the faster finishers,.
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but it is considered by many to be a complicated device without any theoretical
justification. It also leads to a substantial
step bet\\(een the slowest finisher and the
furthest non"finisher.
REVISED SCHEME

TheBGA ElQecmtive Committee have
now approved 'a revised system of scoring in which speed marks are allocated
directly in proportion to speed, spreading the available speed marks proportionately between the speeds of the fastest
and slowest finishers. Distance marks
will be scored as previously. The slowest
finisher will not get ~ro speed marks
but rather the maximum speed marks
divided by the number of finishers. (This
ensures, amon,gst other things, tbat there
is no anomaly when there. is only one
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Lmenthal Medal for 1968
The FAI has announced tha.t the
LiJienthal Medal for 1968 has been
awarded t·o Alejo WilIiamson, of Chile.
AmeDdmeat to BGA 'Competition Race
Scoring
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finisher and he is, therefore, both the
fastest and slowest finisher.)

OBITUARY
BRUCE Gll..LIES

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Out of 40 gliders, 20 finish, therefore
500 speed marks. Assume finishers'
speeds are spaced at equal intervals ~
say 100 k/hr., 99 kJhr., 98 kfhr., etc.,
down to 80 k/hr. for the slowest finisher.
Assume non-finishers are also equally
spaced, with tbe furthest only one yard
short of the finish and the worst pilot
scoring one-twentieth of total distance
marks. Graphically, the oJd and new
systems of marking may then be illustrated as follows:
MINOR POINTS

I. To avoid the leading pilots' sco~s

being "squeezed-up" by an isolated
very slow finisher (who might even
do it de1iberately), a bottom limit is
fixed at 60% of the winner's speed.
Below this all finishers will be marked
equally_
2. A further amendment is that the remaining "cut-off" - which previously
l.imited speed marks to a maximum of
700 - will be abolished. Thus, e.g.,
if conditions are so good that 90%
finish., then distance marks will be
only 100.
T. S. ZEALLEY,
Chairman. Flying Commillee

HE untimely death of Bruu Gillies
in a motor accident is a great loss to
gliding .in Nc:w Zealand. A dynamic
personabty, hIS sporting activities included also mountaineering and ski·ing.
His interest in gliding commenced after
I met him in 1953 and resulted in his
founding of the North Otago Gliding
Club, followed, in 1958, by tbe establishment of the now famous gliding site at
Omara. He organized subsequently the
first gliding camp to be held at Mount
Cook ;lnd, soaring over the peaks which
he was accustomed to cHmbing, went on
to complete his third Diamond in January,
1965.
Bruce's
mountaineering
prowess was put to dramatic use in 1960
when he co-ordinated the successfui
operations to rescue Matthew Wills, who
had crashed in his glider on top of a
5,000 ft mountain. Over the last three
year~ his attention had turned to jet
boatmg and, as Secretary to G. T. Gillies
Ltd., he had completed recently a success'
ful visit to Canada to market a New
Zealand invention. Bruce Gillies will be
missed by many - in the realms of
sport and also by his business friends in
New Zealand and overseas. To his wife
and family we ·extend our sympathy.

T

S. H.

GEOROESON

GLIDING CERTIFICATES
DIAMOND HEIGHT
No.
Club
Name
3/88 G. A. Thornson U.S.A.
3/89 J. A.Evans
Army

1968
31.12
1.12

GOLD C HEIGHT
ame
Club
1968
frS. Dorothy
31.12
R
Thomson U-SA.
.A.Cole
1.1.69
Cranwell
~. J. M. Clement
661 G.S. 9.2.69
. D. Jackson
Derby &
Lancs 25.2.69

No.

2348
2349
2350
2351
2352
2353
2354
2355
2356
2357
2358
2359
2%0
2361
2362
2363
2364

SILVER C
Name
R. Jackson
P. R. Redshaw
P. J. Dunmore
V. D. Van.on
C. E. HughC!
M. J. Drybanskj
M. J. Field
R. Knight
M. R. Emmett
D. G. Day
D. A. Vennard
A. B. Webb
Lynn E. L. Brown
B. Wyman
R. L. Clemo
M. G. ThrosseU
N. F. Cunningham

COMPLETE
Club

Clevelands
lakes
Cranfield
>outhdown
Cranwell

Cranwell
Mendips
Heron
Airway.
Norfolk
Bristol
Culdrose
London
Lond"...
Clevelands
Essex
Surrey IHants.

1968
18.8
7.4
18.8
6.4
1.1.69
2.2.69
22.9.68
12.4.68
8.3.69
30.3.69
2.4.69
7.4.69
3.4.69
4.4.69
4.4.69
8.4.69
8.4.69
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GLIDERS BEFORE 1914
By A. E.. SLATER

many gliders were built in
H- ow
Britain in the early years of this

century? No doubt there were many
backyard builders whose effor1s are lost
to history, but a surprising number approaching fifty - are listed, and many
of them illustrated, in a recent book,
"British Aircraft 1809-1914". Its author,
Peter Lewis, who was unknown to the
writer of this article wh.en it. began to be
prepared, has now - before it is finished
- joined the Editorial Staff of SAIL.PLANE
&

GLIDING.

Naturally, gliders were scarce in the
nineteenth century, and not until 1908
did their recorded numbers begin to pick
up, coincident with the number of aeroplanes fiying - or trying t? fl~ - in
Europe. They reached a maxImum of 13
in the' year 1911, then faded away rapidly,
perhaps due to aeroplanes becoming
more reliable. Gliders were, in fact. regarded as useful preliminaries to powered
',jight, .1UId, with the exception of Jose
Weiss, only Percy Pilcher seems to have
set soaring flight as his ultimate goal.
Even this statement is not to be found
in history books, and I only heard it
from Jack Dewsbery after he had vi~ited
the Bray family, on whose estate Pilcher
did much of his flying trials. They said

that the engine, which he was preparing
to install when he was killed, was to be
used to enable him to reach heights
where, he had observed, there were air
currents used by the birds for soaring.
The "1809" in the book's title refers
to Sir George Cayley's first glider, of
300 sq. ft. area, which made many glides
with inanimate ballast and occasional
short hops with human ballast. 111ere
was a gap of 40 years from this to his
second glider, and his third, in 1853,
made the first real human glide known
to history, with Sir George's coachman
aboard.
Next, in chronological order, comes
F. H. Wenharn, wllose glider was a multiplane with five superimposed surfaces
divided spanwise into eight bays; a two·
view drawing is given.
Next come Pilcher's Bat and Beetle of
L895 and Hawk of 1896, after which we
enter the 20th Century.
The great Samuel F. eody had, of
course, to try his hand at gliding; his
1905 biplane glider had "narrow-ehord
diamond shaped ailerons mounted on
slim fins below the leading edges of the
lower wings", and these functioned also as
elevators until a tear elevator was added.

Frederick Handley Page at the controls of his glider at Barking, where it was tested
during 1908.
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Earliest of

J~

T. C. Moore-Brabazon's aircraft, his glider al Chelmsford in 1.908.

Its span was 51 ft.,. the wings had an
eoormous area of 807 sq (t., and empty
weight was 116 lb.
If eody had lived, he would surely
have been a conspicuQus figure in British
gliding when it revived in 1930, but what
would the BGA Techrlical Committee
have done about his 'bamboo main spars?
Now, after a two-year gap, we come
to 1908, with no fewer than six gliders.
Although J. W. Dunne, famous for
his tailless aeroplanes with swept-back
wings, started experimenting in 1900,
his first man-carrying glider, the D.3, a
swept-back biplane with rudders between the wing-tips, did not fly until
1908; one pilot rose to 15 ft. and another
flew 44 yards and later crashed it.
Dunne's trials, sponsored by the War
Office, were carried out se'cretly on an
out-of-the-way estate in SCotland, called
Blair Atholl, but spies soon got wind of
it; so, to make it difficult for them to
distinguish the machines from a distance,
th.is glider, like the aeroplanes, had its
Wings camouflaged "in white stripes and
linear patterns to break up the .continuity ..." Before this, 'll tripianc glider,
to be called D.2, was projected by Dunne,
but never built.
Other historic figures also come into
the picture this year. Handley Page' ptod':!ced a glider with a crescent-shaped
Wlllg, based on Jose Weiss's inherently
staole wing, with wash-out of incidence
On the swept-back tips; but he seems to

have distrusted the inherency of the
stability, for he fixed a similar but
~maller wing in front to act as elevator.
There: were no other conlTols!
Moore-Brabazon (later Lord Braba-'
zon) had a biplane at Brooklands which
was so unsatisfactory that be removed
the engine and tried it as a glide~, with
hardly better nesults.
Alec Ogilvie, a great friend of the
Wrights, who took part in Orville's 1911
soaring expedition, produced a quadruplane glider in 1908. Towed behind a
car, it had reached aQout 30 ft. when
the rope broke and "the builder's brother,
who was piloting, fell through the
wings."
The Short-Wright glider was virtually
a motorless Wright aeroplane, Eustace
Short having seen Wilbur flying at Le'
Mans. It flew well in the hands of Alec
Ogilvie and the Hon. C. S. Rails.
As in the previous year, 1909 is represented by six gliders, Ogilvie is now flying a Clarke-Wright glider, built by
T. W. K. Clarke, of Kingston, and based
On the Wright brothers' No. 3 glider of
1902. Ogilvie wanted to put in some
practi.ce before takjng delivery oJ a
Short-Wrighl aeroplane.
The Porte and Pirie biplane, which
rail down Portsdown Hill and ,then
pitched forward, throwing out its two
naval officer designers, has been illustrated in many history books. S. C. Porte
later designed flying-boats, an~ W. B.
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Pirie had a son who flew with the Cambridge Gilding Oub nearly 30 years later;
oddly enough., his father told him nothing about the Portsdown escapade
until Pirie Jnr. heard about it from
another source and made his father own
up.
This was the year iD which Gordon
England made the first British soaring
flight, in a Weiss glider at Arnberley
DOwn; it lasted 58 seconds. Twenty years
later he became first chairman of the
BGA.
The three Bush brothers were aged 17,
16 and 13 when they built the first of a
series of biplane gliders in 1909. It was
of ash and calicQ, doped with a paste
made from sago. No. 4 was built at
Cambridge by the eldest brother when
an undergraduate there in 1910. Successive designs were based on Wright,
Curtiss and Fannan types, and when they
finally built an aeroplane, it resembled
the Caudron.
In 1910 the number of known gliders
rose to seven. T. W. K. Carlte produced
a biplane which is now in the Science
Museum at South Kensington. We hear
of a Hampshire Aero Club, fonned in

April, for which its president, Patrick Y.
Alexander, built a biplane without control surfaces; it was flown as a manlifting kite.
E. W. Twining, well-known as a model
maker, particularly of successful model
aeroplanes, which still sold well in 1920,
bujlt a biplane glider in 1910. A versatile character, he was later designing
stained-glass windows, and iD the '3945
war became a project draughtsman with
the Bristol Aeroplane Co.
A biplane glider designed by Charles
Lane was used in 1910 at Brooklands
"for instruction in gliding". It was a
single-seater!
In 1911 Bristol comes ioto the news
again, with a "Bristol and West of
England Acro Club", to which its president, Sir George White, presented a glider
of Wright type designed by G. H. Challenger and used "for primary training on
a hillside at Keynsham." A single-seater,
of course.
Another organization was the Conisborough and District Aero Society in
Yorkshire. The Sheffield Aero Club presented it with a 42 ft. span biplane glider,
but as it rose with a pilot to 20 ft when

British Aircraft
1809-1914

PETER LEWIS
A great deal of matenal in this book is of interest
to all those connected with gliding.

BRITISH
AIRCRAFT
1809-1914

'This book presents for the first time individual
descriptions and histories of the different types of
aircraft designed and constructed in Great Britain
between 1809 and August 1914 ... an exceedingly
useful reference work: Aircraft Engineering

PETERLEWIS
Bi .. 5! itu.

576 pageJ

503 pltolograpllJ

lOB tMe..-yjeWJ 63£.

Please wrile for a free. ilI11'lrated broc/w,. of all OIlr aeronautical
lilIes 10:

Putnam & Co Ltd.
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9 BOW STREET, W.C.2.

Waiter Davies, of Dudley, Wores., seated in his Glider No. I.
pulled by hand into a light breeze, its
span was wiselY reduced to 24 ft. before
using it for train,iog. Two club members
then built a monoplane glider of
Demoiselle type.
Charterhouse School had a biplane
glider constructed by O. T. Cooper, whD
then made another one at Edinburgh,
which he presented to the East of Scotland Aero Club.
Birmingham Aeroo Club built at leasl
three gliders in 1911-a monoplane and a
biplane. and another biplane, in which
either tile upper wjogtips or the lower
ones could be turned UjJ for stability.
Among this year's gliders, numbering
more than a dozen, was also one designed
by Charles E. Dawson "for the use of
his wife, Gertrude Robins, the actress",
whose name Wi\S painted on the wing.
Gliders begin to· peter out but in 1912
a flimsy biplane was built by H. Beer
at Car,cliff,another biJ.'lane by F.
Woods at Fleetwood, and the Bush
brothers were still at it. A curious type
Was the "annular" biplane of Cedric Lee
and G. Tilghman Richards - later to be
Curator of the Science Museum aeronautical collection and a member of the
first BOA Council It was modelled on
their cirCular-wing aeroplane of 19'10,
bllt in the photo of it flying at Kirby
Lonsdale, the top' wing does not a.ppear
to be a full circle.
In 1913 the Bristol and West of
England' Ae·r·Q Club acquired another
glider, WaIter Davies. of Dudley, pro-

duced a second version of his 1911 type,
Windsor Model and Gliding Club built
twc biplane gliders-in one of which they
hoped to install an engine-and that was
all. There are no entries for 1914; the
motors had the air to themselves.

Bristol Gliding Club
NYMPSFlEI.D, GLOUCESTER
We off.r

.x~eU.nt

Ihe,.,;a'1 hill ilnd wlve

~,ing al •

Cotswolds~

ne8f Stroud.

.sire on the western edge of the

fl••t includes' Skylark 11# 6lympia, Swellow1 Prefect .nd
0".1 l,.ining Machines. Aero·,owin9 ..... ilable.
C;ornf'otta.bi. Cfubhou.., IMst·"I.s1o Cjn'H"I' 6unkhOfJse
and &'.f.
Summer GJiding Holid.~1 for .b·inilio Non·Memben..

Wrile IQ: BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
NYMPSFlElD. N,. STONEHOUSE. GLOS.
Tolephon.: UlEY 34,2

Glider\lVOrk
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TEL 3/5
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POLISH GLIDERS
POR HAPPIER. SAPER GLIDING

HERE ARE JUST TWO GLIDERS-BOTH
DESIGNED 'FOR PERFORMANCE FLlGHTS
UNDER VARIOUS ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS.

SINGLE·StATER, fOKA 4 is bJijt It CIIIn 1li1II1iI slI.~ das 1I1lS1IY, .~ is lIIsiIIIIlIlar _ _
mi~ls

und.r any .lmlSp~lIic ctndilifns.
15 1IIIb1S. AspId raliI: 18.5. la! JIi6IIItIil: 34
N"er llCelll speed: 260 kiIolIIelrlS JeI hew. fir... IIIiIbl: 38& 1Ii!IIramIIeL

Wiq . :

TWO-SEATER, SOCIAN
Dlltl. its mall)' meht Qllartlres uM' YtiJine therlOic conditiDl1s, BociM is suillbl. fer
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BRITISH GLIDERS AND THE TECHNICAL COMMflTEE
Dear Sir,
It is very sad (as admitted by the chairman of the Technical Committee) that ,only
sill of 48 new C's of A in 1968 were for British-built gliders. It is even more than
sad-it is staggering.
.
..
..
..
Involvement for a number of years 10 tralOlOg and competitive gilding on both
sides of the Atlantic has made it apparent that 9ritish gliding has suffered for some
time from a number of seif-imposed handicaps. Among the technical ones are stiff
requirements for longitudinal stability, incipient spin characteristics and terminal
velocity limitation, together with a conservative and suspicious attitude to new
construction methods. Indeed, it is. ironic that one who has been closely associated
with this policy for many y.ears, and has recently commented repeatedly on what he
considers are undesirable foreign gliders, should be the one to bemoan the end
result ~ that British gliders no longer have the qualities the clubs and competition
pilots want.
The BGA is in many ways an admirable organisation, enjoying a degree of
autonomy envied by gliding organisations throughout the World. Through instructional safety and technical committees, it has achieved a high standard of competence and safety, but the restrictions imposed on individual and commercial develop'
ments have led to the present lameritable situation.
The heyday of British gliding was the era of the Sky and the Skylark 3. Further
development has been hindered by restrictive handling requirements and unimaginative approaches to construction, in the absence of foreign designs to hand to act as a
stimulant. Young German designers, meanwhile, have gone ahead with advanced
concepts in aerodynamics and structures, and are once again in the lead.
Even one visit to a US National Contest cannot fail to impress one with the
number of home-built designs of excellent performance and rugged construction.
They have been exemplified by tbe Scbreder designs wbich, while no longer in the
top rank, continue to be a powerful force in comp::tition because of their ruggedness and ability to land in small fields. Three years. of owning an HP-14 have convinced me that powerful flaps and all-metal construction are great assets. When
Slingsby were offered the HP-14 design. there seemed a chance of them reca,pturing
a leading position. Because of the difficulty of meeting the BGA requirement for
rapid extension of speed-limiting devices at high speed, together with various pieces
of bad luck, that chance now seems to have been lost. As implied by Mr. Hearne
(letters S & G Feb., 1969) the BGA must recognise that, if one persists with concepts
laid down 20 years ago, one cannot arrive at anything but a bad compromise.
The lengthy article on PIO's (S & G, Feb. 1969) demonstrates that, according to
tbe diagram, the Dart woulc.l be considered unacceptable to T-33 (Shooting Star)
pilots, as far as longitudinal stability is concerned. The author also points out that
pilot response is much conditioned by learning. Since the Dart has been cited many
times as, having superb handling, then clearly T-33 pilots are inadequately trained
for flying Darts, and further comparisons may not be meaningful.
NO-<Jt1e expects a PPL pilot to be competent to fly a large transport. Why should
we not expect glider pilots to require extra training before flying Diamants or HP14s'7 Perhaps an additional licence endorsement should be required.
Any new student is liable to produce PlO's, even in a very stable aircraft. Since
most of us have initially experienced trouble on new types witb very light control
forces, I suspect that this may be the result of years of experience on very stable gliders.
~ertainly, an instructor doing all his flying on a Capstan would not be happy
Irnmediately in a Phoebus or HP-14. However, it is generally agreed among experienced pilots that light control forces are very desirable in contest aircraft. True, such
types will be less pleasant in cloud than a Skylark, but, by lowering flap., stability is
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considerably increased, and the drag rises rapidly with speed, thus helping to damp
speed osciDations~and simple flaps don't ice up.
It is time for critical self-al'praisal and hard thinking, but it is not too late to
benefit from Continental advances and concepts. Let us hope that Sigma will be a
catalyst.
Ottawa, Canada
JOHN FIRTH
FRANK }RY1NG COMMENTS: It is indeed remarkable how the onlooker, seeing the
current malaise in British glider construction, can instantly find a scapegoat - the
dreaded Technical Committee.
Most of Mr. Firth's assertions about the BGA Technical Committee display a lack
of background knowledge. Taking his list of "self-imposed handicaps" in order:
(a) Longitudinal stability requirements. These are no stiffer than those of
OSTlY or many another country. Our requirements (British Civil Airworthiness
Requirements, Section E) simply say that the aircraft shall have positive stick-free
stability, without specifying how much. If a machine has a small amount of stability,
e.G. aft, and-most important of all-if it feels satisfactory, we will accept it. I
quite agree that light co.ntrol forces are generally desirable, and we have approved
a number of types which have light forces and are thought to be pleasant to fly. The
sort of difficulty which arose in the past is best illustrated by the Skylark 3. Due to the
effects of wing twist, this machine became markedly unstable at high speeds. In order
to achieve slight stability under these conditions, a spring was incorporated in the
elevator system, which then produced rather a lot of stability at low speeds. We
suggested an eltpedient which worked at the cost of a few shillings, admittedly at the
eltpense of he~vy low-speed s~ick forces. W~at we?: the alternativ~s? Either a .sti~ening
of the outer wlOg (the repressive BGA puttmg up the cost and weight) or restnctmg the
minimum cockpit load (the repressive BGA producing siUy placards). Mr. Firth may
recall that the Skylark 3F had a revised tailplane and elevator, to reduce the stick

THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED
Blaekbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey
ION A30 TRUNK ROAD -

45 MINS. FROM LONDON)

Special Courses for Glider Pilots to obtain
Private Pilot's Licence

Normal Courses for Private Pilot's Licence
Night Flying - Instrument Flying - RIT
Board of Trade Approved Courses 35 hours
Residential Courses available
Licensed Bar. Diners ClUb Credit Cards accepted.

C.F.I. Derek Johnson
YATELEY 3747 (Management) 2152 (Operations)
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forces. Who proposed it and. did the aerodynamic sums? None other than the Chairan of the Technical Comrruttee!
m Of course, the fact that OSTIV and other national requirements exist does not
necessarily mean that other countries actually observe them. But nobody has yet
disproved my contention that good longitudinal characteristics can be provided without any performance penalty.
(b) Incipient spin characteristics. We do nol claim to be infallible and, with the
advantage of hindsight, it is proba~ly fair !o say that t~e 9apstan ~as delayed ~.d had
its performance reduced by objections to Its stall and IOclplcnt SPIO charactenstu:s by
a mixture of the T~chnical .C0!1'mittee a~d two Test Groups. .6ot it~ would be diffi~ult
to find any other glider of slgmficant merit whose career has been blighted by applymg
the requirements with excessive rigour. You can't have it both ways: in the case of the
Dart, we tOQk the line that although it would spin pretty readily when stalled in a
turn the spin could easily be stopped. We subsequently had comments from at least
two 'eminent competition pilots to the effect that we ought to have raised objections
to its behaviour.
J can also recall an occasion in 1951 when the Technical Committee rescued the
Sky from the oblivion to which ARB wished to consign it on account of a barely
detectable wing-drop at the stall.
(c) Tenninal velocity limitations. Most folks, including ourselves, would now
agree that the strict application of the BCAR requirement is unnecessary, but the
brakes, or parachute, should limit the speed to VNB in a pretty steep dive. So far,
nobody has devised a really satisfactory requirement on these lines. Current practice
(see OSTlV requirements) is to think in terms of brakes which will Hmit the speed
to VD (about 10% higher than VNE) in a vertical dive. In fact, the Dart only just
meets the latter requirement, but was nonetheless approved.
(d) Conservative and suspicious attitude to new construction methods. It is the
duty of the airworthiness authorities to exercise a reasonable degree of suspicion
about new construction methods until satisfactory means of demonstrating their integrity have been evolved. On the other hand, can Mr. Firth quote any example of an
exciting new British glider being damned by the Technical Committee on account of
its novel structure? Or anybody else's glider, for that matter? We are entirely happy to
accept any structure which can be demonstrated to be airworthy and, quite apart
from Sigma's remarkable wing, there is at least one other novel development at
present in hand with our knowledge and approval. We accept German methods of
testing glass-fibre structures as adequate proof of their structural integrity and have
done so ever since the German tests were unveiled to OSTlv.
It should be remembered that several of the structural strength requirements of
BeAR are slightly less severe than those of OSTlv. Will we inhibit progress by
altering BeAR to correspond with OSTlv. as is quite likely to occur?
. The HP-14 is cited as an example of how the Technical Committee stifles enterpnse. It would be unkind to go into that story too far, but let me make the following
polDtS:
(i) The flaps are, without reservation, excellent approach aids.
(ii) The HP-14 was designed in a country where cloud fiying is not permitted.
TV, brakes are not thought necessary there.
(iii) The relatively small modification of fitting a tail parachute seems likely to
overcome most of the problems.
(iv) The type has numerous other features which, in its original form, meant
that it probably did not meet the airworthiness requirements of any country.
.
Let us not forget that a great deal of glider design and development in Gennany
IS dlfe to the activities of the Academic Flying Groups. This sort of work is only
Possible when the students are willing ,to devote a fair amount of time to it in a
~ourse spread over five or six ~ears. I!! this.counry, the taxpayer insists on a !hr~er-ar degree course, and there SImply Isn't tIme for major proJeots, such as bUilding
g I ders,. In such an environment, the only way to ,get new gliders is to have highly
~r~fesslonal people working on their design, either for money or in their spare time,
n to have adequate capital to finance new methods of construction. So far (i.e.
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pre-Sigma) there has been a distinct lack of both requisites, and it is this, rather than
the imagined repressions of the BGA, which has led to a lack of good British designs.
Let Mr. Fifth remember that Sigma's rather remarkable features have been largely
incited by the same people whom he accuses of an unprogressive outlook.
Finally, if he reads my article on PlO's again, he will find that most of bis
remarks are already covered.
750 AND 1.0e0 KM. TRIANGLES?
Dear Sir,
I was rather surprised to read in the February/March, 1969, S & G that CVSM
(now CIVV, Eo.) have rejected proposals for the official recognition of 750 km. and
1,000 km. triangle speed records. on the groOunds that these would be possible in only
a few countries.
However, a quick glance through an atlas shows that "28 per cent rule"
1,000 km. triangles can be drawn within the bounds of Italy, France, West Germany,
Sweden, Rhodesia, the North Island of New Zealand, Texas State, and even the
United Kingdom, to list but a few. Admittedly, meteorological conditions may preclude the completion of such a large triangle in many of these countries; but, by tbe
same token, the world speed records for 500 km., 300 km., and even lOO km. triangles
are unlikely to be broken in, say, the United Kingdom. Such records will probably
always be the prerogative of South Africa, N. America and Central Eurasia; so why
not let them establish 750 km. and 1,000 km .. triangles, whose eventual completion
can only add to the prestige of the gliding movement?
I am writing this beneath the Mediterranean sun in Cyprus, wbere the Crusaders
ioint Service gliding club is well established. Any gliding types holiday-making here
are welcome to visit us at Kingsfield, Dhekelia, to sample some strong thermals, or
explore our regular daily sea breeze convergence zone.
RAF Akroliri
GORDON CAMP

RADIO LICENCES
Dear Sir,
When people come to renew their glider radio licence they might be horrified
to find that the fee was increased by 150% from £1 to £2 10s. in Octo'ber, 1968 (see
S & G Feb. issue, page 27). As radio is becoming mandatory for competition flying
and is likely to become more of a necessity in the future, a concerted protest now
might forestall further increases. I have written to my MP and if everyone concerned
d~s the same perhaps an impact will be made.
HdJesowen, Worcs.
MICHAEL RANDLE

MOTOR GLIDER RECORDS
Dear Sir,
I cannot resist pointing out the absurdity of the regulation for the UK Local
Speed Record (Motor Gliders), i.e., Best speed over 300 km. triangle using not more
than 5 litres of fuel, the record to commence at the start of the take-off 1'011 (S & G.
April-May. p. 126). If not f.avoured with a hill start, one proceeds as follows:
Fill \JP with 5 litres of fuel, take-off and climb to 300 ft., switch off and circle.
Sink. Land. Top-up with fuel, take-off and climb to 300 ft., switch off and circle.
Sink. Land. Top-up with fuel ... Continue until you get away.
Poor gliding! I foresee the day when motorless gliding - surely the most sublime recreation of all time - will be banned because it is wsafer" to have a motor;
gliding clubs will decay as wealthy private owners learn they can dispense with
communal launching facilities; airspace restrictions will grow as motor-gliders with
full radio facilities learn to live with them; and those of us who only ask for a
peaceful potter round the countryside, disturbing no-one, will be the cyclists of the
1980's - forbidden to use the motorways. sworn at by the motorists, and eternally
glancing over our sh()ulders to see what infernal machine is going to takl: a swipe
at us next. And the BGA is actually encouraging i,t.
Cambridge
A. W. EDWAIlDS
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ANN WEIiCH COMMI!NTS: - I think Anthony has been swept away on a waVe
of depressi~n - maybe d.ue to the I,?n~ winter; he attacks ~otor gli.der records.
wealthy prIvate owners, airspace restnctIons. and all other all" users m the same
breath. He shou~d not worr.y so much. Glider pilots will continue to ~lin~ to pure
exotic g1i<;le~s, With. ·the maxll~um possIble freed~m. to use .then:, and will vIgorously
defend ~IIdmg agaInst both. Interference and dilution. QUite nght - but a lot. of
glider pIlots want mot~f .glIders. bc:cause .they see them .as the best. w~y o~ get!mg
more soaring, or of tramlng new pilots With less frustration. And .thls IS qUite nght
too. The intention of the motor glider records is not - as Anthony implies - to have
a lot of people stupidly hoisting themselves to only 300 ft., which no pilot in his
right mind would do anyway, !Jut to improve the ~oaring pe,!orm~nce ()f future motor
gliders. Only a small. proportion of peopl~ are .lntere~ted In ~omg for reGards, and
those who are not Will want the mostefllclent lIghtweight engme they can get, ,combined with the highest performance glider they can lay their hands on. In the long
run, this will mean more high quality soaring.

POWERED GLIDING
Dear Sir,
I sympathise with Chris. Riddell over the pr-oblem ,of the effect of the powered
glider on the togetherness in a gliding club. However, it has not been characteristi<:
of the movement to date that we have hidden behind a wall and thrown stones at
things of which we are afraid. Motor gliders will either succeed or fail and the result
will depend on whether- they are found to offer positive advantages or not
By banning them from oompetitions, we shall force owners to break away and
find their own amusements, thus weakening the movement at a vital time, when we
have to present a united front against the spread of controlled airspace and the proliferation of airports around POPUlation centres.
Gliding is changing in many ways - more private owners, fewer iJ;lstructors.
more controlled airspace, more aero-towing. hotter and expensive aircraft, etc. In
my view, self-launching gliders are part of this change and the effort must be towards
integration as opposed to heads in the sand.
Chris. is a good engineer and could easily devise a system where the motor could
be lI-sed only for the launch and could not be reStarted until after a landing. There
is already a barograph which records engine-on time over the normal trace. With
these safeguards there is no good reason why powered gliders should not compete on
equal terms.
May I put in a plea also against further fragmentation of the movement:"The answer to super-sa,turation is to start another club." There are already too many
of these splinter gr'oups operating unsuitable equipment on unsatisfactory sites. These
off-shoots are started normally for political as opposed to overcrowding reasons and
I would hate to encourage this. If overcrowding is a problem, then let us devise
better launching equipment and if this entails putting a motor in a two-seater, then
so be it. The outboard motor did not spell the end of sailing - as the pundits forecas~ but has resulted in such an upsurge in popularity as has hardly even been ex·
penenced in any other sport. Let's keep this new child under our control and let it
develop the way we want. If we turn our backs we may, in a few years, get a nasty
shock.
Maidenhead, Berks.
ROGER A. NEAVES
UK GLIDING RECORDS
Dear Sir,
The separation of the Open and Standard Classes - both in performance and
COst -:- appears likely to widen very considerably in the future. Assuming that topfate pll'?ts will be bred to fly the few Ni~bus. or Sigma ~Iiders, thc:n .the UK and
n~rn?tlOnal records should be put up which Will show qUite dramatic Improvement
an Will be totally out of reach· of the humbler Standard Class pilot
May I suggest that it might be worthwhile to establish a list of UK Standard
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Class records? A little analysis of past results could produce a list now, and. no
doubt provide some incentive for those fiying in this Class. General standards mIght
improve and with them the Quality of pilot. Perhaps this idea might even be adopted
internationally in due course.
Chobhanl, Surrey
A. J. DEANE-DRUMMOND
TOM ZEALLEY COMMENTS : - I think that this is a good idea. Has anyone else any
views on the suggestion?
AN EARLY SPOILERON SYSTEM
Dear Sir,
I have followed with interest the spoiler-for-lateral-control discussions that have
appeared in the past two issues of S & G, and thought its readers might be
interested to hear such devices were included in the RJ·5 during its first year's flight
season, in 1950.
This machine's origifJal lateral control system consisted of comparatively smallspan conventional ailerons, plus approl\imately four or five longitudinally hinged
spoiler plates that rotated to extend both above and below the airfoil's surface when
the up·moving aileron travel exceeded roughly half of its full travel. The scheme
worked fairly well in operation during the US Championships that year, but I
noticed I seldom used the half aileron throw needed to extend the spoiler plates.
When I did use sufficient control to activate the spoiler plates, some decrease in climb
performance was thought to exist, eithet real or imagined, and the sailplane's handling
characteristics were not greatly improved by the spoileron action.
Subsequent sink rate performance tests showed the RI-5 could achieve a maximum LID of only 30.5 in its initial configuration. During the 1950-51 winter, its
spoilerons were removed, the canopy improved, and other small changes were made
which increased the measured LID to 36.5. Lateral control Was somewhat degraded
but still acceptable.
The spoileron design I used was regrettably not amenable to adequate sealing,
and therefore penalized the flight performanc even while they were fully retracted.
No doubt a good designer here could minimize this drag penalty, and perhaps the
control system complication will be worth the improvement gained in the performance of the controls.
Dallas. Texas
R. H. 10HNSQN
COMPETITION SCORING AND HANDICAPPING
Dear Sir,
I heartily agree with Gerry Burgess in his plea to stop squaring the speed in the
speed marks formula and use elapsed time instead of speed. (S & G, Dec., 1968-1an.,
1969, p_ 503.) In practice the range of speeds achieved by pilots who complete a
course is so small that the only practical effect of the (speedY! is to determine the
range of speed marks. and this can be done inuch more effectively by a simpler
formula. Such a speed formula could also be coupled to a distance marks formula
to ensure that the bonus fOT completing a course was not undulv or unintentionally
large. As an example, we could Use.: T-TF
n-I]
For pilots who complete the course.
Points=1000x [ I - ( - - - ) x ( - )
Ts~TF
N-I

For pilots who do 110t complete the course. Po:nts= 1000 X

n]
[D-DS]
[ 1 - -N-I
DF-Ds
X

_._--

where
T, D = The pilot's time taken to complete the course, or the distance he achieved.
TF, DF = The best time or distance of the day.
Ts, Ds = The worst time or distance of the day.
n = Number of pilots who complete the course.
N = Number of pilots attempting the task.
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A devall1ation factor can be tacked on to these formulae if required and ·theJ'C
can also be the usual minimum distance, X, !cor distance reckoning.
_
lOOOB
.
Gerry Burgess's formula of marks = --- whe.re E = fastest tune to complete
e
the course and e
pj~ot's tin;-e to complete the cou!"Se, will virtua!ly dev~ue successful races by compaTls~n Wlt~ poor days on which only me~lOcre. distances are
achieved; for example if all pIlots complete a task, the day's pollits Will range from
1.000 to about 500 ± lOO, whereas on relatively poor days, when only a few pilots
reach the goal and the rest are strung out between about X and the goal, the rang~ of
marks will be 1,000, or very nearly. Arguments can be put forward for or agamst
this virtual devaluation, but the main question here is: Is it an intentional or fortoitous pr,oduct of the formula?
Of course, using the 1,000 Ele and associated distallce formulae, the slowest
pilot to complete a course would .always ~Clt more points if he landed just short of
the hne, but Gerry has already pOIDted thiS out (5 & G, Feb.-Mar., 1969, p. 69) and
has suggested an additional rule to cover this peculiarity. This additional role does
not entirely remedy the situation, and it would complicate the scoring procedure, but
criticism of details should not obscure the basic sense of the main proposals. Arguments about detail serve to illustrate the difficulties and pitfalls of devising speed
and distance formulae.
I have the impfessionthat Gerry Burgess may like to see a placing system come
into force if it were not for the handicapping problem. But handicapping is no bar
to the pla.cing system.
Handicaps can be applied' at any phase of scoring; they can be ~pplied to achieved
distances and times just as easily as they can be applied to calculated points. The
effect of a handicapped dista.nce being greater than the length of a course presents
no problem if all those who complete a course rank above those who do not. The
placing system merely deals with a given order of merit; it does 110t depend on
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SOUTHDOWNAERO SERVICES LlM.ITED
offers YOU a complete gliding service Whether your sailplane is
made o·f wood, metal or' glass-fibre.
FOR SALE

Two beautifully built brand new Jodel 0.9 Aircraft. Powered with 1500 c.c.
engines. £1,6.50 each.
One Kirby Kite 1, with 12 months C. of A. Packed in covered trailer. An
historic aircraft offered in excellent condition. £350.
Big stock 'of aircraft ply, Instruments, aer·o-tow rope, etc. etc.
Send s.a.e. 'for !,rice list.
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how that order of merit was determined.. I would hate 'to aSsess handicap factors,
but I know that the placing system can accept whatever factors are required.
Canberra, AustraliJJ
C. E. WALLINGTON
GERRY BURGE.sS COMMENTS: Wally will be interested to learn that the BGA
Scoring System introduced for 1969 competitions has eliminated speed squaring and
eliminated the possibility of a large step in races between the slowest finisher and
a near non-finisher. Other details of the new system are that speed points are directly
proportional to percentage of finishers (e.g. if all finish there will be no d~stance
points). Also, race finishers whose speed is not at least 60% of the winner's speed
will 'SCore zero speed points. With regard to Wally's last paragraph, my own feeling
is that it is inappropriate to employ a crude placing system in parallel with a
refined 2 % step handicapped points scoring system. In addition, in any form of placing
system, with or without handicapping, there will always be a problem on days
when there ate ties or, even worse, groups of near ties - see in particular Day I
in the 1968 Open Class Nationals at Husbands Bosworth. A placing system does,
however, cater very well for the days when, because of storms or other reasons,
there would be large gaps in points scored under a conventional scoring system.
It is this type of situation which reinforces my argument that we should have a
rule which says that in any task no glider will score less than (say) 90% of the
next fastest or next furthest glider.

PARACHUTES
Dear Sir,
Last seaseo's series of airborne mishaps seem to have caused people to think
more carefully about the state of their parachutes.
The BGA Regulation F.12 states that "no glider shall enter cloud unless all its
occupants are wearing serviceable parachutes and have been instructed in their use".
I completely agree with this regulation. However, how many gliding instructors
are qualified to give advice on how to use a parachute? For example, if you are
forced to leave your glider in cloud, when should you pull the rip cord?
1 am in the RAF and fortunate in being easily able to obtain professional
advice on most avi.ation matters. However. could the BOA publish a guide based
on the experience obtained by people qualified to speak on this subject?
Cyprus.
T. OOLDS, CFI, Crusaders Gl.e.
Advetiiseme,nls, with IremUtance. should be senl /0 CIJeiron Press Lld., S Crawford Street. London.
Wl (01-935 2814), RUle 1/6 a word. Minimum 21/-. Box numb.ers 6/- ex/ra, Replies /0 Box.
numbers should be Ult/ 10 the same address.

FOR SALE

PROFESSIONALLY
built
closed
trailer, Rubery Owen axle, fittings for
Blanik, but should su:t any other glider,
cost £325, will accept £175, ,'ery goo(l
condition. Thorpe Aviation, IS Broadway, Peterborough. Telephc·ne Peterborough 68818.

BLANIK fuselage, a.K. except for rear
few feel Fin and Tailplane repairable.
Also damaged wings, one repairable
possibly both (aircraft was blown over).
Also 2 ASI's compasses, turn .and slips.
PZL varios, Bendix J8's with inverton,
etc. Thorpe· Aviation, 15 Broadway,
Peterborough. Tel. Peterborough 68818.

BENDIX, 18 Artificial Horizon, recently
overhauled, £70. Box S.G. 320.

DIAMANT 16.5 complete with trailer,
for sale together or separately. Would
consider exchange deal for less "competition-bred" glider if in immaculate
cOIldition. G. T. Collins, 31 Boscawen
Stl'eet, Truro. Telephone Truro 2887.

PIRAT 15 M new July, 1968, complete
instrument panel, £1,450 o.n.o. Olympia
463 ex-Standard Class national winner still a winner! Fully instrumented, trailer,
£ 1,1 00 O.n.o. Phillips, Clarence Hotel,
Tenby, Pembs. Te!.: 2705.
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FOR SALE (Cont.)

GENUINE recondition:ed steel grey ex R.A.F. Flying
O~er.lIs .

• .1001 G.e~ui.e ISarialDt illleres. ever,· oDe'; •
Huge stocks GOVERNMENT SURPLJJS
CL.()TH1NG AND EQUIPMENT. ine. llY1J1g
,uits from 25s.; flying helmets. anoraks. out·
door clothing, c:arppina. i,ml1rensc variety ot
miscellaneous cx..Government equipment. Eycr
so useful-you 'NiB be sure to find something
vou need-and at a bargain price too! Send
tODAY for out 30.page CATALOGUE-Sd.
post free or please caU al LAURENCt;
CORNER, 62-64 HampMead Rd., London.
N.W.1. 2 mins. EUSIOO, Warre.n SI. It will be
weU worth while! Postal eusto_rs buy with
confidence-prompt despatch. refund guaran.
lee. Dept SG.

SHACKLETON AVIATION LTD. arc
Europe's la'rgest aircraft dealers. We
always ha...e a largll supply of singleand twin-engined aircraft from £65'0 upwards. Gliders. Cars, Aircraft taken in
part·exchange. Hire purchase available.
All enquiries welcome. Head office: 175
Piccadilly. London. W.!. 01-493 2448.
Telex.: 263975.

S"",U.r -sius up 10
5' 7" 50•. urgtr

size, u.p to 6' 3."
57•. 6d. p & p
••• 6d.
E. It.A.F. Beck
penel n'ylon
~rac:hut.'.

Inspected end'
..pacUd by
licen.ed .kydiYer.
£22 eech p&p
IS•• i. U.K.
EK R.A.F. 8·day Aircraft clocks, br...d new, 21" '" 21",
'or :~n·.1 mounting complete "ith ,crew' £4 19s. 6d"
p & p

SKYLARK 4, 1963, v.g. condition, prang
free, full instrumel'lt panel, parachute,
trailer. Wing mods. done" £1.400 0.0.0.
Apply Frank P'azcrskis, 22 Kettering Rd..,
Isham. Northants. Tel. Dav Kettering
5552, Evgs. Burton Latimer 2963.
OLYMPIA 28. Large canopy. Instruments, ex-Art Horizon, Cressfell Variometer. C. of A. just completed. Private
~wner syndicate. Lightweight small trailer.
f,70 0 o.n.o. £550 o.n.o. excluding trailer.
Offers Eor Horizon and Crossfell would
be considered. Redshaw, Netherclose,
~releth, Askam-in-Fumess. Tel. Dalton~Furness 2529.

30. 6d.

E'x RwA~f. Saf.',y harnesses, ....o..n as "z" harnessesl
11'" Blue 'Nylon adjusl.bt. webbing wiih indent quick
r.lease, "sed bur ii'I geod condition. Id..1 'er yo:..r

glid.,

1963 FOKA. only' 100 hours. British
C. of 1\. until July 1968. C0mplete with
instruments and trailer, £1.395. Hire purchase terms available. Thorpe A.viation
Ltd.. IS Broadway, Peterborough.

0'

$eol Type 2.

0<

c.r. £6 6,. Nch p & p 3•. '6d.

Tarpaulin & Tent ManufQcturlng Co.
10113 BridOl'l Hill.

~ondon.

S.W.2. 01-6·740121/3

THAMES Valley Club Olympia 2. Panel
incll,ldes elet:tric vario and horizon. £530.
J. Wood, High Wycombe 28256.
SALE - Da.rt 17R. Basic Instruments
and Parachute. 300 h~s., one owner. Season's C. of A. Immaculate condition and
flying trim. £1,475 o.n.o. Alfred Warminger, 9 Bracondate, Norwich. Tel.
22876.
T21B and TUTOR, current C. of A.-s,
Basic Instruments, £7S0 and £1 SO respectively. o.n.o. Apply Secretary, Newcastle
and Teesside G.C., 22 Heythrop DriVe,
Guisborough. Yorks.

~

~rdye House, Hollybush Green, CoUingWetherby, Yorks.

Ka 6E. 1968, in excellent condition, only
40 flights, fully equipped (Ditte! radio)
Lightweight open .tr.ailer, one owner.
$4.750. Details, H. Hollstein, 509 Lever·
kusen, Baltrum St. 4. Tel. 7-1881 Ger·
many.

OLYMPIA 2. Works No, 9. B.G.A. 515.
Basic instruments. Rice trailer. £450
Q.n.o. Inspect weekends at Oxford God·
~g <;Iub. Weston~on-the-Green, or phone
arslngton 233.

DART 17R (No. 257) Quarter share available August 1969. Based Nympsfield.
Fully equipped. Malpas, Caltex, 29/30
Old Burlington Street. W.\. Tel. 01-437
9876.

~ELECTABLE Dart 17R not tested to
estruction. £1,500 o.n.o. 1. C. Riddell,
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FOR SALE (Cont.)

SKYLARK 3F, Competition No. 180. C.
of A. Excellent condition, maintained by
BGA Senior Inspector. No prangs. Birch
spar inserts. 650 hours, 350 launches.
Fully equipped, including transistorised
horizon, PZL .and audio Crossfell, barograph, oxygen and trailer. £1,250. Doug.
lones, 24a Goldney Road, Cliftor,
Bristol, 8.
SWALLOW £650, Skylark 2 £650, Skylark 3p £r ,050. All in good congition,
offers ·considered. Bill Dean, Pale Farmhouse, ChipRerfielli, Herts. Tel. Kings
Langley 3122, Office 01-606 8888, Ext.
235.
Ka-7 fron.t upper p1exiglass canopy
moulding. Offers, bearing in mind impOl'\t
dULY, to TRGC, R.A.F., Laarbruch,
BFPO 43..
SKYLARK 4. Mint condition, fully instrumented, new barograph and parachute, easy rigging with no lift trailer,
modified and C. of A. till February 1970.
Wilson, 9 Hartington Court, Hartington
Road, Chiswick, London, WA.

B.C.C. RADIOTELEPHONE. 12 volts
D.e. input. Five channels. Set up for
130.4 mcjs but ~rystals {,or 129.9 msls
available. 6 watts R.P. output. Complete
with matched car roof ground plane
antenna, detachable. Telephone High
Wycombe 28256.
TUTOR. Good cenditioR. Flies regularly.
Spoilers and MOD 80. Offers to P. E.
Gillett. High Meddart, Ireleth, AskamiFl·Furness, La,ncs.
OLYMPIA ZB. One of the last three ma:le
by EIIiotts in 1962. Privately owned. Excellent condition, price including basic
instruments £150. Box No, S.G. 317.
Ka-6E Comu. No. 372. Ful1 Panel. New
'chute, Barograph. Fully automated
trailer. All perfect, C. of A. just completed and Import Duty paid. £1,875.
Thwaytes, 38 Weekes Road, Cleethorpes,
Lincs. Tel. 64086.
.PETER CLIFFORD AVIATION LTD.
Blanik demonstrator with Tost belly hook
filled and two sets of instruments including
PZL Varios
£1,950 DUly Paid.
IDEAL LIGHTWEIGHT GLIDER TUG

KITE I. Very good condition, low hours
for type. Open and closed canopies. Basic
instruments plus T /S and inclinometer.
£250 o.n.o. Box No. S.G. 319.

Auster Mark Ill, Gipsy Major 1 engine, 450
hours remaining, full panel with Gyros.,
glider towing hook, C. of A. August, 196'9
£695
Oxford Airport, Kidlington, Oxfold

M-lOOs High-performance Std. Class
sailplane, £7'50. Lightweight trailer, instruments, parachute, barograph, ·etc., avaflable extra. Hooper, Maiden Castle Farm,
Dorchester, Dorset. Tel. Dorchester 356.

relephone, Kidlinglon 4262

SKYLARK 3B (3p canopy, adjustable
seat and rudder), C. of A. March, 1970,
offered with instruments and professionally built covered trailer, aII in really
first class condition. Now flying at
Lasham (No. 21). WaUte,r, "Touchdown",
Crescent CJ.ose, Olivers Battery, Winchester. Priee £1,150.
SWALLOW, low 'hours, excellent condi·
tion, must be sold immediately. A gift at
£675, inc!. full inst. pane!. Handley Page
Gliding CluD, Park Street, St. Albans,
Herts.
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WANTED

DAMAGED Dart 17 (or SHK) wanted,
with sound mains pars. Details to Ripon
Motors, Palace Road, Ripon. Tel. 3874.
PAIR Tutor or T.31 wings. Reply Kings·
wood, 7 Grimsdyke Lodge, Hatfield
Road, St. Albans, Herts.
TRAILER for Dart 17R. Price and particulars to A. H. Warminger, 9 Bracondale. Norwich. Tel. 22876.
WANTED damaged medium/high performance sailplane. Must be repairable
proposition.. Full details and price to
Box No. S.G. 321.

INSURANCE
Two P,zL 'Jar,ios,
5M/s
GO each
PZL Compensators,
£6 each
Friebe Vario,
1M/s
£15
SperlY Mk.3. HZN wilh Transistor
Inverter £30
Altimeters Mk.19B.. £10
Mk.14 £7
T. & S. Ban type, operate on 12 volt, £8
Needle type £6. Transistor inverters for
all Horizons £12. (Ferranti Mk.6 (15).
E~ctric Varios, 1 or '3 sec. response, includinQ aud.io, £30. Aircraft clocks, 21 in.
new £5. American standby compasses
ins. £8. P.V.c. adhesive tape, 25yd.x
W' 3/- rO.II.

n

(nquiries

.r.

invited for Ait O.'a, Compulors wilh

tne follow-ing lealuH'S: Electric. V... io wi." 1, 2.01'''
r-.sponse; A'-udic> with VI. jable set poin'; flee·

It-C.

Iren:, Poler Cun'l! generafion for AfR MASS reedou.;
£Ieetronic. Totar lne.rg,y; 1.0.le. A",.,.g.~; Single
Unit.

Soaring Insbument•• 20 R_kery
Court, Marlow. Buc,ki!\ghamshlre·
Telephone 4970

SITUATIONS VACANT

ASSISTANT Gliding Instructor requi.rej
for Summer season. B.G.A. Category
essential, PPL desirable. £18 p.w. accommodation provided. Apply Hon. Secretary. Wycombe Gliding School, Wycombe
Air Park. Booker, Nr. Marlow, Bucks,
Te!. High Wycombe 29263.
Lasham
GENERAL MANAGER
Gli~ing Centre. Applications for the post
deSIrably should have a commercial backgT0und' and the ability to control all
aspects of a large gliding centre. Salary
£2,000, with other benefits. Apply:
Ge~eral Manager, Lasham
Gliding'
SOCIety, Alton, Hants.
FINANCE

FINANCE for your llider or aircraft
purcha~. can be arranged by telephoning
or WrItmg to Colin Donald (B.G.A.
~structor). Burghley Finance Compwy
p td., 15 Broadway, Peterborough. Tcl.
eter boIollgh 68818.

WE are experts in glider and aircraft insurance. Let us quote you the lowest
rates with th~ most reliable companies.
Write to Peter Marlow, Marlow,
Gardner & Cooke, 170A Lincoln Road,
Peterborough. Telephone 68544.
PUBUCATlONS

"SOARING"-official organ of the
Soaring Society of America. Edited by
Bcnnett Muir Ro~ers. Address: Box
66071, Los Angeles, California 90066,
USA. Subscription: S.5.00 outside USA;
apply to your post office for a form..
SLOPE SOARING with a radio control
model sailplane is a fascinating pastime
and a typical phase of aeromodelling.
Read about th.is and other aeromodeIling
subjects in Aeromoddlu and Radio Control Models and Electronics. the world's
leJ.ding magazines. published· monthly,
price 2/6 each. Model & Allied Publications Ltd., 13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel
H~mpsfead, Herts.
Put yourself in the Picture. Buy AIR
PICTORIAL each month for the world
air view in pictures and features. Reports
and photos of aircraft and sailplanes,
military av-iatio'n news, spotters' notebook, etc. Price 276 from your newsagent.
For free specimen copy send 6d. in
stamps to Dept. S.G., Seymour Press Lld.,
334 Brixton Road, London, S.W.9.
AUSTRAUAN GLIDING - Monthly
journal of the Gliding Federation of
Australia. F~atures a complete coverage
of the Australian scene. Subscription
$4.20 Australian, £2.0.0 sterling or $4.75
U.S..and Canada, by International Money
Order. Also advise name and address
direct. Australi.an Gliding, Box 1650M,
G.P.O., Adelaide, South Australia 5001.
NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwi"
Official Gliding Magazine of the N.Z.
Gliding Association. Printed October and
alternate months. Write NZ. Gliding
Kiwi, P.O. Box 487, Tauranga, New
Zealand. £1-4-0 sterling for year's subscription (inclusive of postage).

for // "r/Il•. of course; be under>to'od that thi! British Glidingn A.uociilltifm cannot <!1tCi!pt I'Czyorrsibtlily
le calms made byadvefliufs in "SllilplQlJe 'rnd Gliding •
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CLUB NEWS

PRING was given a wonderful start with the unexpectedly magnificent weather
S
over Easter and enthusiastic reports came in quickly from the clubs, to show that
one and all had been making the most of the fine soaring conditions.

Copy and photographs for inclusion in the Au~ust-September issue should reach
me typed, double spaced, on foolscap paper, not later than 11th June and, for the
October-November issue, not later than 13th August. Please send news to me at
11 Great Spilmans, Dulwich, London, S.E.22. Telephone: 01-693 3033.
14th April. 1969.
YVONNE BoNHAM (MRS.),
I
Club News Editor

BATH AND WILTS

notes were delayed until the
· HESE
T
very last minute in the hope that after
the wettest, coldest, longest and most

frustrating winter in the club's history,
Easter weekend might produce something
worth writing about. It did just that!
Good Friday gave us some excellent
soaring, although the strong wind gave
some r,otlgh rides.
Easter Saturday proved very frustrating, when launching had to be abandoned
around 2 p.m., owing to steadily increasing strong Winds, which eventually
reached 30 knots.
Sunday was much better again and
most solo membeIS had a taste of soaring.
Easter Monday - Wahey! - times
when not an aircraft remained on the
ground. David Wright even had the
Grunau wound up to 6,500 ft. over Trowbridge.
Two conversations heard on
over
the weekend:Q.: Please just say yes or no.
A.: Yes or no!
Statement: Cloudbase has now gone
up to eight thousand.

Rrr
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Reply: No, it's jost that the e.arth has
dropped farther away.
J(. N. S.

BLACKPOOL

"HERMALS
didn't arrive until the end
T
of March this year, but - When they
did - they were good ones. Ron Smith

got a Bronze leg on only his fourteenth
solo flight, and a fortnight later had an
hour at cloud base, and arrived within
300 ft. of his Silver climb. Easter Sunday
produced a line of wind shadow thermahl
alongside runway 08, with a blue sky
and an inversion at 3,500 ft. It was good
to see our four aircraft soaring simultaneously again and with cables waiting
for customers.
We made a display stand for a sports
exhibition in Blackburn, and won thitd
prize for our efforts, being beaten by a
complete pothole and a dry ski-run. This
gave timely publicity to our hill sito proposals, and was seen by several influential delegates to a Sports Councils Conference. The newspapers also picked up
our application for Outline Planning Permission and ran featu~e articles. One
gratifying result has been to confirm oor

rei that we would. not go short of

~~bership enquiries. We ~ave had far

more than we can ,:ope WIl~, and can
mke on only solo pilots until we have
~~fl1e more Instructors and can afford a
cond two-seater.
.
se One of the youn.g men ~h0!J1 we l!ltro·
duced to flying, Mike Hams, IS startmg a
Commercial course. at Perth.. We bo~
that he enjoys the hfe and thnves on It.

Ko E.

BRISTOL AND
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
T our AGM on 29th March, 1969', a
resolution was passed to the .effect
A
that our Club shall in ful1:Jre be c!il!ed
The Bristol and Gloucestershire Ghdlng
Club. We feel that this will create a
better impression as, after all, Ny~))s
field is situated half-way between Bnstol
and Gloucester, on the edge of the Cots. wolds. In 1968 our launches were up by
300 on 1967 but total hours flown down,
due mainly to the wet season. However,
the weather this year has given us good
soaring conditions sa far.
.
After five years of good service, Dick
Saunderson has passed the 'post of Secretary to Eric Martin and we hope ~e continues Dick's good work. Oennls Corrick remains as Chainnan and Guy
Harris as Treasurer.
The following awards were made at
the AGM for 1968:Evening World Trophy for the be.st
gain of height to Jim Welster. Gam
9,700 ft. on 18.6.68.
ShaLln de Salis Trophy for the best
closed circuit flight to Mike Harper.
Nympsfield - Forringdon Folley - Honey~urne-Nympsfield at 35 km/hr. on
9.8.68.
Guinness Trophy for the best flight ill
a Club glider to Ted Aylett. Nympsfield
to BJandford, 93 km., Silver Distance,
19.5.68.
Cyril Dwins Trophy for longest flight
to Dave Brahm, 264 km. to Perranporth,
14.4.68.
. Ladder Trophy to Mike Pope,
1,247 points.
Rex Young CuI' to Tony GiIlett for the
best ab-initio.
Congratulations to the above. chaps.
'N The Western Regionals will be hdd at
• Yrnpsfield from 14th-22nd June this

year and we hope. will be as su~ssful
as in 1968. Mike Harper is in charge,
as before.
B. F.W.

COVENTRY
29th
we held
O NourSaturday,
Annual General Meeting in the
Mar~h,

Clubhouse, and our Establishment has
now been re-structured as follows:
President Dr. Gregg; Vice-Pfesidents,
Mike Hunt and Jahn Large; Oiainnan,
Bill Fay; Treasurer, Bill Grose; Secretary, Adam Hepbum.
Our ,accountant's report, presented by
Mr. Les Harris, showed that it has been
a much tougher year, with ever-rising
costs of operating, allied to some pretty
rough weather - prob!ems which seeJ?l
to be assailing all glidmg clubs at this
time. Nevertheless, this challenge must
be faced, and the ultimate objective of
all members, new and old, must be greater
utilisation of our aircraft in the fUture.
Two Instructors' courses are being
held by the National Coach at Husbands
Bosworth during the weeks 24th May1st June an,d 7th-15th June. Applications
for places, via the BGA, are welcome.
The Group Trophy, for tile private
aircraft covering the most cross-eountry
miles in 1969, was presented at the AGM
to the Dart 17R syndicate 436.
In Jury, August and September, we
are holding aero-tow-only courses and,
if anyone feels like a pleasant week's
holiday on one of these courses whether ab-initio or experienced - please
contact us.
B. F.

CUMBERNAULD
FfER a very quiet winter on the
A
.
flying side, owing to C of A work,

we are now back in business and looking forward to a good season.
A number of our members have been
.attending the SGU during JanuarYMarch and bave benefited from hill soaring .and aero·tow experience.
Our Olympia 28 has now come out of
hiding and is available to suitably qualified members. The best flight to date
this year was the Gold C heigbt claim
of 13,200 ft. by the Club SecretafY at
Portmoak carried out on 30th March.
Our ne~ bus winch is performing well
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and many thanks go to Messrs. Surtees
& Co. (Unlimited) for the great work
over the last six to nine months.
T. J. G.

DERBYSHIRE AND LANeS
HIS has been a quiet period,. disturbed
T
only by the sound of falhng snowflakes and very, very occasionally by flying activities.
Allan, Jean and family were cut off a
couple of times for two or three days
and the road down to the hairpin was
blocked by a drift which covered the
tree tops. Eventually, AlIan bad to use
a tractor to get out and was helping a
local farmer by feeding sheep which
were cut off from the farm.
One spell of dec.ent wave appeared
when the field could be used and Gail
Jackson and Trevor Appleby made Silver
C climbs in the Oly. 463 and Ka-8 respectively.
The Bedford winch has just had the
installation of its Dodge VS completed,
and it sounds O.K.
Several members trekked north with
their machines - Ka-13, Olympia, Dart
- and, at the time of writing, Were still
there; we hope that their Bishop-bashing will be rewarding.
A schedule of social events for the
whole year has been produced, the next
event being a Cheese and Wine Party on
26th May.
The Annual General Meeting came
and went quietly, with no committee
changes.
R. H.

DEVON AND SOMERSET
UR winter plans for an additional
O
winch have been realised, Peter
Warren's efforts in this direction having
produced a diesel two-drum winch which,
after reconditioning, should prove a
useful addition to the existing winch and
tug.
Plans are also afoot regarding the
acquisition of a second tw~seater, as the
demand for dual flying is at the moment
greater than that for club solo, most of
the Swallow pilots having graduated to
syndicate machines The latest syndicate
obtained a Skylark 4 and "wrote-off" a
car in towing it to North Hill, through
the trailer snaking and breaking the tow
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hitch at 30 m.p.h. Fortunately the crew
sustained only bruises and were more
than relieved that this accident - which
completely destroyed the car - had not
damaged the aircraft This highlights the
importance of weight distribution and
correct balance in long trailers.
Courses for June, July and August are
almost fully booked, two of the weeks
being occupied by our old friends from
the University of Exeter and the Devon
Youtb Associations. This year we shall
also welcome a contingent from the
Taunton Technical College. Two Task
Weeks have been organised for weeks
commencing 9th June and 25th August,
and crews from other clubs wishing to
participate should contact John Hancoclc,
2 SI. Peter's Close, Horton, Ilminster,
Somerset. Exploration of the wave condition, which arises when the wirtd is
ENE, is progressing and this, together
with ridge and thermal soaring, is offered
to visitors. who will be most welcome.

A. E. R. H.

DORSET (Tarrant Rushton)
sees our first "Task Week"
M ID-MAY
of this season at Tarrant Rushton.

from 17th until 26th, and, ever optimistic,
we hope for good weather and maximum
flying - all the gliders away, retrieve
crews hot-footing across country, runways peopled only by Bermuda shorts
and floppy hats, and evenings in the Clubhouse full of prodigal pilots with burnt
noses, spilling beer and bonhomie with
equal generosity_
We have added an AS-KI3 to our
club fleet, to assist with advanced training, and a newly-acquired Auster is
already showing the increas.ed launch
rate we hoped for. Despite this, most of
the tug pilots shed a tear on the departure of the Tiger Moth. We are now well
equipped to supply the needs of the postsolo pilots, who previously managed with
the two SwaUows. The Tutor and T-lI
are still giving sterling service to the abinitio
pilots,
and
privately-owned
machines include a Skylark 2. Skylark 3,
two Darts, an Eagle two-seater, an
Olympia 463, two Olympia 2B'S and a
Weihe.
An expedition - privately financed went forth to look for wave at Portmoak
and comprised Jack Harris, :Graeme
Morris, Colin Street, Ron Tarling and

phi! Tiley, together with two Skylarks.
unfortunately, the wave took one look
t them and went to ground. However,
iliey retumed - via Camphill - if not
'n triumph, at least in their usual good
~pirits, having marginally failed to break
the world height record by 44,267 ft.
We extend our usual warm w~lcome. to
all visitors who ·care to float m dunng
the summer season.

S. P.

ESSEX

HE weather this year has gone from

T thermals and sunshine in January, to
snoW rain and low cloud in February
and March. The card tables in the Clubhous have never been so busy. We did,
however, have one marvellous weekend
in February - the only snag being that
we couldn't fly! The local squatters'
association chose that particular weekend
to hold .a "demo" over the army's unoccupied married quarters on the airfield. For some ·of us it meant the rediscovering of a Sunday at home for the
first time in years.
Fortunately our social activities have
to some extent compensated for our tack
of flying. St. Valentine's Day saw our
annual Dinner and Dance. Our sincere
thanks in this respect to Margaret and
Wally Kahn, Tom ZeaUey and his wife,
and last - but not least - John Jeffries.
Wally must surely be one of the finest
after-dinner speakers ever - we could
have listened to him all night.
Our comIX:titions at Easter provided
two contest days, Mike Audritt winning
the senior class with a flight of :U5 km.
along the task route from North Weald
to Exeter, via Bristol. Although very
few of the tasks were compl,.ted, two of
Ou! members did Silver height, while
Mike Throssell did his Silver distance
on Friday and his height and duration
the fOllOWing Tue~day! That mus.! be one
of the fastest Silver Cs on record. The
wBeekend also provided some half-douD
ronze legs.
Private ownership is on the increase
W
now have two Diamant 18M's to
Swell ~he ranks in the trailer park.
Dunng this coming summer - if any
; hwe will not only have to do battle
b il the thermals over. North Weald,
wUt also with the local Electricity Board,
ho have plans for building a power

Wally Kahn speaking at the Essex Club's
Dinner and Dance. (Photo by G. MacRae.)

line right across our main runway and some clubs have difficulty in having
electricity supplies laid on! However, we
can object officially and will do ev~ry
thing possible in this direction.
If you should be flying cross-country
over our "patch" ~nd happen to run out
of lift - drop in to see us; it will make
a change from power pilots coming in to
ask the way to Stapleford! We're just
next door to Epping and we'll be glad
to see you. Do remember, though, tbat
Red One airway is 2,700 ft agl above us.
G. F. M.

LAKES
AVE and sun during Easter! ConW
.
sistent wave in an east wind has
kept the Club· machines at around
10,000 ft Our Gentleman's Agreement
limiting Club machines to one hour per
flight has proved a strain to some
members.
The Auster has returned from a topend overhaul and is now smartly repainted. It will be put to good use this
summer.
Two brothers in the Club - AIf and
Gerry Sheppard - having been quietly
competing with each other for wire
launches, have both recently soloed in
the T-21. Fortunately for the Bar Secretary, they did not both solo on the
same weekend.
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Some of our hard-earned cash is being
spent on radio equipment; the Club's
T-53 and Skylark 3F and Ground Control
Caravan will soon be operating on
130.4 Mc/s.
The Club's Chairman, Len Redshaw,
has arrived at Walney with a Dart t7R,
and we shall be watching its performance mountain soaring with great interest.
The Maintenance Committee have
been busy, so that we ,enter the new season with two servjceable winches and,
three retrieve verocles. We have regretfulIy decided to try and sell the hangar
and clubhouse at Tebay in Westmorland.
Since our move to Walney. five years
ago, the Tebay site has been used very
infrequently. Many of the difficulties involved in operating on the fell side
proved impossible to overcome.
The five summer gliding courses are
nearly fuUy booked. We are, however,
looking for winch drivers for three of
the weeks.

The Plate was collected the first time
this year by Keith Chard, flying his
Ka-6E. No doubt it will travel back and
forth throughout the summer, but in the
last couple of years it hasn't travelIed
so much as in the past - not due to
lack of interest, we hope!
Apart from a steady flow 01 Ka-6E's
into private ownership, two strangers
have appeared on the scene. A Weihe ex-Lasham, and a Nimbus - ex-Northern
Ireland. A Kite 1 is about to fly again,
so not everyone is interested in speed
performance flying only.
We have two elCtra staff this summer
on the flying side - Tom Harding, who
will be a resident tug pilot, and GeotI
Naylor, who will assist Mike Till and
Len Norman with instructing; these two
will help greatly in improving our ~k·
day and week·end facilities.
M.P.G.

MIDLAND

P. E. G.

22nd March, we held
O NourSaturday,
Annual Dinner-Dance at the

ARCH was a poor month for glidM
ing. and even the string of visitors
to Portmoak came away empty-handed

Long Mynd Hotel. A hundred members
and friends enjoyed a splendid evening,
during which Mrs. Hardwick presented
the Club's trophies for 1968. Mike Horan
won three - the Sheffield (best. gain of
height), the Hardwick (best out-andreturn) and the Ladder. John Tol1ey won
the Neill Trophy (best ab-initio) and
Alien Parkinson the Ma}tam (Club
effort) for his supervision of the new
winch project. Jane Randle, who was
una'ble to be present, won the Siam
trophy for the longest flight from the
Long Mynd.
Next day.. Bob Buerki and Mike Ray
showed their splendid 40-minl!lte film of
the Club's activities.
A week later, Jane Randle gave birth
to' a daughter, Alison Jane - congratulations to Mike and Jane.
.Ea~ter, although fine and drY, brought
With It strong easterly winds. On Easter
Sunday, we were awakened by sbGuts of
"Wave" and there was indeed a textbook lenticular over the valley. Louis
Rotter and Ron Miers, in a Club Ka-13,
contacted the. wave and reached 6,500 ft.
asI. After Louis had landed,Gerry
Roberts and Keith Bull took the Ka-13
and, with the aid of a 1,600 ft. launch
from the new winch, also contacted the
wave .and reached 7,500 ft. asI. Keith

LONDON
- at least, almost. Two Gold heights
were achieved, but most people did little
or no flying at all. At least the Scottish
hospitality was as g()O(! as ever!
April bronght a real change in the
weather, Easter being particularly good.
Our first daily competitions proved to
be most successful, Carr Withall having
the honour of being the first winner. Unfortunately, the weather was not quite
good enough for a contest every day,
but at least it stirred a good deal more
enthusiasm than has been apparent in the
past.

JOHN HULME
Swaffham Road,
Tel. Bottisharn 323
Cambs.

REPAIRS, A.ItB. WELDING,
C's of A, OVERHAULS.

149 and 121B HIRE
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Members of the Ouse Club handling their T-2l on the snow-covered runway at
RuDoyth. (Photo by K. Massey)
Mansell - with Bob Rice - took the
other Club Ka-13, missed the wave and
landed in the valley. Louis Rotter and
Cecil Mack, flying their own Ka-13. also
missed and landed at Clun.
We look forward hopefully to a better
season than last year. particularly during
the WhitsulJ and August Bank Holiday
weeks. when the Club will be open with
full facilities for visiting pilots.
K. R. M.

NORTHUMBRIA

ATmore
the moment our flying field looks
like a construction site than

one for gliding. Our hangar is almost
completed. the Army are still levelling
the west field and club members are
clearing a large area of gorse to enlarge
Out landing area.
Our Easter fiying was limited by sea
breeze activity. which pushed the good
iurnulus ten miles past the site. leaving
OCal soarers in weak conditions. Bill
~u~ler gained his C the hard way. as he
Ta to fly by the seat of his pants in a
alUtor Without a variometer. Al Ivory
fos:t achieved his C. in the relative comp of t~e Jaskolka.
tra' o,r mId-July we have organised two
ho lOlng weeks for club members. We
Pe to swell the ranks of the two

smallest "syndicates" on the field, operating the club Tutor and Jaskolka.
J. R. G.

OUSE

HE Ouse Club has started its soaring
T
season in fine style. After a raw.
damp winter when we managed.
nevertheless. to do a lot of flying! March showed promise and April fulfilled
it. Tlrat glorious Easter weekend, with
four days of intensive flying, was a real
tonic; many flights of over an hour Were
logged and we experienced both wave
and thermals.
Margaret Edwards and John Rose got
their A and B; ]. C. Dinsdale ~nd Brett
Atkinson their Bronze C; Mike Wilson
and Kevin Atkinson their first leg of
Bronze C duration; S. Hunt his C duration and first and second Bronze C duralions; John Rose went on to get his C
time; Kelth Massey had over an hour
at 5,000 ft. in the Skylark, and Derek
Moore - committee member and an instructor - had an hour's experience of
wave as early as 8th March, with Duncan
Russell. in the Capstan.
Ruth and Alistair Croft returned.
looking very brown. from their honeymoon in Teneriffe and more fine work
has been done On the clubhouse. Our
new welding machine is saving hours of
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labour and snarls-up and the ladder
competition is off to a great start.
Our club has a high reputation for
friendliness and this year we are aiming
for maximum efficiency. More than half
of our members are soaring pilots many of them on the Skylark - and we
have another Skylar.k on order. Our
youngest member, at IS, is Angela Burton, daughter of Air Vice-Marshal Harry
Burton, CBE, DSO; she can fly only in
school holidays but shows great promise.
Ray Russell has built a super-duper
retrieve winch, the hangar has been repainted, all C's of A have been done ...
and we are all raring to get two miles
A. H. S.
high and stay up all day!

PERKINS
ARTIALLY due to the weather and
P
p;,.rtiaIly due to the troubles of our
own making operating from a new grass
site, 1968 operationally was a financial
disaster. The future of the club in the
balance, a special meeting was called on
the 13th February to m-ake the critical
decisions as to whether tbe club should
continue and - if so - from whe~e?
It was the unanimous decision that we
should continue, be based at Postlands
Airfield, four miles north of Crowland,
Lincolnshire, and that the hangar - an
ex-RAF Blister type structure 60 ft. span
x 75 ft. long - be moved from its concrete pad at Spanhoe to a field some
30 miles to the NE; Haden Haresign and
Jack Lovel! were duly elected Project Coordinators.
What we hope is a Phoenix is rising
from the ashes! In the spa~ of exactly
10 working days we had drawn up and
submitted site plans, had them approved
by our host, J. W. E. Banks, staked out
the new site, excavated, poured the concrete, and laid a consignment of railway
sleepers. The hangar was dismantled, the
sections - previously marked and coded
- were transported in nine lorry loads
over 500 miles round trip, were re-erected
and secured to the new conCrete emplacement, and a coat of paint was being
applied to the outer cladding on schedule
on 30th March, despite the extremely
cold weather prevailing. Obviously, for
a project of this magnitude to be completed in such a short space of time, and
at a cost of approx. £40, it needs will·
ing hands tQO numerous to mention;
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however, three must be singled out, as
we are especially indebted to the brothers
Gordon and Tony Figg, who gave up
each Saturday and Sunday to work on
every aspect of the project, and to Reg.
Bradshaw, whose uknow-how" on the
new foundations. was invaluable.
On the flying side, Harry Feneley, who
tugged with the Tiger Moth for the last
three months of 1968, has joined us on
What we hope is a permanent basis, having purchased the previously-syndicated
Beagle Terrier. In addition, we are
pleased to welcome back, with the advent
of aero-tow facilities, our old friend Phi!.
CtackneII, with his privately owned Skylark 4. Realising that an essential need
on our new site is lugging facilities, it
also necessitates a high-performance twoseater being available, and a syndicate
has been formed in order to acquire one
at the earliest opportonity. High winds
kept os earthbound until Sunday, 13th
April when, during a brief lull, Haden
took the Skylark 2 up to 6,500 ft., clocking. I hr. 26 mins. on he first flight of the
season, before the weather clamped down
again.
J. V. L.

SOUTHDOWN
decision to hold the AGM in our
T HE
new clubhouse proved well-founded,

as more members attended than at those
held in previous years at other venues.
Most retiring committee members were
re-elected, but this time they have been
given much pungently-constructive a4vice
from the floor. It will be interesting to
see how many of these ideas are adopted.
The March gales provided superb fiying at Firle, and the Easter w~kend was
even better - a joyous mixture of ridge,
wave and thermic soaring producing the
year's first crop of Silver legs. Five hours
were obtained by Bob BrenchIey in the
Olympia and by Roger Coote and Jasper
Partington in the Swallow. From a bungey
launch, Jim Green flew to Tangmcre for
his Silver distance, in the 460, and Jack
Sheperd successfully soloed in the T-2l.
This is the first time for us that this aircraft has been used instead of the Tutor
for first solos. Keith MitchelI also showed
the pioneering spirit by flick-rolling the
tow-<:ar and trailer en route to Tangmere;
the trailer was scratched and Keith only
bruised but his new car was badly damaged.

Three pilots successfully completed the
I structors' course at Lasham. under the
IJ is of the National Coach. What a

oefendid course this is - tough, compre~ nsive and vcry enjoyable. These addi-·
ti~nal instnJct~rs may help us to clear
ut wai,ting list, whIch now stands at
:hrce months. A statct h~<s been made to
rovide a shcl.tered traIler park at the
foot of Bo-peep Hill. This should ease.
the pressure on hangar space .and .~r·Q
vide room for the ~agerly awaited Plral
_ noW due early In May.
B.P. W.

STAFFORDSHIRE
HE Club AGM was held in February
T
and the following were elected:Chairman, Neil Mackay; Vice-Chairman,
Ken Sherriff; Treasurer, Peter Felthouse
and Secrctary, Norman Bartlett.
The retiring Chairman, Bor-is Clare,
stated in his' rePQrt that, although we
Were only twenty-second in size, w~ were
fifth in number of A and B certIficates
and twelfth in .the number of launches.
The Tige.r operations had been at a loss
but had resulted in an increase of flying
time of about 65%., We hope to repeat
this progress again this comiJlg year by
continuing our policy of trainin,g abinirios by means of acro-tows and b.y
hiring again another two-seater for this
summer.
The prospect of losing the use of our
site completely has - for the moment
- lessened, so giving us further breathing spaCe to find an alternative site. One
of our prospective sites is being considered also as a possible site for a
prison on part of it - another ease of
birds of a feather . . .
The Club's finances, although not as
robust as our treasurer would like', are
in a reasonably good state and our assets
- in the way of aircraft totally owned
by the club - are increasing annually.
There is a move afoot to set up a
syndicate to resuscitate a Tutor belong!ng to one of our members and to get
1\ flYing again. This is mostly among the
older members, who are looking forward
to gazing over the side of a completely
Open coc.kpitat the ground, say ten
thOusand feet below. whilst their toes
~rop off from frostbite and their eyes are
IOded by lhe glare from the sun_
R. B. L.

SURREY AND HANTS
HE new Ka-S's have been well
T
received by all. A third Ka-S is due
in May and we may o.rder a fourth if
the pressure from early solo pilots causes
a jam when good early s~lo days c0incide with five-hour and Sliver distance
weather. Normally, first cross-eourttries
are done in Ka-S's.
9th March provided Mervyn Teath~r,
one of Lasham's canteen aSSIstants, WIth
his five hours in a club Skylark 4 - a
fine effort on a blue thennal day with an
inversion at 2,700 ft. agl.
The end of March and the Easter
weekend brought the first good weather
after a very PQor early spring. The crosscountry season was opened on 28th March
by Hugh Hilditch taking his Cirrus on
an afternoon constitutional of 230 km.
via Dunstable and Bicester.
Talking of Dunstable, the Plate Saga
has begun. Keith Chard flew in on 28th
Marcb to lay first claim for 1969. 3rd
April saw Chris Lovel} uP. theLe .sharpis~
in a Club Darl to retneve It but It hadn t
arrived from the Kronfeld Club - its
winter resting place.. Just befOre he took
off to fly back, a certain Mr. Pozerskis
threatened to come after him and., su~
enough, in floated.a Cirrus an ~oor after
Chris landed. Chrls Garton tned to get
it back Over Easter but conditions d'idn't
allow him to lan<l and be sure of getting
back, so Dunstable can jolly well keep
the Plate for a bit - a waste of good
soaring weatber.
It is with great ,regret to have to rel'Ort
that Dr. Denis Wilks died suddenly at his
home on 4th May. Especially our Wed-'
nesday members, who probably knew him
best, will be sorry to learn of this.
Our deepest sympathy goes to Mrs.
Biddy Wilks and her four sons.
C.L

SWINDON
Tenth Annual
O. UR
Dance, at which the

Dinner and
guest s·peaker
was the Mavor of Swindon, Alderman
Bown was held at Blunsdon House Hotel
durin~ February. The Club tro,phies
were presented by the Mayoress. Many
thanks are extended to our Social Secretary, Christjne Day, and to her wi.lling
helpers for a most enjoyable evemng.
Since our previous report we have
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lan Hobday, of Thames Valley, holds
aloft lire Booker/SlVindon Clip. (Photo
by J. Wood)
acquired a new Chairman, Dr. David
Hart, wbo has tackled the job with great
energy and enthusiasm and we wish him
a happy term of office.
The season got away te a good start
with lots of soaring during the Easter
weekend. Our T -21 has been replaced
with an ASK-I3, which has proved to
be very popular, and the rest of the club
fleet consists now of a Swallow, Olympia
and Skylark 4.
Two new syndicates have been formed
recently. Gordon Gulliver, our Secretary,
and Graham Hinder now own a Ka-6,
and Bemie Keogh and John Bundy have
a Ka-6E. We wish Bernie much success
in competition flying this year.

G. T.

THAMES VALLEY
lan Hobday, in SkyO NlarkGood113,Friday
and Shep Sheppard, in a

Ka-6E, both flew to Swindon Club and
la-n returned triumphant with the Booker!
Swindon Cup. Congratulations to Adrian
Waggennar, who completed a second
bronze leg in the Olympia on the same
day. and to Richard Saw, who went solo.
H~s brother, David, achieved 6,000 ft. on
his third Skylark flight and is still regretting not carrying a barograph. We extend
a warm welcome to Kevin Jones, who
intends to build up his power flying
hours by tugging for us. The Easter Holi254

day period provided some superb soaring weather, except fOT Sunday, when the
wind was gusting in excess of 30 knots
and most gave up the struggle.
At the AGM the following were elected to serve on the Committee: Bill
Breakspeare,
Bryan
Latimer,
Lyn
Greaves, Eric Baker, John Wood, Ken
Harris and Tim Chapman. Stephen Hope
has agreed to act as Master Pilot. Our
thanks to the retiring members, Dudley
Steynor and John Rouse.
$qn. Ldr. J. A. Atkinson, RAF(Ret.),
is relinquishing his position as General
Manager and Secretary of the Lasham
Gliding Society Ltd., and is taking up a
similar appointment at Wycombe Air
Park (Booker Airfield), as 'General Manager of Airways Aero Associations Ltd.
(subsidiary of BOAC I BEA).
J. W.

TRENT VALLEY
IGl Romrig, CFI for TVGC since
S
its birth in 1965, reluctantly tendered his resignation during December,
1968, owing to the distance he has had
to travel since his move of residence to
Leicester. We were sorry to say farewell
to Sigi, whQ had always worked hard
and enthusiastically for the Club and its
members. Again, we offer him our thanks
and sincere good wishes for the future.
We have been very fortunate to secure
the services of Mr. Jack Tarr as our new
resident eFl.
With 1968 behind us, plans are laid
for 1969, which promises to be rewarding, both f1ying-achievement-wise and
financially. HaviQg just completed the
purchase of an aircraft hangar - the
erection of which will fill most of our
"spare time" during .tne next few weeks
no doubt - to eliminate the early morning rigging which our present hangarage
had necessitated, we are confident that
Qur already high launch rate will shOW
impTovement during 1969. Ray Parkin
and Vin Fillingham have been engaged
in a vigorous assistant instructor training
programme during the winter months
which should improve the situation even
further by spring.
The Club is also negotiating the purchase of a new high-performance twoseat aircraft for dual advanced training.
Delivery should be during April/May.
Owing to unfavourable weather condi·

lions, flying ,has been restricted to circuit
bashing dunng the past four weekends.
so most of our flying has been socially.
On 20th February we challenged our
colleagues from the Lincs Gliding Club
to
a
"custard-pie-throwing
fight",
coupled with a supper dance, which
proved to be a great - if a little messy
_ success.
P. V. H.

WESTCOTI
ALCOLM Lasson has joined the
list of solo pilots who have achieved
M
a loop in the Swallow and, despite indifferent weather, flying has countinued
most weekends. The Swallow has passed
its C of A and was put to gOod use over
the Easter weekend, together with a T-21,
which has been obtained recently from
Booker by the Bicester syndicate for
operation by the Club.
Easter Monday saw the first aero-tow
at RPE Westcott, very kindly provided
by Richard Wade who - together with
Roger Neaves - flew in for a visit in
their Tiger Moth.
E. A. C.

YORKSHIRE
a terrible winter - both tlyA FfER
ing- and farmer-wise better
weather has reached us at last. We've
had some wonderful days, with thermals
galore being enjoyed by everyone who
could fly. It was one such day when we
were visited by the BBC TV' unit, who
wanted to make a film for "Look North".
This turned out very well indeed.
The Club has started holding Day
~ourses to help those interested in glidIng to get a closer look for a small outlay; they are proving very popular and
suce ssful.
We are awaiting with great anticipation
the delivery of an SF 21 B Falcon to one
of Our members. As it will be the first
two-seater of this type in the countrY,
we're expecting great things.
loe Provin's HP-14 - built by him~~I1f - should be in tbe air soon. After
the hard work Joe has put in he
deserves same, good flying weather to try
out the results.
,
S Congratulations are due to Gwyneth
s:;ro n . who recently completed her first
0, In a Ka-13 of which she is partOWner.

P. M.

SERVICE NEWS
BANNERDOWN
EGRETFULLY, I must report that
R
our usual Scribe, Phi!. Hutchings,
has been seriously ill of late and. as a
result, must give up - temporarily we
earnestly hope - flying with the club.
We shall certainly miss his usual contribution of wise words and boundless
enthusiasm. even for a short while. As
Qur Flight 'Safety Officer, he has excelled
himself, and our Briefing Room is a
classic example of the thought and skill
that is Phi I personified. Get well soon,
Phil.
The flying year for us started in
January, with the most beautiful winter
weather than I can remember. A good
deal of flying was done and a bit of
colour came back to our cheeks.
Appropriately, our first A and B
certificate was gained by Group Captain
Young, our new Station Commander, to
whom we extend a hearty welcome aQd
the hope that the acquaintance will be
a long and happy onc. Brian Sowerby
also completed three excellent circuits
to become the second proud possesser of
a BGA certificate on that day. The new
mobile winch is all but ready for service
and will most certainly add to our per·
formance figures in the coming season
- thanks, Andy!
By the time this new51etter is in print,
Pat Cleeve and Sue Smith will have become Mr. and Mrs., and we wish them
all the happiness in the world. At least
it will solve the argument as to who
owns the car!
A.H. W.

FENLAND
ITH the arrival of the better
W
weather, our more dormant members are beginning to show themselves on
the field again. Despite bitterly cold
winds over the Easter period. we did very
wen for hours and achievements and D.OW
have several members trotting around
muttering about Silver distances. Chas.
Collier, our Treasuref, is one of these
and is eagerly awaiting the off. Heather
Slack and Pete Balmforth - our Secretary - have completed also their two
bronze legs - flying tests yet to come,
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and John Foley has managed one and,
therefore, his C. Two of our "colonial
cousins" from the US'AF - Ray Pessa
and Jay Langham - are also in the running, with two and one legs respectively.
We sent Bob C!latfield off on his Silver
distance but, ijnfortunately, the ground
rose to meet him too soon.
In common with other Service clubs,
our membersCQme and. go, and we are
pleased to welcome Chris Watson from
Bicester, together with his charming wife,
also Chris, which confuses things somewhat. Leaving us to carry out a course
is "Leaky", to whom we extend our best.
wishes and thanks for all the work he
has done.
J. P.

WREKIN
Easter .soaring Week was sueO .UR
cessful from a soaring and cross-

country point of vi~w, for Kevin Kiely
completed his Silver C with a distance
flight to Staverton, and the' same distance
was flown by Peter Haig and Charles
Nightingale on the following day. Simon
MOTrison, oor eFl, also added 42 miles
to our cross-country distance on a Gold
C attempt.
W,e have recently also sent three pilots
~olo, three have gained their C' ce·rtjfi-

cates, and two - Colin Dewhurst and
John Griffin - a Bronze leg each, At
the moment, our fleet consists of a T-2!
and a Bocian fot tWo.-seater training, and
for solo pilots we have a Grunau 2 and
" Gtunau 3., an Olympia :lA, a Ra-S. a
Sk.ylark 2 and a Ka-6E - all, pro tern,
in good trim.
C. B. B.

CRUSADERS

so

far. 1969 has been wetter and milder
tha.n usual. but flying has, continued
apace. During March, when the Club
operated every day, nine soaring' certificates were gained in one day by various
members,and Chris Gildea and Barry
Voisey had Gold Height neat-misses with
flights to just over 10,000 it. A two-week
ab-initio course was held recently.
Olympia 401 pilots now work Nicosia
ATC with the club-purchased Pye radio
and they are looking forward to some
good cross-countries. The Nuffield Trust
has kindly granted us the cash for two
more radios, so Swallow pilots - and.
we !lope later on, Ka-13 instructors and
pupils - will be able to have more extensive flights. Try as we might, though,
we ~nnot quite fit a feasible Gold
distanc.e/Diamond goal triangle into this
island with the FAJ flight termination
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prices. should lie made to The British Glic1ing Association.
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equirements as they are.
r Three more Club stalwarts are leaving
cyprus, tour expired; all started gliding
ome three years ago here. We shall miss
GerrY Cooper and Tim O'Donovan, who
would turn their hands to anything, and
we shall be ever grateful to John Scott
for putting t~e Clu~ on ,a really sound
financial fOOling dunng hiS years as our
Treasurer. Good luck to all three of you
and your most helpful wives.
M. I. O.

TWO RIVERS
(Laarbruch, Germany)
HIS year Two Rivers were the hosts
for the RAFG AGM, at which the
T
Club was acclaimed for its gliding
courses and some 5,000 launches.
In October a Vennebeck expedition
produced a total of 2 Silver C legs, 6
Bronze C and an A and B. Also, with
the CO's approval, it is hoped to hold

an ab-initio c,ourse during April or May
at the Wesel Club.
It was learnt, too, at a meeting of
RAFG GSA that our much esteemed
Leigh Hood has had his name submitted
for the British National Championships
this year.
On the aircraft side we said farewell
to our Ka-2 for the sake of purchasing
a Ka-13. JefI Gregory has brought most
of the fteet on to top line during the
winter period, with the help of Jim
Porter, newly arrived from the UK.
As ever, we have our farewell brigade
- Jack Collins, CFI; Bruce Thompson.
Chairman; Pete Young, Vic Leighton,
Roger Lashley, Dave Prettlove and Terry
Brown. To the post of CFI, Barry
NoweJl is now well established and
Hoagy Carmichael is Chairman.
T<> the lads who have departed, thanks
for everything, and our wishes for the
best in the future.
F. J.

-

OVERSEAS NEWS

We should be pleased to receive news for this section from every country in
the world where soaring is done-A. E. SLATER, Overseas News Editor.

AUSTRALIA
GLIDING AT GAWLER.-A duty visit
to the Missile Range at Woomera
recently left me with the prospect of two
spare weekends and a week to prepare
for them. Questions of the Range staff,
pOSed at the end of meetings, eventually
!laYe me a contact at the Adelaide SoarI~g CLUb; 1 could have looked in the
~rk. (not yellow) pages, under "Clubs biding", if I had had my wits about me,
e Ut J had to do it the hard way. My
BO~tact, the CFl, put me in touch with
h nan Symonds, who passed my Adelaide
otel on the way out to the ~ite and he

picked me up at 7.15 a.m. on the first
Saturday.
The Club haye two Ka-7's, a Ka-6, a
Ka-8 and a Ka-13 flying at present on a
wartime strip with two runways at
Gawler, some 20 miles north of Adelaide.
I was at ooce made very welcome and
soon after arrival given a check in the
Ka-7. Unfortunately, a wind shift caused
me to get some 300 ft. only and to have
to land downwind on the other runway.
When all had been shifted round I got
another launch, this time to 1,000 ft.,
and after that half-an-hour solo in the
same aircraft - just to get used to Australian thetmals. Next day I was con257
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ver ted to the Ka·6, but after the sea
reeze had passed through.
b I was converted a~o to ~ustralian
terminology. CHAOTIC IS used mstead of
cBSITCB, the mo~i1e office is a piecart and
_ most mystenous of all - the towcar is a "ute", w~ich !S short, i.t seems,
for uticon. No WInc.h IS used, but aerotoWS are the alt~rnatlve to auto-tows. E~
periments are In hand to u~ nylon m
place of wire for auto-towm,g but, so
far, the peculiar launch characteristics
are proving troublesome. "
Now, gliding seems to be much the
same basically wherever I have done it,
and I don't want to write a thermal-bythermal description of my subsequent flying at Gawler - it's all been written before to the point of tedium -but the one
thing which made it an outstanding experience for me was the incredible hospitality. I was entertained nearly every night
by Club members in their homes and,
over the weekends on days on which I
did not go to glide, was taken sailing in
a catamaran, was shown the nature
reserves close-by, or taken to a GFA
meeting in Waikerie and generally made
to feel welcome.
I think that there is a message here
for us. Do we do enough for visitors
from abroad to our gliding clubs? Perhaps in a general way we do but, to our
Visitors, I certainly intend to try harder
to repay the welcome I had.
R. BRETT-KNOWLES

AUSTRIA
pREPARING FOR MARFA.-The proposed team for next year's World
~hampionships spent their second train109 course at Zell am See during the last
Week of October, 1968. With excellent
Soaring weather every day, they nevertteless had time for lectures by Harro
A OdJ, the present World Champion. Dr.
If Schubert, who came 4th, and others.
GLlDlNG SCHooLS.-At Aigen Alpine
fbool in Ennstal, 6,376 hours were flown
(~oOrn
11,138 launches during 1968
, 24 hrs. from 9,978 in 1967), and
S?,836 km. were coveTed in distance
!lIghts; 21 goal-and-returns of 500 km.
~OOe flown and 59 goal-and-returns of
tw km. Also 45 altitude flights of be22e;n 4,000 and 6,800 m. (13,123V.' .10 ft.) and 64 between 3-4,000 m.
ISIlors numbered 1,005, including 648

foreigners, 607 of whom were GeIDlans,
4 Americans. 3 South Africans and 3
British; 30 foreign groups brought their
own sailplanes.
At Spitzerberg, 66,406 hours have been
flown from 198,310 launches since the
school opened in 1956. Figures for 1968
were 5,658 hrs. from 15,256 launches.
NATIONlI.L CHAMPIONSHIPS will be held
at Mariazell from 21st May to 5th June.
Astroflug

BELGIUM
"rO FAYBNcE.-The usual winter expe-

J. dition to Fayence, in France, consisting this time of a Bocian and Mucha,
accompani~ by
pilots Bert Zegels,
Michel Bluekens and M. Hochart, was
stopped at the French frontier on the
excuse of a new regulation requiring that
they should have given three weeks'
notice. After some telephoning and
several hours' wait in the rain, they were
allowed to proceed; but they heard that
a Dutch team, after waiting there in vain
for 10 hours, decided to go to In·nsbruck
instead.
On the first day, the Mistral blew, but
after a cheCk flight by Bulekens, the only
tug pt10t present refused to tow again
because the mid-day dinner hour was
approaching. Bluekens got his third Diamond with 7,000 m. (23,000 ft.). Then
came more frustration, until M. Brocart,
the: Chief, who had already straightened
out the frontier trouble by phone, turn~
up and restored order, while Zegels restored good relations.
Thereafter, 10 Belgian pilots contacted
the rotor and had a good time.
La Conquete de l' Air

EAST GERMANY

CHAMPIONSHlPS.-These will
N" ATJONAL
be held at Neustadt-Clewe from

14th to 29th June. On the 14th, foreign
visitors (from Eastern Europe) carry out
training flights. Official opening is at
9 am. on the 15th; tasks from 15th to
27th are for speed; triangles, goal-andreturns and goal flights. Three competitors must reach lOO km. for it to be a
contest day. Final ceremony on 28th;
depart on 29th.
The decentralised national contest is
for the highest aggregate points for a
pilot's three best flights during the period
15th March to 31st August There are
two classes: A, for machines with best
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gliding ratio exceeding 32: I, and B, for
ratios up to 32: I. Points are given for
both distance and speed in all but free
distance flights.
C'ERTtFICATES.-The latest list brings
Silver Cs to 1,365 and Gold Cs to 72.
Aerosport

FINLAND
SURPRISING light phenomenon has
A reappeared
in the Finnish skies. The

phenomenon is the sun, which is little by
little wiping off the snow and winter and
building up wispy cu's to upset hardworking glider pilots.
This year is going to be one of the
busiest in the history of the FinnisA Aeronautical Association, which is the central
organization of Finnish sporting aviation.
The Association has its 50th anniversary,
and that is why we will have the FA!
General Meeting in July.
The most .emarkable event of the
year, seen from the cockpit of a glider,
is going to be the Finnish Championships, to be held from 1st to 15th June
in Rayskala. Rliyskala is the busiest
gliderport in Finland, and probably in
all Scandinavia, averaging 4,000 plus
launches during the 4-5 month season.
The field is located some 60 miles from
Helsinki and it is favoured by beautiful
Finnish scenery and good weather conditions.
The organizers of the national contest. as well as all the gliding people in
Finland" would be very pleas~d to see
foreign pilots fiying hors concours in this
meet. For the first time here in Finland
the scoring will be separate in Open and
Standard Classes, even though the tasks
will be the same for both Classes. The
entry fee is 100 Finnish marks (approx.
£11), which includes ten aero-tows. The
accQIJ1modation can be arranged at
4 marks a daY and meals are available
in the site's restaurant.
If you are willing to see the thousands
of lakes in Finland and have a fair competition with the best Finnish pilots, welcome to Rayskala. If you are interested,
please contact Mr. Juhani Honna, whose
address is Poltinahontie 13 A 3, Hameenlinna, Finland, as early as possible.
The other Finnish contest next summer will be from 21st-29th June in
Nummela, 30 miles west of Helsinki.
This is going to be a nine-day competition, in which handicapping, photo260

graphic evidence and the most modern
tasks will be applied. Visitors are beartily
welcome also to this meet, organized by
the Triangle Squadron (a group of COl)test-oriented young glider pilots from
Helsinki) and Helsinki Aviation Association. The "Nine Days in Nummela" will
be open either for individual pilots or
teams of two. And if you are interested.
as we hope you are, just let Mr. Jyri
Raivio know before 1st June. His address
is Koroistentie 6 a B 11, Helsinki 28,
Finland.
Hope to see you in Finnish conte!>ts
next season'!
J. RArvro

FRANCE
CENTR£S in France number
G LIDING
98, according to the F.F.V.V.

(Federation Fran91ise de Vol a Voile). A
table of membershiDs, divided into Under
22, Over 22 and - Military, shows the
totals per centre to 'vary between 1 in
"C.J. Paris" (under 22) and 230 in
Limoges (8S under 22, 86 over 22, 56
military). In 1968, 1;024 elementary
certificates were gained, 64 I of them by
pilots under 22; the total figure for 1967
was 1,01 I.
This year's French Chatnp:onships will
be held at Moulins from 26th July to
8th August, with 50-60 competitors,
divided into three. Classes: (1) Open
Class, (2) Standard Class plus older Open
Class machines, (3) other machines of
poor perfonnance. Regional Championships, lasting not more than I I days each,
will be held from June to August.
A competition for two-seaters at
Poitiers from 2nd to 14th August, organized by the Aero Club de Poilu, is
announced in Der Flieger but not in
Aviasport.
No dates are given for the Mountain
Soaring Rally at Vinon, but the Coupe
d'Europe at Angers comes in mid-July,
immediately after the Coupe Atlantique.
The Coupe Atlantique, held at Nantes
from 4th to 1I th July, is open to both
single-seaters and two-seaters and to all
nations, up to a maximum of 30 entries.
The entry charge of 150 francs will be
partly refunded according to travelling
costs. Applications to: Centre de Vol a
Voile, Nantes, Aerodrome de ChateauBougon, 44·Bouguenais. Tel.: 78-61-53.
Aviasport

NORWAY

UDING has commenced ag~in af~er
the winter started to loose Its gnp.
During our tra~itiona1 Easter camp at
fagernes. ISO pilots from Sweden, Denmark and Norway hunted for Gold al?d
Diamond heights•. "sharing about 25 sallplanes and 6-7 tugs. AltJ:1ough the weather
was mixed, about 10 pilots exceeded the
3000 m. height gain, including yours
l;uly. who took t-be A-IS to 7.~00 m.
(25600 ft.) a.s.!. (barograph not cahbrated
yet) for a new Norwegian absolute and
height gain rec.ord, The flight consisted
of a series of JumpS between hft. a~as.
advancing about 40 km. north-west IOto
stilI more mountainous areas.
Besides wave-flying, numerous hours
were flown on hill lift and thermals. Although our traditional competition,
"Valdresspritten", wasn't completed this
year, we had one daY of task fiying (goal
out-and-return), where the winner. Stein
Frich, in a Vasama, covered the 54 km.
in 40 minutes. giving an average of
81 km/h. from release. His entire return
leg was carried out below 250 m. (820 ft_).
The A· I 5 took 6 miDs. longer and Einar
Ronnestad, in the SH-I. took I hr.
12 mins., both playing safe a bit more.
British glider pilots are most welcome
to these Easter camps (qualifications,
Silver C level or equivalent, with aerotow rating), where gliding may be combined with ski-ing upon the mountiin
plains. Requests should be sent well' in
advance to the Norwegian Aero Club,
Karl Johans St. 18.. Oslo I. NorWay.
Many participants are booking in from
one year to the next, sO a rather fast
response is needed.
BIRGER W. BULUICtN

G

POLAND
WNNER of the decentralised national
.
competition for 1%8 was Alfred
Blzl. from 8ydgoszc;z. Jan Wtoblewski
196
(cl :5 World Champion), from the same
.llb. came 2nd, and the best woman
PIlot. Adela Dankowska, holder of world
records. achieved 10th place.
Aerosport

SOUTH AFRICA
NEXT CHAMps.-Tbe 1969-70 National
.B Championships will again be held at
ylocmfontein over the Christmas-New
ear holiday period. it was announced

at the end of the last Championships. by
8rigadier J. Gilliland, chairman of tbe
Aero Club of East Africa.
NEW CLUB.-A gliding dub bas been
formed in 81<>emfontein, with 16 people
signing on as foundation members.. These
included several power pilots.
Membership of the club is limited to
20 persons for the present and each
member is expected to pay the sum of
R 1.80 over a period of 12 months for the
purchase of two &liders - a single-seater
and a two-seater.
Three gliding instructors bave been
appointed - John P"ocock, Hermie Brink
and Arno Wende.
It was suggested that as many members as possible should go to Goldfields
Gliding Club. Odendaalsrus, to get firsthand experience.
Wings Over Africa

SWITZERLAND
CERTIPICATE POR DIAMANT 18.T YPE
SWitzerland's
A,ir
Administration

Office has issued the official type certificate for the all-fibreglass sailplane
Diamant 18. All models of Diamant sailplanes have thus been type-certificated in
Switzerland. Equivalent type certificates
in other countries, mainly in the U .S..
England, Australia, New Zealand and
Sweden, have been in process for some
time and are expected to be issued within the next montb.-Flug- und Fahrzeugwerke A G, A ltenrhein.

WEST GERMANY

C OMPANY
mercial

PROMOTION.-A non-com"Company for the promotion
of high-performance soaring"
(Gesellscha/t Zllr Forschung des Leistungssegel/lugs) has been formed by
Gilnter Cichon, of Bad Reichenall. three
times winner of the Germ~n decentralised
contest, and his brother, Dr. Josef
Cichon. of Municlt. Its objects are (I) to
make high-performance sailplanes available. and (2) subsidies towards the cost
of hiring them, which would be 40 and
80 DM per day respectively (£4. £8) for
the Ka-6cR and Phoebus-C w'hich they
have already acquired. These are fitted
with electric audio and total energy
variometers, MacCready ring, compass.
blind fiying instruments, oxygen for 7-10
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hours, radio, barograph and parachute.
The Phoeous has also posit'on lights and
a static discharger. The object of the
company is to help gifted pilots who
otherwise would not be in a position to
fly high-performance machines. It is
planned to enlarge the aircraft park.
Lllf/sport
BRUNSWICK'S LATEST.
Akaflieg
Bl"aunschweig has produced a further
fibreglass development of the SB-8 with
a 22-metre span (72 ft. 2 in.), called S89. with an enhanced performance. The
aspect ratio is 31.3 and wing thickn~
13%.Wortmann sections are used. The
tail is T-shaped. Minimum speed
59 km/h.; minimum sink 1.45 m/so at
72 km/h.; best gliding angle I :48 at
85 km/h.; max speed 180 km/h.
The machine was test-flown for half
an hour on 23rd January. When circling
at 70-75 km/h. true speed, the bank WaS
3040·. Schempp-Hirth brakes caused increased upward bending Qf the wing$.
which was convenient for landing, as
the wing-tips, when stationary, are only
70 cm. (2 ft. 3t in.) from the ground.
Aerokurier

Thames Valley Gliding

Club
BOOKER
Whether experienced or inexperienced
you will enjcy the facilities offered at
&>oker.
Training on Ka7 machines followed by
Olympias and ~arly conversion to oul'
Skylark 3g'S.
The efficient all aerotow operation at
Booker coupled with the many gliders
available olters a uniclue service to
members throughout the )'ear, b:>th
midweek and weekends.
Restaurant and BJ.r open at all times.
Write for details or better still visit liS
atWYCOMBE AIR PARK, BOOKER,
Nr. HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS.

THROW AWAY THE BATTERY
By R. W. SOMERSCALES

using diesel-engined tractors
C LUBS
and/or winches m1Y be interested

in our experience at the Upward Bound
Club with the Simms Type SS Spring
Starter.
The starter is an ingenious and prac'
tical solution to the sort of problems
that we, and I think most gliding clubs,
experience in the starting up of cable
retrieving vehicles and winches, particularly in the winter, when weekend only
.
operation is normal.
Starter batteries are expensive and vulnerable to misuse and nejtlect; they must
always be in good condition to survive
two weeks' inactivity following a rainedoff weekend.
In the case of djesel-enltined winches
and tractors, where no other electrical
demands are present, it seems logical to
dispense with the electrical equipment.
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Maintenance is eliminated on the
dynamo, starter, battery and voltage
regUlator, etc., and all -can be thrown
away, with the exception of the dynamo,
which remains only as a convenient
means of adjusting the fan belt.
How does it work in practice? We
fitted a spring starter to our Fordson
Major tractor before the coldest weather
experienced this winter and, although
the tractor is far from young and healthy,
we hav,e never failed to start up with
one or two operations from cold and
one operation of the starter when hot.
How does it operate'? In si mole terms
you wind a handle - detachable about twelve revolutions, the action of
which compresses a series of special steel
dished washers inside the starter. After
making sure that you are in neutral you
trip a lever. The energy stored in the

compressed washers !s then released,
causing the starter dnve to rotate and
ou are away!
.
Y Snags? Not many or senotls. Tractor
drivers tend to Leave the engine runni.ng
for longer pe'!ods to save a "wiryd" and
the only requIrement from the Installation point of view is that there must be
clearance to wind the handle, but the
winder shaft is adjustable in relation to
the starter axis in increments of 8-}
degrees.
.
. _.
.
The starter wIll cope wIth diesel engInes
up to one. litre. per -cylinder to a maximum of SIX cyhnders.

CORNISH GLIDING & flYING CLUB
Glicing courses in modern fleel from MAY
5lh - B.G.A. categorised imlruclors - line
soaring - lovely coastal airfield - ideal for
a different fami-Iy holiday.
AERO-TOW COURSES AVAILABLE.

Details w.ilh pleasure from: Th~ Course
Secretary, C'ornish Gliding & Fly.lng
Club, Trevenas Airfield. Per.ran·
portlt. Cornwall.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Model SS. "
Model SR....
Engine capacity

Clockwise pinion rotation.
Anti-clockwise pinion rotation.
Up to one litre per cylinder
(61.02 ell. in.) to a mall. of 6 cylinders.
Max'murn stored torque ...
70 Ib/ft. (9.674 m/kg.)
Ma~imum winding handle torque
45 Ib/ft. (6.220 m/kg.)
Number of teeth on pihion
11 or 13
Tooth form
H! 10 Fellows Stub Metric.
Number of turns to fully wind
12.
Weight
...
34 lb. (15.42 kg.)
Cold starting to 32"F (O·q
"Below 32'F with starting aids.
*As this j-s dependent on engine type and application, consult S~mms Sales Division
for funher information.
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DO YOU ONLY WANT TO FLY AT
WEEI(E~DS ?
OF COURSE YOU DON'T!
with the

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
AT SurrON BANK
it is possible to SOAR on any d.y of the
week, at any time of the year ..• as well
as the gQod thermal soaring conditions that
are to be found over the Vale of York in
the summer months. Excellent hill and
wave soaring in the lee of the Pennines
can be enjoyed dUring all months of the
year.
The club specialises III holiday courses for
beginnefs and in advanced courses ••• fulltime, professional instructors are emplpyed.
Visitors from other clubs are welcome
launching by winch or aera.tow.
The Clubhouse is fully residential and is
of a very high standard. There is a licensee!
bar and catering is provided for all
meals .•• centrally-heated bedrooms, each
with hot and cold water! Visitors can bring
their wives and famHies to SuttOll Bank
confidently knowing that they IQo will have
an enjoyable holiday.

The Club is ideally situated for exploring

1969!

the magnificent scenery of the North
Yorkshire National Park.

9 ...y ApproYed Instructors· Courses beslinning
17th October nd Jht OclolNt.
We.kly Holiday Courses for begin ne,. ilnd olhers:
Apri! - OclOl>«.

Modern fleet of training and high performance sailplanes.

Vililin, .ljde.. YIlfY

*..~'".

Winch or ••rorow

I.unches.
T.y a 60KM. out .nd ,etu,,, 0 .. our ridge!
Mod.,n residential c:IubhouH ."ith licensed b.r.
Full details from I

KENT GLIDING CLUB
Chabock. N,. Ashford. Kent
TeL Challodc 307

FOI mOl. information writ#! to:

The secretary.
THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB.
SUTTON BANK. THIRSK.
YORKSHIRE.
Telephones Sutton (Thlrsk) 237
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SCOTTISH GLI.DING UNION
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWEU"
BY KINROSS
Telephone: ScotlandweQ 234

THE WAVE SITE
Excellent Hill, Thermal and Wave
Soaring .in beautiful surroundings
Comfortable Clubrooms, excellent
bedroom accommodation, full
catering and bar
Severn days per week
Balanced Club Fleet
Resident I'nstructor
Aero Tow Facilities

COURSES t=oR IJEGJNNERS
AND OTHERS
JUNE TO SEPTEMBER
Visitors and visiting aircraft welcome
Write to the Secretary for farther
details
ADVANCED 800KINGS NECESSARY 'IN WRITING

WEST WALES

Withybu,h Airfield, Hoverfordwest.
Pembroke,hlr.
Tne Club is ce"trally situalecl for o¥e, 70 miles of
Na'ionill Park 'coastlino offering unspoih b.eaches jnd
~xcellC!'nt flcilities fo, open ai' hoJida,ys.
Gliding HoHday Courses open any week during summer.

laundling hom ttnee runways by avlo·towlnd '.,o.·tO'ti'.
For the beginner, in5lfuc'ioR .on sid'e.-by·side SHngsby
T-21 .."d solo on Pirat., Olympib 463 or Skylark 11.
For 'he advan<ed. high performance 'raining on
Capslln. Aero.·tQWS by Tugm.:s'et. Soe-rin-g on N, E, W
and S facing cliffs. Accommodation in fully licensed
residenlial Clubhouse, with male and 'emal. d_ormitories
with full int8fior sprung single beds.
lIIusrrated brochure and derails hom Gliding Secretary,
Flying Control, To!. Haver'cndwest 3665 or 3156 or

Tonby 2705.

WORCESTERSHIRE GliDING CLUB
BID~RD·ON·AVON
Come to Shakespeare's counlry for your 1969 Gliding

Holiday.
Weekly courses for beginners from April te October.

Special courses ha...e been arranged for ,the advanced
pilol.
Full.,. sl<1.ffed modern residen'ial c1ubhou,e with licensed
bar.
We try to make your l10liday
Send for ft·ee

~omething

broc~u,.

to remember.

tor fuU del_ails.

L,ASHAM
(NA TIONAL GUOING CENTRE)

Weekly elemerltary and advanced courses all year at inclusive rates. Modern
centrally-heated clubhouse, canteen and bar. Accommodation provided. Full
time professional instructors, with Derek Pilijg,ott as C.F.J., club solo aQd
two-seater flying every day, private owners welcome.
I
Club Fleet for 1969
2 Capstans
2: ASK 13's
3 K SB's
2 Skylark IIIF's
3 Sk)'lark IV's
2: Dart 17R's
Expected May: two-seater motor<glider Scheibe Falke for trainin!1j
purposes.

lASHAM GLIDING CENTRE, NI. ALTON, HANTS. TEt. HERRI~RD 270

LASHAM GLIDING SOCI,ETY
SURREY & HANTS GLIDING CLUB

GL,IDE AHEAD WITH A 'BLANIK'
HOLDER OF THE U.K. TWO-SEAT HEIGHT RECORD

* Unsurpassed two-seat performance .
* Fully aerQbatic - Flies equally well inverted
* Corrosion proof all melal manufaclure - low maintenance costs
* 'High launches achieved through low drag and weight (Empty 650 Ibs.)
* Perfect for aN training especia'lly instrument flying
*

A'II purpose sailplane - ideal for club or syndicate
Winch belly hook now filled

*

WELL PROVEN-OVER ONE THOUSAND BUILT
Delivered U.K. £2.,2.75

'Duty £2.70

(including instruments)

(if applicable)

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
H.P. FINANCE ARRANGED
OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

Distributor for U.K., fi,e and Canada:

Peter Clifford Aviation Limited, Oxford Airport, Kidlington, Oxford.
Tel. Kidlington 4262
Cables: Clif/air, Oxford
Sole Exporter for Czechoslovak Aviation Products:

Omnipol Limited, Washingtonova 11, Prague I, Czechosl'ovakia.

